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INTRODUCTION 
"Reading, 'Riting, and 'Rithmetic" have been the 
core subjects of education from early times and it is 
worth noting that "reading" has always held first place 
on that list. During the development of American edu-
cation reading as a subject has been subjected to many 
experiments. "Reading readiness," "retarded readers," 
and "slo'tiT learners," have been terms that have chal-
lenged each generation of teachers. Until a recent 
date, reading was considered to be the teacher's respon-
sibility. With the advent of World Har II the Army pub-
lished statistics on American youth illiteracy that over-
whelmed the active educators. When the book ~~y Johnny 
Can't Read was published, more parents became ala~.ed. 
It did awaken an interest in the reading problems that 
the little boy or girl may face in the original 'class-
room situation. Sympathy and interest on the part of 
parents were created, and teachers felt that there was 
an awakened interest in the oft-discussed subject of 
reading. Ne-vr programs of developmental and remedial 
reading were organized and these have produced many 
worth-while contributions in reading growth. In a 
modern world in which learning reading has come a long 
way, one of the great problems of our curriculum is 
2. 
accelerated reading. Accelerated reading is an auxil-
iary approach used with those who have already acquired 
the basic skills. 
Norms have been established for speed of reading 
in the elementary grades which list two hundred seventy 
five words satisfactory for grade six. A new err\.,)hasis 
is being placed on speed of silent reading and the ques-
tion has been raised concerning the possibility of 
raising these norms. This study is an attempt to im-
prove speed of silent reading in grade five in a four-
month period using a planned program. 
CHAPTER I 
St.JMlv';.ARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
The reading of printed symbols has continued to 
grow in importance since the invention of the art of 
printing by Johann Gutenberg about 1448. Today, it 
constitutes the fundamental subject of the elementary 
school curriculum. More than one fourth of the total 
time in our grade schools is now devoted to the teach-
ing of reading according to a recent investigation of 
time distribution.l Holmes2 reports that in the lower 
grades mastery of the mechanics of reading is very im-
portant. Most of the time in the primary grades is 
devoted to exercises which have as their aim the inter-
pretation of the wTitten word. Reading constitutes the 
basic instrument which enables one to penetrate the 
mines of information. 
The method of teaching the mechanics of reading 
which held undisputed sway throughout the centuries 
was inherited from the ancients.3 Tracing with the 
stylus their alphabet upon tablets and papyrus, the 
i/John O'Brien, Silent Reading, Macmillan Company, New 
York, 1921, p. 1 • 
.VHenry Holmes, "Time Distribution by Subjects and Grades 
~n Representative Cities," Fourteenth Yearbook of the 
National Society for the Study of Educat~on, part ~ 
pp. 21-27. Chicago, University-of Chicago Press, 1915. 
2/John O'Brien, ~· £11., p.2. 
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pedagogues of ancient Greece and Rome taught their pu~ils 
the names and phonic properties of each letter as the 
first and indispensable step in the process of learning 
to read. What could appear more logical than to have a 
child know the names and sounds of the constituent let-
ters of the w·ord before he could pronounce it. What 
never occurred to them was the fact that the word itself 
was as simple and as clearly a unit of sound as the letter. 
The alphabet method remained in almost universal use in 
the schools until the last quarter of the nineteenth 
century.l 
The studies of Cattell2 at Leipzig in 1886 on the 
perceptual process resulted in producing strong evidence 
that, as a general rule, reading ,roceeds not by succes-
sive letters, but rather by 't.-rord, phrase, and sentence 
'tvholes. The time required to perceive a whole v1ord and 
whole phrases and short sentences, was no greater than 
the time required to perceive a single letter. This was 
confirmed 'tvhen a study showed that after many tachisto-
scopical exposures, '1vords may be recognized when the 
individual letters are too small to be identified or when 
parts of the words are out of range of clear vision."3 
!/ John O'Brien, 22• cit.,p. 2. 
2/ James Cattell, "Reactions and Perceptions," Essays 
Philosophical and Psychological in Honor of ~villiam 
James, Longmans;-Green, and Company, 1908;-pp. 569-84. 
2/ Ibid., p. 2. 
s. 
The past fifty years have witnessed a tremendous 
interest in reading and its relation to man and his cul-
ture.l Many experimental studies have been conducted 
with the result that "we are far more conscious of the 
extreme complexity of the reading problems and are far 
less certain of the answers to many of them. "2 
As early as 1917 Thorndike3 pointed out the extent 
and variety of the mental activity involved in the read-
ing act: 
"It consists in selecting the right rela-
tions and also with right amount of weight or 
influence or force of each. The mind is assailed 
as it were by every word in the paragraph. It 
must select, repress, soften, emphasize, cor-
relate, and organize, all under the influence of 
the right mental set or purpose or demand." 
Life in modern America is becoming more complex 
daily. To discharge the duties of a citizen the average 
4~erican needs more and more info~ation. In spite of 
the rapid growth of communication the importance of 
reading as a means of acquiring information is growing 
even greater. Many individuals feel they do not have 
1/ Charles Letson, "The Construction and Evaluation of a 
T'est to Measure the Flexibility of Reading Rate." 
Dissertation: Boston University, 1956. 
2/ William s. Gray, "Summary of Investigations Related to 
Reading," Supplementary Educational Monograph, #28, 
University of Chicago, 1925. 
?./ E L. Thorndike, "Reading as Reasoning: A Study of 
i'fistBkes in Paragraph Reading," Journal of Educational 
Psychology, 8:323-332, 1917. 
6. 
sufficient time to read all they must to keep abreast 
of world affairs.l 
The normal and average pupil desires to get thought 
from printed symbols at an ever increasing rate of speed, 
because it is hurd for him to compete ~vi th the gifted pupils 
in his class. The pupil of average mental ability knovJS 
he will never be able to accomplish as much as a gifted 
child, because the latter has more to uork w·ith. Hm·7e.ver, 
he will be able to make better grades when he c.2n obtain 
thought from the printed page at an ever increar:;:Lnc; rate 
of speed.2 
Hheeler3 states that when the spe.ede<'!. reading pro-
g r.s.m is presented in a proper manner, it makes its appeal 
to the gifted, the normal, and the slm·: pupils, because 
it has something to offer to each of the.'1• All ··mrils 
can participate in this ~nrogram, not just a few who have 
not learned ho~v to read. The purpose. of this rrogr:::.n must 
be stressed, namely, enable all pupils to get thought 
from the yrinte.d page 2.s rapidly as possible. Th.is 
speeded reading program is not a remedial pror~ram., but 
!/ Narvin J. Dumler, "A Study of Factors Relo.ted to Gains 
1n the Reading Rate of College Students with the Tacldsto-
scope and Accelerator," Journal of Educational Research, 
52:27-30, S'58. 
yArville \·lheeler, "Speeded ReaCiing Prcgram for High 
School Pupils," Peabody Journal of Sducaticn, 30:138-47, 
N'52. 
~ Ibid., p. 140. 
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of course, if some pupils are found to have deficiencies 
in reading, remedial techniques will have to be used. 
There 't-7ill be many who say there is no time for a 
speeded reading program. They must be made to realize 
that there is nothing more important than teaching pupils 
how to read. Their success in the subject fields, and in 
life as 'i·Tell, depends upon their ability to read.l 
More people are finding it necessary to use "t-.rhatever 
reading skills they have under increased pressure. The 
training of normally slow to moderate readers in more 
advanced reading skills should be given attention. Special 
interest should be taken in this field to give a course 
and see students outperform on standard reading tests. 
Eyes are equipped to read at least 1,000 words per minute; 
it is not the eye that holds you back.2 
The results of an investigation reported by Suther-
lancr3 indicate the perceptual span is related to rate of 
reading and to rate of perception. Rate of reacing and 
rate of perception can be improved by the training of the 
perceptual span. The results of regarding the efficiency 
y D. K. Wheeler and A. W. Anderson, "Increasing Adult 
Reading Speed," Adult Education 9, 1:25-30, Autumn, '58. 
2/ William G. Perry and C. P. Whitlock, "Right to Read 
'lrapidly," Atlantic Monthly, 190-98, N' 52. 
2./ Jean Sutherland, "The Relationship between Perceptual 
Span and Rate of Reading 1 "Journal of Educational Psychology, Volume 37, September, 19~6, 373-80. 
s. 
of training in span of perception upon improvement in 
reading rate by direct instruction are inclusive.l There 
is a suggestion that a group that had had previous 
training in perceptual span made faster initial progress 
in improvement in rate, than a comparable group that had 
not trained in perceptual span. 
Simpson2 states that speed in reading is made pos-
sible by efficient left to right eye movenents, few and 
short fixation pauses, and efficient return sweep down 
to the next line. But these, in turn, are made possible 
by reading power. 
According to Fordyce3 the difference in reading 
rate is largely a matter of rhythmical motor habits into 
which the eye is trained in the early attempts to read. 
The rate is slow if the eye pauses on each word, rapid 
if it takes in large units of phrases and clauses, and 
the comprehension easier. The trained eye grasps the 
words of a phrase or sentence in a unitary act, in the 
same way the perceptive power grasps the ideas in their 
combined form in the thought. 
!/Jean Sutherland, Ibid., p. 375. 
y Robert G. Simpson, "The Relationship of Certain Functions 
to Eye Movements Habits," Journal of Educational Psychology, 
Volume 33, (May, 1942), pp. 373-78:-
3/ Charles Fordyce, "Testing the Efficiency in Reading," 
i&dresses and Proceedings of the National Education 
Assoc~at~on;-55:818-21, JulY 7=f4, 1917. 
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Efficiency in silent reac'ing depends upon both 
speed and comprehension. Even though we havP to safe-
guard the comprehension, more stress has been placed 
on methods of increasing rate of silent reading. The 
ability to read with speed and yet 'l:vi th understanding 
is of fundai'll.ent.:J.l importance. A n~rson' s efficiency 
in his profession ':·Till depend extensively on the ranid-
ity with which he can gather through from the printed 
page. An increase of speed in reading lvill benefit 
both the pupil and adult, since it will effect economy 
of time and effort in the vTOrk of education. It is the 
longing of many people to become masters in their field, 
but they can attain this goal only through a considerable 
gain of speed in reading.l 
Reading for increased speed and understanding is 
a skill that requires faithful and abundant practice, 
in the opinion of Smith. 2 Unless one gathers meaning 
from reading, reading rapidly is of no value. Speed and 
comprehension are the major reading skills that lend 
themselves to development with guidance and practice. 
The t1v0 must increase together or all is lost. If speed 
is increased and comprehension decreased, more harm than 
good follovTs. 
!/ John O'Brien, Silent Reading, The Hacmillan Company, 
N e'I:·T Y ork, 1921, p. 32. 
2:/ Nila B. Smith, "You Can Read Faster and Better," 
Business Education ~ .. Jorld, 36:17-8. 
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Schools have for many years been concernen \·.rith 
developmental anc~ reP1edi9.l reading progr:;.ns, but accel-
erated reading has been neglected. Rapid .leading does 
t J • • 1 • • no rJean s.<.unrn.ng or s.\.~pp~ng. /\.ccelerate.d rcadinr; is 
not a method of teaching reading, but it is an auxiliary 
approach used \vi th those who have already acquired the 
basic skills.1 
Accorc1ing to Durrell2 habits of accurate, attentive 
reading should be taught before speed in silent reac1ing 
is attea!_lted. Stress on speed in silent rear1ing is of 
no value vrhen the student is careless a bout skiDping 
words and comprehension is low. 
In a recent experiment reported by Letson3 evidence 
was found to support the conclusion that the difficulty 
of the material bein~ read exerts a greater degree of 
influence on rate of reading than does the purpose. It 
is important to good comprehension to slo"tv dm·m in read-
ing difficult material, but not necessarily for mastery. 
~..Jhen one is reading for mastery he is more alert and '>vill 
read with greater comprehension and not a measure of 
words per minute. ~~1at is being read and the reason for 
!/ Charles T. Letson, "The Relative InJ~luencc of }·~terial 
and Purpose on Reading Rates," Journal of Educational 
Research, 52:238-40. 
y Donal··l D. Durrell, Imnrovin:::r, ::>..ec..dinz. Instructi,-::-n, 
Horld Book Conpany, New York, 1956, pp. 190-2. 
2/ Charles Letson, 2£• cit., p. 237. 
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reading is necessary if students are to get the most out 
of their reading. Our students will have to use critical 
faculties in order to act in the proper manner. They must 
be taught the mechanics of reading, how to interpret tables, 
graphs, etc. These and many other similar situations are 
taken care of when reading is taught in a meaningful way. 
This is where speed reading gives way to slow deliberate 
reading. Reading should be a pleasure and it ~vill be if 
rate is not isolated from understanding and comprehension. 
In the beginning, reading for understanding will be hard 
work, but rewarding when our students can identify them-
selves ~vith characters in their reading books.l 
Tinker~ states that some writers seem to believe 
speed of reading is something apart from comprehension. 
A measure of the rate with which v10rds are recognized 
as words with no reference to apprehension of the relation-
ships and meanings involved is of no value in reading. 
To measure speed of reading, one must measure the rate 
of comprehension. 
"The only practical and adequate definition of rate 
of reading is to redefine it as the rate of comprehension 
fs V. E. Leichty, "How Slowly Do They Read?" English Journal, 
5:257-60, May, '56. 
21 Miles A. Tinker, "Dr. Robinson on Speed Versus Compre-
'hension; A Discussion," Journal of Educational Psychology, 
Volume 31:554-560. 
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of printed and 1vri tten material," say Bond and Tinker •1 
Rapid reading itself is not a cause of understanding. A 
fast rate of coMprehension is ncssible because the pupil 
possesses the abilities necessary for clear and ranid 
understanding. The reading rate depends on the material 
although some pupils read science and social studies nate-
rials at an extremely slow rate. The proficient reader 
will have several speeds to be used as the occasion demands. 
An important part of this instructional program is to see 
that pupils acquire speeds and gain skill in using them 
efficiently. The goal is to ccmprehend at as fast a rate 
as possible. \Vhen a child is taught the skills .::md con-
cepts to understand rapidly what he reads, he will ordi-
narily learn to understand properly what he atterrJ.pts 
to read. 2 
Leichty reports that " ••• if a student is able to 
increase his speed of reading by fifty 't·7ords ner minute 
this represents objective evidence of improveBent to him."3 
The quality of speed also appeals to us because it is 
limitless. It is always possible to improve on our speed 
no matter how fast we can read. This directly measurable 
1/ Guy L. Bond and }1iles A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties, 
~r Diagnosis and Correction, Ne'liv York, Appletcn-Century-
Crofts, Inc., 1957; p. 373-80. 
1/ Ibid., P. 376. 
2/ Leichty, ll. E., "How· Slo"t<Tly Do They Reacl?" English 
Journal, 45:257-60, l-~ay, 1956. 
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self-improvenent attracts all classes of people, because 
it encourages further practice in reading by the general 
public. Durre111 points out that: 
1 ~fuile the best basis for improving speed 
of reading is the desire to learn the end of an 
interesting story, children may be helped to im-
prove their speed in a number of ways, Speed 
tests, given once or tv...i_ce a week and the results 
recorded on a graph will be adequate to motivate 
the children to greater speed of reading. If 
speed tests are limited to t'tvo or three minutes, 
at most, and if the material is suitable, no 
great nervous strain is found.n 
Dolch asserts that we should have groups in reading 
throughout the grades; the poor readers should be given 
attention as in the primary grades. \·lhere this is irrmos-
sible, a rapid reading period will help these poor readers 
to progress. In an ordinary reading period these children 
have to get what they can from listening. However, the 
pupils all enjoy reading at their own level, when the 
time for rapid reading comes. Poor readers will continue to 
speed up their eye movements because the material they 
are reading is not too difficult and will develop their 
span of attention and comprehension. This program 'tvill 
do something to prevent development of wrong attitudes and 
stop progress. If we are really in earnest about increas-
ing children's speed anc1 getting them to read independently, 
the rapid reaoing period should take place at least three 
1/ Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, 
World Book Company, New· York, 1956, p. 190. 
times a week. This will benefit the good readers as well 
as the poor readers, because they are all reading at their 
mm level. Perhaps it is the first tj_me they can ex;yeri-
ence fun in reading.l 
Lewis says, "Intellectual curiosity and personal 
interest are the spark plugs of the mind's cylinders. 
Without them many potentially capable of eight cylinder 
thinking produce only one or tivO cylinder performance. n2 
Marvel reports that motivation of the pupil will improve 
his reading ability and help to release his potentialities.3 
"The person who reacts slm..;rly cannot read top speed, 
so it is not realistic to teach everyone at any given speed. 
~ve must expect to have individual differences in this skill 
as in any other," Robinson4 points out. The rate of read-
ing must depend on the purpose. The student may read ranidly 
if he is reading for a general idea of the material. But'if 
he is reading for mastery or evaluation, he may need to 
1/ Edw·ard W. Dolch, "Rapid Reading tvith a Pu.rpose," 
School Review, 59:410-13. 
2/ Norman Lewis, How to Read Better and Faster, Thomas Y. 
~rowell Company, NeW Yor~ -
y J. A. Marvel, "Acquisition and Retention of Reading 
Performances on Two Response Dimensions as Related to 
Set and Tackistoscope Training," Journal of Educational 
Research, 52:237-9, February, 1959. --
4/ Helen H. Robinson, "Development of Reading Skills," !h£. Elementary School Journal, February, 1958, 1). 273-'-~. 
" 
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read slowly. Of course, if he is familiar with the 
topic, a more rapid rate is justified. These consid-
erations imply that a good reader selects the sneed 
appropriate to his purpose and to the materials. Those 
"tvho teach rapid reading must check to be sure the learner 
is able to adjust his speed to the material he is read-
ing. Continuous evaluation of comprehension is important 
w·henever reading is stressed. Robinson concludes: 
"The silent reading rate should increase 
gradually from the primary grades to adult 
life. Good teachers at every developmental 
stage and in all subject areas should clarify . 
the purpose for reading each assignment, t<7hether 
it is to be read slowly and thoughtfully, or 
rapidly for a general idea of the contents. 
If this plan is followed, our next generation 
will acquire a flexibility of reading rate t·.rhich 
should eliminate the need for a larger portion 
of the adult speed reading programs in current 
news. nl 
Hithin probability the requisite skills for im-
proving reading rate lie in the ability of the teacher 
to motivate the students for an increase in reading 
rates and release their potentialities. 
i/ Ibid., p. 274. 
CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
The details of planning the experiment involved 
the selection of the tests, reading exercises, the selec-
tion of the population, and the arrangement of the mechani-
cal organization of the study. 
Selection of Materials 
The Nc Call-Crabbs Standard Test Lessons in Reading;l 
were selected because they are designed to appeal to the 
varied interests of ten and eleven year olds of both sexes. 
These lessons develop a rate of speed and comprehension 
exceeding ordinary methods of teaching silent reading. 
The reading of these books, from A to E, is geared 
to the interests of children in grades two through 
twelve. Each book has a range of several grades. The 
lessons are about animals, plants, people, city life, 
farm life, games, and many other things. They are in the 
form of stories, fables, poems, inforr,Jational selections, 
directions to be followed, and the like. The lessons help 
all pupils to secure individual instruction. The teacher 
is urged not to try to make pupils alike in reading ability, 
1/ William Nc Call, Lelah Mae Crabbs, He Call-Crabbs 
S~andard Test Lessons in Reading, Bureau~Publica­
t~ons, New York, 1950, pp. 78-9. 
17. 
the aim being maximum gro~rth for all.l A Pupil Record 
Blank accompanying each book provides space for each 
day's score. The time allowance for each test is 
three minutes, three times a week. A list of best ans-
1;.vers is presented in the Hanual. 
The testing material consisted of the Lorge-Thorn-
dike Intelligence Test, 2 the Durrell-Sullivan Re.ar1ing 
Achievement Tests, Forms A and B. 3 The selections chosen 
for the speed tests were "Decay of the Teeth,"4 and several 
5 paragraphs on plants. 
!/ Hilliam He Call and Lelah Mae Crabbs, Teacher's 
Nanual, Bureau of Publications, Ne~v York, 1950, -
p. 13. 
2/ Irving Lorge and Robert L. Thorndike, Large-Thorndike 
~ntelligence Test, Level 3, Verbal Battery, Houghton-
l:lifflin Company, Bor·ton, 1958, !?• s. 
2/ Donald D. Durrell and Helen Blair SuJ_livan, Durrell-
Sullivan Readinr; Achievenent Test, IntQrme.diate, Horld 
Boo~::. Company, Nev1 York, 1944, p. 12. 
ljj Oliver Kelly Cornue.ll, ~Health Book, Lyons and 
Carnahan, Chicago, 1952, p. 12. 
S/ E. F. I...indcuist and A .• N. Hieron)T"""Yl.us, Imva Test of 
lrasic Skills, -Hougl1ton l1ifflin Company, Boston -;-!"95:5"; 
p. 15. 
Selection of ~he Population 
In selecting the population for this study, 
sixty-six pupils of varying ages and mental abilities 
't-Tere chosen from b70 fifth grades in a parochial 
school in East Providence, Rhode Island. 
Table I shov1s the distribution of chronological 
ages in months. 
TABLE I 
RANGE OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES IN MONTHS 
















S. D. 3.6 
The ages ranged from 107 to 139 months 1vi th a mean 
of 123.37 months or 10 years, 3 months. 
1 0. ~. 
Table II shows the distribution of intelligence 
scores on the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test. 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTEI.J.,IGENCE QUOTIE1,;TS 









92- 96 4 
Total 66 
Mean 115.5 
S. D. 6.6 
The intelligence quotients ranged fron 92 to 136 
'tvith a mean of 115.5. This was an above average group. 
20. 
Method of Conducting the Program 
With the support and approval of the supervisor 
and principal, the study was undertaken in the fall of 
1959. For the inauguration of the experi~ent the Lorge-
Thorndil::e Intelligence Testl was administered to determine 
the intelligence quotients of the pupils. It was found 
that the mean was 115.5, with a range of 92 to 136. The 
chronological age mean in months was 123.37, vTith a 
range of 107 to 139. 
The planned experiemnt was to start the first 
week. of October and end the last week in January in 
order to avoid the months in which sicl:ness would cause 
absenteeism. The selection of this time proved to be 
a valuable factor because the attendance was good. 
To determine the pre-study reading achievement 
of the group, the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Test2 was 
given. This test contains word meaning and paragraph 
meaning comprehension. The mean for the \·lord meaning 
section w9s 43.74, with a range of 23 to 64 words correct 
out of 75 words. The mean for the paragraph meaning was 
29.65, with a range of 6 to 48 correct out of 60 ite~s. 
The next step was to find the reading rate per 
minute. Since the aim of the experiment v1as to increase 
y Lorge and Thorndike, loc. cit. 
1/ Durrell and Sullivan, loc. cit. 
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speed in reading without sacrificing comprehension, it 
was impo:::-tant to find the reading rate of each child 
before the study was underway. A selection, "Decay 
of the Teeth,"l was used. The pupils were told to 
read until the teacher gave a signal to stop and then 
to encircle the last word read. 'V!hen that was done 
the pupils v1ere asked to finish the selection and answer 
the questions at the end of the page. 0n counting the 
number of words read the teacher deducted t't-renty -vmrds from 
the original count for each incorrect answer. The 
mean for the reading was 177.50, with a range of 65 words 
to 264 words per minute. 
The intelligence quotient, the chronological age, 
the grade level in reading, and the reading rate of each 
child were then recorded on a chart. All these above-
mentioned data will be found in the Appendix. 
On October 5, 1959, after the reading level of 
each child was determined the pupils were given the lt;:c Call-
Crabbs Standard Test Lessons in Reading. This particu-
lar group ranged from second to seventh grade reading 
level, so they were given Books A, B, c, an0. D. 
The two student teachers who were training in 
these fifth grades were given adequate instructions to 
the purpose and procedures of the experiment. For the 
1} Oliver Kelly Cornwell, My Health Book, Lyons and 
Carnahan, Chicago, 1952, p. 86. 
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sake of uniformity, the teachers were shown how these 
tests "t<.rere to be administered. They, in turn, explained 
to the pupils that these tests would help to increase 
reading comprehension and reading rate. A short talk 
stressing the possible value of improvenent in reading 
so that lessons would be easier, and reminding that 
reading was a subject that one uses for a life time, 
convinced both teachers and pupils that it would be an 
interesting and valuable project. 
The pupils were shown the cc,rrect manner of 
indicating right answers on the record sheet, the 
method of finding the grade level for each lesson, 
and the proper scoring procedure. 
After a three-week period, the pupils became 
discouraged each time they averaged their weekly marks 
and entered them on the graphs. One ~Teek their scores 
would be high; the next week they vTould have dropped 
considerably. Some complained that even though all 
their answers were correct on certain lessons the grade 
equivalent was lower than on a lesson where they had 
some incorrect answers. This did not seem. consistent, 
so the writer decided to study the manual again. It was 
soon found that the tests were not to be averaged until 
ten lessons were completed, as the pupil record sheet 
indicated. The lessons are planned in such a way that 
some are easy, some a little harder, and some very dif-
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ficult. All this was explained to the pupils, that 
when the ten lessons were averagedfue grade equivalent 
would be more satisfactory. For this reason, another 
type of graph had to be planned. Hence, there are two 
types of graphs in the Appendix. 
Each day the three-minute tests were given. The 
answers 'tvere written on the board and the pupils cor-
rected the pupil record sheet. The number of correct 
answers and the grade placement were marked in the proper 
place on the record sheet. The charts were checked and 
difficulties clarified. As the days progressed the teach-
ers found that routine had simplified all the procedures 
and the majority of the pupils were very enthusiastic 
about the program. 
An absentee was in no way penalized for he 'tvas 
allowed to make up any test that was missed. The 'tvriter 
was able to administer these tests during recess or free 
time while the rest of the class continued their usual 
program. 
Hhen ten lessons had been completed, the youngsters 
found their averages and marked them on the graphs. At 
this point, many questioned why the tests were given only 
three times a week instead of five. All v-1ere interested 
in completing the next ten lessons so that they could 
make a comparison. It was interesting to note that 74 per cent 
had improved; 15 per cent had remained constant; and 11 per 
" 
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cent had dropped. However, long before the end of the 
experiment most of these pupils scored higher grades. 
The study continued for a period of fourteen 
weeks. Forty-two lessons in the book were completed. 
The daily basic routine had remained constant, varied c 
correction procedures were used in order to eliminate 
any possible mistakes. On Honclays, the pupils exchanged 
sheets; ~vednesdays, they worked in groups; and on Fridays, 
they corrected their own papers. 
The content of the selection proved to be so in-
formative and interesting that the enthusiasm of the 
groups never waned. There was a continual reference to 
various passages in social studies and science. 
Evaluation ~ ~ Program 
In January, at the close of the experiment, Form B 
of the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Testl was administered. 
Improvement was noted as follows: mean for word meaning 
had gone up to 51.44, with a range of 30 to 72 words cor-
rect out of 75. Paragraph meaning came up also; the mean 
was 36.65, with a range of 16 to 56 correct items out of 
60 items. 
A test to measure reading rate was then given. A 
selection on plants2 was chosen. The same procedure as 
!/ Durrell-Sullivan, loc. cit. 
gj Oliver Kelly Cromwell, loc. cit. 
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that used in October was followed to establish uni-
formity. The mean for the reading rate was 328 words 
per minute, with a range of 103 to 492. 
V1l"len the Young Catholic Hessenger Reading and 
Vocabulary Testsl came in April, the teachers were 
anxious to see if the group would score higher than 
they did in October. These tests are given in our 
school system twice a year. The mean vocabulary in 
October vTas 5. 46 and in April, 7. 2. The mean for read-
ing comprehension w·as 5.46 in October, and 6. 78 in April. 
These means are grade equivalents. 
Convinced that the study was responsible for the 
unusual success of the pupils, the administration deoart-
ment at St. Hary's Academy, East Providence, imneriately 
made plans to incorporate this type of project into the 
elementary school curriculum. 
!/ T. G. Foran, Youns Catholic Messenger Reading Test, 
George A. Pflaum, Publ~shers, Inc., Dayton, Ohio,----
1955, p. 4. 
Chapter III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to discover the effect 
of the lessons on: 
1. Speed of Reading 
2. Reading Achievement 
a. Dur~C'ell - Sullivan 
b. Catholic Messenger 
T:o<.ble III sho'".vs the comparison of the inforrne.l 
speed of reading tests for October and January. 
TABLE III 
COl"..PARISON OF l1EANS ON READING RATE 









151 15.3 9.8 
The mean score in October was 177.5, compared 
with 328 in January. The critical ratio of 9.8 show·s 
this difference is statistically significant. A gain 




DISTRIBUTICN OF READING RATE SCORES IN OCTOBER AND JA~~ARY 















268 1 2 
253 2 6 
238 0 5 
223 3 3 
208 2 7 
193 5 5 
178 2 3 
163 5 0 
148 8 4 
133 3 7 
118 8 2 
103 14 1 
95 8 0 
85 2 0 
75 1 0 
65 1 0 
55 
_1:. 0 
Total 66 66 
The number of words per minute in October 
range from 55 to 268, and in January, 103 to 482 words 
per minute. In October, fifty-three pupils w·ere below 
the grade norm of 190 words per minute, and only seven-
teen in January. Thirteen pupils were up to 190 or 
above in October, compared with forty nine. in January. 
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Table V shmvs the distribution of scores on 
Durrell - Sullivan Hord Heaning Tests for October and 
January. 
TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTinN OF CCTOBER AND JAJ'JU.,\RY SCr:·RES 

























































The scores in October ranged from 23, grade 
equivalent, 3.7, to 63, grade equivalent, 7.1+, and 
in January from 28, grade equivalent, 4.1, to 72, 
grade equivalent, 7.9+. Twenty punils were below 5.0 
in October, and only seven w·ere in this group in Janu-
o.ry. 1\;renty-seven pupils were 5.9 or above in October, 
compared with fifty two in January. 
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Table VI shows the comparison of nean scores 
in \-lord Heaning on the Durrell - Sullivan Achievement 
Test at the beginning and close of the study. 
TABLE VI 
COHPARISON OF HK-\NS ON HORD W~ANING TEST 
Test No. He an S.D. S.Em. Diff. S.E. di:.':f. c.n.. 
Oct. 66 L~3. 74 10.62 1.32 
7.7 • 20 l.! .• 8 
Jan. 66 51. L~L:. 8. '+ 1.04 
The mean for October was 43.74, grade ecuivalent, 
5 4 d "t" 51 l.•'· - ~ • 1 • , com'=' are. \vl n • •'-+, ~raue e·:iul. va e.nt of 6.1 in 
January. The critical ratio of l.! .• 8 sho\ve.d th0. mean 
difference of 7.7 was statistically significant. There 
\vas a gain of seven months in the four-month Derioc'l .• 
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Table. VII shows the distribution of scores on 
the. Durrell - SuJ_livan Paragraph l1e.aning Tests for 
October and January. 
TABLB VII 
DIS'rRIBUTirN OF OCTOBER AND J ... 'I.NU!'..RY SCnRr:S 
No. of Items October January 
56 5 
52 8 
l+7 4 0 
42 4 12 
37. 3 7 
32 9 1'+ 
27 11 8 
22 12 5 
12 16 7 
11 6 0 
6 1 0 
Total 66 66 
TI1e scores in October r2nged from 6, grade 
equivalent, 2.6, to SO, grade equivalent, 9.1; and 
in January, 12 to 56, grade equivalents, 3.2 to 9.9, 
respectively. Thirty-five children v1ere below· 5. 0 
in October, and only hrel ve in January. Tv1enty-five 
children v7ere 5. 9 or above in October, com"!_)ared Hith 
forty eight in January. 
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Table VIII shows the comparison of mean scores 
of Paragraph 1··1eaning on the Durrell-Sullivan Achieve-
ment Test at the beginning and close of the study. 
TABLE VIII 
Cm1PARISON OF l':!E.:"u~S ON PAR\GR/'I.PH HEANING 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.Diff. c .1? ... 
Oct. 66 29.65 9.9 1.2 
7.0 .s 4.1 
Jan. 66 36.65 10.4 1.28 
The mean score in October wa .. s 29.65, grade 
equivalent, 5.1, compared with 36.65, grade equiva-
lent, 6.1, in January. TI1e critical ratio of 4.1 
shows this difference to be statistically signifi-
cant. A gain of ten months was made in a four-mnnth 
period. 
Table IX shows the distribution of grade equivalent 
scores on the Young Catholic Messenger Reading Test 
for October and April. 
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TABLE IX 
DISTRIBUTICN OF OCTOBER AND APRIL SCORES 






8.3 1 0 
8.0 2 7 
7.7 0 0 
7.4 9 6 
7.1 1 0 
6.8 6 8 
6.5 2 7 
6.2 4 10 
5.9 3 1 
5.6 0 1 
5.3 1 3 
5.0 3 5 
4.7 10 0 
4.4 7 3 
4.1 6 1 





Total 66 66 
The scores in October ranged from 2.6 to 8.5, 
and in April from 3.8 to 10.0. Thirty fcur children 
were below 5.0 in October, and in April only nine were 
below 5.0. Twenty-ei~ht children were 5.9 or above as 
compared \vi th fifty one in April. 
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Table X shows the comparison of mean grade equiva-
lents for the Young Catholic Messenger Reading Test 
in October and April. 
TABLE X 
CONPARISON OF MEANS ON REAniNG CQ1.1PREHENSI0N IN OCTOBSR 
ANT'· APRIL 
Test No. Mean s. D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.diff. c. T?. 
Oct. 66 5.46 2.58 .318 
1.32 .439 3.01 
Apr. 66 6.78 2.49 .3036 
The mean for October was 5.46, compared ~..rith 6. 78 
for April. The critical ratio of 3.01 shows this dif-
ference is statistically significant. An average of 
fifteen mc.nths was achieved in a seven-mont:1 period. 
Table XI sho~1s the distribution of grade equiva-
lent scores on the Young Catholic Messenger Vocabu-
lary Test for October and April. 
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TABLE XI 
DISTRIBUTION OF OCTOBER AND APRIL SCORES 








8.0 2 7 
7.7 3 10 
7.4 1 9 
7.1 4 6 
6.8 5 8 
6.5 6 1 
6.2 4 1 
5.9 3 4 
5.6 3 5 
5.3 3 0 
5.0 5 1 
4.7 4 0 
4.4 6 0 







Total 66 66 
The scores in October ranged from 2.3 to 8.2, 
and in April from 3.8 to 10.0. Twenty-seven child-
ren were below 5.0 in October; in April, only three 
were below 5.0. Twenty-seven children were above 5.9 in 
October compared with fifty four in April. 
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Table XII shows the comparison of mean grade 
equivalents for the Young Catholic Messenger Vocabu-
lary Test in October and April. 
TABLE XII 
CO}~ARISON OF GR~DE EQUIVALENTS ON VOCABULARY IN OCTOBFR 
AND APRIL 
Test No. Mean s. D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.Diff. C.R. 
Oct. 66 S.Ll·6 2.49 .32 
1.8 .438 4.11 
April 66 7.26 2.18 .33 
The mean for October was grade 5.!~6, compared 
with 7.26 for April. The critical ratio of 4.11 
shows this difference was statistically significant. 
There was an average gain of eighteen months in a 
seven-month period. 
CHP-.PTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The aim of this investigation was to evaluate 
the effect of a fourteen week program. to improve speed 
of reading in Grade Five. 
I. SUMMARY 
Sixty-six children in two fifth grade class-
rooms ~vere the population of this study. Informal 
tests of speed of reading were administered before 
and after a program of lessons to increase speed 
of reading by the use of the 'He Call-Crabbs Test Les-
sons in Reading. Reading achievement was measured on 
two forms of the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement 
Test. Intelligence Quotients were obtained through 
the administration of the Lorge-Thorndike Test. 
The speed lessons were taken three days a week 
for fourteen weeks. Each day's exercise, including 
the correcting and scoring, lasted approximately ten 
minutes. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
After a statistical study of the data gathered 




The test lessons appeared to be effective in 
improving speed of rea0ing. 
TI1e mean score in October on an informal test 
was 178 'tvords per minute and in January, 328 words 
per minute. 'I'l1e critical ratio of 9. 8 shmv-ed this 
was a statistically significant difference. 
General reading achievement increased during 
the testing period. 
The mean score on the Durrell-Sullivan word 
meanin~ in October was 43. 74, conpared with 51.41+ in 
January. This was the equivalent of seven months ~ain. 
The. mean score paragraph meaning was 29.65 in 
October compared with 36.65 in January. This was 
equivalent to ten months gain. 
The mean comprehension score on the Young 
Catholic Hessen~er Test in October was S.LJ.6 (grade 
equivalent) compared ;,;ith 6.78 (grade equivalent) 
in April. The. critical ratio of 3.01 shov1ed this 
gain to be statistically significant. 
Tne mean vocabulary socre on the above-men-
tioned test was 5.L~6 (initial) compared with 7.2 (final). 
The critical ratio of 4.11 show·ed this difference "tvas 
statistically significant. 
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APPENDIX I 
(LORGE-THORNDIKE INTZLLIGENCE TEST) 
LEVEL 3 • FOilM A • VERBAL BATTERY 
(Do not write in this booklet. The blank space below is for school use only.) 
THE LORGE-THORNDIKE INTELLIGENCE TESTS 
RE-USABLE EDITION 
DIRECTIONS: This booklet contains four short tests which will give you a chance to show what you 
know and how well you think. You are to mark your answers to all the questions in this booklet 
on the separate answer sheet which has been given you. The questions are followed by five 
choices, only one of which is the right answer. 
Look at the first sample question below. It is correctly marked on the answer sheet. Study 
it ca(efully to see for yourself just how you are to mark your answers. 
1. Cho.ose the word which has the same meaning, ·or most nearly the same meaning, as the word 
in dark type at the beginning of the line. 
dog A afraid B song C animal D large E fly 
Now look at the next two samples. Choose the right answer and then, on the answer sheet, make 
a heavy black pencil mark in the dotted answer space that has the same letter as the answer you 
picked. 
2. In the group of choices lettered F to K, find the word that will make the best, the truest, and 
the most sensible complete sentence. 
The sun always rises in the --~-
Feast Gwind H night Jrain K water 
3. Choose the right answer to this problem and mark the answer space. 
A boy bought a pencil for 10 cents and some paper for 10 cents. How much did he spend? 
L 5 cents M 10 cents N 15 cents P 20 cents Q none of these 
If you wish to change an answer, erase your mark completely, and then make another mark in 
the right answer space. 
You may find some of the questions very easy and some of them rather hard. Try to answer 
every question, but do not spend too much time on those that you find very hard. Do those that 
you can, and then, if you still have time left, go back and do those that you skipped. You are not 
expected to be able to answer all the questions correctly. Always do your very best. 
At the beginning of each short test there are directions that tell you what to do. Wait until you 
are told to begin before turning the page. 
Copyright, 1954, by IRVING LoRGE and RoBERT L. THORNDIKE. No part of this test may be reproduced except by 
special arrangement with the publishers. Reproduction of test material without authorization, by any duplicating 
process whatever, is a violation of the authors' copyright. Published by HouGHTON MIFFLIN CoMPANY 
Boston· New York · Chicago • Dallas ·Atlanta· San Francisco· The Riverside Press, Cambridge· PRINTED IN u.s.A. 
One word has been left out of each sentence on these two pages. Choose 
the word that will make the best, the truest, and the most sensible complete 
sentence. Look at sample sentence 0. 
0. Hot weather comes in the 
A fall B night C summer D winter E snow 
The best answer is summer. The letter before summer is C, so you should 
make a heavy black pencil mark in the C answer space for sentence 0. 
Now look at sentence 00. 
00. bark at cats. 
F Cows G Mice H Cats J Hens K Dogs 
The best answer is Dogs, so you should make a heavy black pencil mark in 
the K answer space for sentence 00. 
Do all the sentences on these two pages in the same way. Try every sentence. 
1. Boys will become 
A infants B little C intelligent D stupid 
2. We see only at night. 
F children G plants H stars J houses 
3. Fred was six years old. There were six on his birthday cake. 
L candles M boys N girls P parties 
4. Not every cloud gives ----
R weather S shade T sky U climate 
5. Coal is ----; snow is white. 
A blue B white C red D green 
6. In the spring the buds form on the branches of the 
F trees G rivers H bugs J leaves 
7. The must bend when the wind blows upon it. 
L ground 
8. There is an old 
R talk 
M house N path P grass 
----,"An apple a day keeps the doctor away." 
S saying T reader U book 
9. Nothing out of its place is good and nothing in its place is 
A there B bad C right D shelved 
10. The ragged 
F puppy 
may prove a good horse. 











Page 2 Go right on to the next page. 
11. I know of no way of judging the but by the past. 
L former M future N priority P morn Q decline 
12. Caterpillars spin -~-- for themselves in the fall. 
R webs S around T moths U cocoons V butterflies 
13. How far the little -~-­ throws its beams! 
A candle B cake C sky D puppy E night 
14. When a dove begins to associate with crows, its feathers remain ---- but its heart 
grows black. 
F black G white H dirty J spread 
15. Good company on a journey makes the ----
L feast M way N joy 
-~-- roses flush up in the cheeks! 16. How the 







17. The important thing is not so much that every child should be taught, as that every child 
should be given the wish to 
A· learn B play C hope . D reject E teach 
18. The person who ---- another must make good the damages. 
F reforms G improves H instructs J injures 
19. It must be 
L right 
---- : I've done it from my youth. 
M wrong N factual 
20. Cause and effect, means and ends, seed and -~--
P rude 
cannot be severed. 
K delights 
Q kind 
R caution S thought T fruit U science V philosophy 
21. No matter how harsh advice may be, it no one. 
A injures B helps C pays D delights E respects 
22. The only stable state is the one in which all men are before the law. 
F just G right H equal J guiltless K natural 
23. It is to be generous with other people's property. 
L desirable M necessary N good P important 
24. Reason is founded on the 
R love S confusions 
25. Think long when you may -~--
A abstain B live 









Page3 Stop! Wait until you are told to go ahead to Test 2. 
. 
Look at sample question 0. 
0. rose daisy violet 
A red B garden C sweet D grow E lily 
The words in dark type in question 0 are the names of flowers. On the next 
line only lily is the name of a flower. The letter before lily is E, so you should 
make a heavy black pencil mark in the E answer space for question 0. 
Now look at question 00. Think in what way the words in dark type go 
together. Then find the word on the line below that belongs with them. 
00. go run walk move 
F think G dream H march J sing K seem 
The right answer is march. You should make a heavy black pencil mark in the 
H answer space for question 00. 
Do all the questions on these two pages in the same way. Try every question. 
1. horse cow lamb 
A farm B forest C canary D pig E beast 
2. Ed Dick Pete 
F Benjamin G Ted H Harold J Melvin K Arthur 
3. dish cup glass 
L fork M food N plate P drink Q meal 
4. bean carrot spinach 
R orange S pea T seed U vegetable V lunch 
5. Sarah Clara Joan 
A Ben B Freddy C Louise D Sam E Ronald 
6. violet rose poppy 
F cherry G apple H garden J tulip K hemlock 
7. pencil chalk crayon 
L paper M letter N easel p pen Q paint 
8. hand chin eye toe 
R glove S shoe Tha.ir U touch V forehead 
9. pot kettle broiler skillet 
A sink B stove C tumbler D tray E pan 
10. corn rye wheat barley 
F rice G oarrots H cueumber J bean K tomato 
Page~ Go right on to the next page. 
11. bird kite airplane butterfly 
L insect M bat N animal P ship Q train 
12. book magazine letter 
R newspaper S movie T radio U lecture V read 
13. chess checkers dominoes lotto 
A pool B lacrosse C bingo D croquet E cricket 
14. star moon planet 
F sky G solar H planetarium J telescope Ksun 
15. intelligent keen acute sharp 
L prudent M poised N rational P sophisticated Q bright 
16. pumps sneakers Oxfords sandals 
R skis S hose T gloves u moccasms V skates 
17. volunteer neophyte inexperienced beginner 
A contract B amateur C unimportant D common E profession 
18. trousers breeches knickers pants 
F shorts G skirts H kilts J coats K mackinaws 
19. ignition motor generator clutch 
L gasoline M sedan N garage· P chauffeur Q brake 
20. pepper clove cinnamon nutmeg 
R onion S salt T beet U relish V soup 
21. brush mop vacuum cleaner carpet sweeper 
A rag B washing machine C towel D broom E cleaner 
22. crest insignia escutcheon shield 
F favor G genealogy H uniform J steed K coat of arms 
23. cloak mantle greatcoat ulster 
L jersey M dress N shawl P overcoat Q gabardine 
24. captain general major lieutenant 
R ensign s admiral T ·colonel U sergeant V corporal 
25. Jupiter Juno Minerva Venus 
A Diana B Thor COdin D Balder E Satyr 
Page 5 Stop! Wait until you are told to go ahead to Test 3. 
Look at sample problem 0. 
0. If candy costs a cent a piece, how much will nine pieces cost? 
A 1¢ B 7¢ C 8¢ D 9¢ E none of these 
The right answer is 9¢. The letter before it is D, so you should make a heavy 
black pencil mark in the D answer space for problem 0. 
Now look at problem 00. 
00. Mrs. Jones bought a pound of potatoes for 10¢ and a pound of spinach 
for 15¢. How much did she spend? 
F 5¢ G 10¢ H 15¢ J 20¢ K none of these 
The right answer is 25¢. The answers at F, G, H, and J are wrong. You should 
make a heavy black pencil mark in the K answer space because "none of these" 
is the best answer for problem 00. 
Do all the problems on these two pages in the same way. Try every problem. 
1. Jim bought a candy bar for 5 cents and a piece of gum for 2 cents. 
How much did he pay for both? 
A 3¢ B 7¢ C 10¢ D 52¢ E none of these 
2. Helen bought a pad for 5 cents, some candy for 12 cents, and a 
pen for 6 cents. How much did she spend altogether? 
F 21¢ G 22¢ H 23¢ J 33¢ K none of these 
3. A pad costs 5 cents. How much will 4 pads cost? 
L 9¢ M 16¢ N 18¢ P 25¢ Q none of these 
4. John bought some peanuts for 10 cents. He gave the man 25 
cents. How much change should he get back? 
R 35¢ S 25¢ ' T 20¢ U 15¢ V none of these 
5. Dick wants to buy some 5¢ pencils. . How many can he buy for 
25 cents? 
A 5 B 20 C 25 D 30 E none of these 
6. Jane had 36 cookies. She gave away 21 of them. How many did 
she have left? 
F 14 G 15 H 17 J 57 K none of these 
7. A classroom has 5 rows of seats with 7 s~ats in each row. How 
many children can be seated in the room? 
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8. Mary bought a comic book for 10 cents, some gum for 5 cents and 
a candy bar for 5 cents. How many cents did she spend in all? 
R 15¢ S 20¢ T 25¢ U 50¢ V none of these 
9. There are 20 children in a class. Each gives the teacher 10 cents 
for milk. How much does the teacher get in all? 
A 10¢ B 30¢ C $1.00 D $2.00 E none of these 
10. lt takes Mary 20 minutes to walk to school. Sue can walk to 
school in half the time it takes Mary. How many minutes does it 
take Sue to walk to school? 
F 10 G 20 H 30 J 40 K none of these 
11. A hostess needs enough ice cream to serve 30 persons. How many 
quarts should she order if one quart will serve 6 persons? 
L 6 M 24 N 36 P 180 Q none of these 
12. Every time Mr. Dwyer draws a check, his bank charges him 5¢. 
How much does the bank charge him during one month for 23 
checks? 
R $.25 S $.28 T $1.05 U $1.15 V none of these 
13. There are 321 children in a school. One day 104 went on a trip. 
How many children were left in school? 
A 425 B 227 C 217 D 207 E none of these 
14. Mr. Ronald told Peggy that he would give her $1200 to pay for 
her first year at college. If he gave her $480 to start with and the 
rest in eight monthly payments, how much was she to receive 
each month? 
F $80 G $90 H $133! J $720 K none of these 
15. Sam gets 20% of the price for each magazine subscription that he 
sells. He wants to earn $50 during the summer. What i'S the value 
of the subscriptions he will have to sell? 









































Page 7 Stop! Wait until you are told to go ahead to Test 4. 
For the questions on this page, you are to choose the word which has the 
same meaning, or most nearly the same meaning, as the word in dark type at the 
beginning of the line. Look at sample question 0. 
0. loud A quick B noisy C hard D heavy E weak 
The best answer is noisy. The letter before noisy is B, so you should make 
a heavy black pencil mark in the B answer space for question 0. 
Do all the questions on this page in the same way. Try every question. 
1. land A ground B town C roof D river E grass 
2. toss F drink G add H sum up J lower K throw 
3. elephant L bird M zoo N snake p animal Q fish 
4. last R hope S shoe T back U end v king 
5. enter A place B play C try out D leave E go in 
6. beside F lay siege G over H how J close to K few 
7. sin~le L one M many N some P all Q few 
8. carpenter R ruin s red carpet T building u clam v workman 
9. torture A toper B total c law D labyrinth E torment 
10. mix F combine G skip H reach J color K lose 
11. fasten Lfix M divide N feed p loosen Q grease 
12. whistle R small thing S song T bird u serpent v shrill sound 
13. dew A storm B moisture C drop D honey E fog 
14. sob F prejudice G solemn H sigh J joy K kind 
15. adjust L parole M account N disturb p regulate Q render 
16. heavily R lightly S solidly T feverish U goodly v weakly 
17. ~rip A grate B grow C gyrate D grasp Egrin 
18. recipe F catch G share H formula J narrative K payment 
19. detail L sale M insurance N item p bookkeeper Q poison 
20. hairy R light S b~guiled T divested U shaggy V unique 
21. exclamation A supplication B outcry C uplift D calamity E persecution 
22. hun~er F food G famine H frustration J fake K force 
23. patent L officer M client N license P head Q sheen 
24. a~ile R nervous S antiseptic T nimble U pugnacious V terrified 
25. tan~ible A ghostly B substantial C pungent D obstructive E twisting 
Page 8 Turn over your test booklet and wait for further imtructions. 
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TEST 1. WORD MEANING Samples. 
1 2 3 ' 6 
An apple is a kind of- 1 paint 2 metal 3 animal 4 fruit 5 chair .. H .... I .. 
2 3 ' 5 
Large means - 1 angry 2 big 3 hurt 4 little 5 like ............ :: 
2 3 4 5 
To shut means to - 1 help 2 . give 3 take 4 run 5 close ........ :: 
1. A dog is an - 1 answer 
2. A robin is a - 1 crow 
3. To bring is to - 1 find 
4. Small means - 1 hurry 
6. To fall is to- 1 pay 
6. To bake is to - 1 J>reak 
7. A dollar is - 1 copper 
1 2 3 4 5 







2 lift 3 touch 
2 lose 3 cook 
2 3 4 5 
4 fiower 5 leaf ........... [[ .. .. .. 
2 3 4 5 
4 lose 5 fall .......... ~~ .. . . .. . . 
2 3 4 5 
4 like 5 help .......... ~~ .. .. .. .. 
1 2 3 4 5 
4 drop 5 face ............. [[ .. .. .. r: 
2 3 4 5 
4 speak 5 copy ........ ~~ .. .. 
2 3 4 5 
2 money 3 business 4 healthy 5 clothing) . . . . . . . . 
2 3 4 5 
8. A voice is used to - 1 clamp 2 speak 3 point 4 write 5 mark ... ~~ .. .. .. .. 
2 3 4 5 
9. A potatp is a - 1 song 2 planet 3 vegetable 4 table 5 postman .. H . . . . . . . . 
1 2 3 4 5 
10. Beef is a.kind of- 1 horse 2 boat 3 maze 4 ranch 5 meat . . . . . n " " .. .. 2. 
1 2 3 6 II 
11. To chop means- 1 roll 2 note 3 come 4 chide 5 cut .......... :: ....... . 
2 3 4 5 
12. If a thing is above, it is- 1 glad 2 pleasant 3 short 4 higher 5 between~[ .. .. .. .. 
2 3 4 5 
13. A thing that is bent is - 1 warm 2 sharp 3 crooked 4 straight 5 tight ... ~ [ 
1 2 3 4 5 
14. Travel means - 1 trouble 2 journey 3 serious 4 prepare 5 junction .. ~ [ . . . . . . . . 
16. Oil is used for- 1 fuel 2 water 3 fun 
16. Quarrel means- 1 stop 2 travel 3 fight 
4 writing 
4 forget 
1 2 3 4 5 
5 presents. . . . . [ ~ H · . . . . . . 
2 3 4 5 
5 throw ...... H .. .. .. .. 
2 3 4 5 
17. A hall is a - 1 hom 2 road 3 tooth 4 room 5 field ............ ~~ .. 
2 3 4 5 
18. An island is surrounded by - 1 sugar 2 gardens 3 earth 4 salad 5 water H . . . . . . . . 
2 3 4 5 
19. Remain means - 1 ride 2 measure 3 happen 4 stay 5 accompany . . ~ ~ 
2 3 4 5 
20. Salt is used on- 1 holidays 2 water 3 food 4 birds 
4 obtain 
5 fiowers .. :: 
2 3 4 5 
21. Marriage means - 1 image 2 civil 3 bitter 5 wedding .. i' .. .. .. .. 
2 3 4 5 
22. A carpenter makes things of- 1 iron 2 stone 3 cement 4 wood 5 grass ~ [ . . . . . . . . 
2 3 ' 5 
23. A maid is a - 1 smile 2 father 3 girl 4 heart 5 fruit .......... ~~ .. .. .. .. 
2 3 4 5 
24. A palace is a - 1 crown 2 storm 3 land 4 building 5 policeman .. ~ ~ 
2 3 4 5 
26. A helmet is worn on the- 1 knees 2 breast 3 feet 4 elbows 5 head jj .. .. .. .. 
r 2 1 
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1 2 3 • 5 
26. When you miss school, you are - 1 tardy 2 absent 3 present 4 taught 5 fair 1 ~ 
1 2 3 4 5 
27. A person is alone who is without- 1 money 2 food 3 company 4 shelter 5 danger~~ . . . . .. . . 
2 3 4 5 
28. A stomach is part of the - 1 sea 2sky 3 body 4 country 5 world H 
1 2 3 4 
29. A man's daughter is his- 1 parent 2 child 3 sister 4 son 5 niece ... lj .. .. .. .. 
30. Ill means - 1 sick 2 hungry 





1 2 3 4 5 
5 sorry . . . . ·. . . . . . . . ~ ~ . . . . . . . . 
4 poor 5 • d .. trre .. ~ l 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
32. A hive is for - 1 oil 2 school 3 robbers 4 peaches 5 bees ..... :~ 
2 3 4 5 
33. To tumble is to- 1 type 2 ask 3 knock 4 fall 5 tickle 0. 0 •••• · :: 
2 3 4 5 
34. A grandparent is an - 1 antagonist 2 elephant 3 ancestor 4 impostor 5 umpire~ ~ 
2 3 4 5 
36. A smell is an- 1 amount 2 answer 3 office 4 odor 5 idea . .... H .. .. .. .. 
2 3 4 5 
36. An elm is a- 1 mold 2 helm 3bug 4 tree 5 tool. ..... . . , .... :: 
2 3 4 5 
37. A mul~ is a- 1 splinter 2 pearl 3 beast 4 ditch 5 handle .. .. .. ~~ 
1 2 3 4 5 
38. Costly things are- 1 expensive 2 pliant 3 scorched 4 liberal 5 domestic ~~ .. .. .. .. 
3-+ 
1 2 3 4 5 
39. An author is a - 1 patron 2 policeman 3 statesman 4 treasurer 5 writer ~ ~ . . . . . . 
40. A mayor is an - 1 expert 
41. A zone is a - 1 number 









2 3 4 5 
4 umbrella 5 official n n .. .. 
1 2 3 4 5 
4 sliver 1!: h b. :: oJ a 1t . . . · 11 . . .. .. . . 
2 3 4 5 
4 sell 5 splash .. .. U 
1 2 3 4 5 
4 throw 5 love ... n .. .. .. .. 
2 3 4 5 
44. Mild means - 1 gentle 2 price 3 wild 4 new 5 behind ....... -~~ 
2 3 4 5 
46. Wicked means- 1 generous 2 grateful 3 unselfish 4evil 5 brilliant n .. .. .. 
2 3 4 5 
46. To make preparations is to get- 1 over 2 measles 3 ready 4 upon 5 cloudy ~ ~ 
47. A selection is a- 1 bullet 
48. To tour is to - 1 prepare 
49. Twinkle means - 1 wrinkle 





1 2 3 4 
3 desire 4 choice 5 folder .. n .. .. .. .. 
1 2 3 4 5 





2 3 4 5 
5 feeble .. U 
2 3 4 
5 short .. .... !j 
2 3 4 5 
61. A bough is a - 1 limb 2 leaf 3pail 4 crest 5 trunk . ......... . u 
1 2 3 4 5 
62. To welcome means to- 1 endure 2 persist 3 receive 4 believe 5 practice ll .. .. .. .. 
[ 3 ] 
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2 3 4 5 
53. A blunt thing is - 1 dull 2 sharp 3 disagreeable 4 black 5 thin ll 
2 3 4 5 
54. Circular means - 1 careless 2 familiar 3 round 4 square 5 jealous j j . . . . . . . . 
55. Skillful means - 1 laborious 
66. Interior means- 1 inferior 










2 3 4 5 
5 kindly!! 
2 3 5 
5 inside .. j j .. 
2 3 4 5 
5 dull .. :\ .. .. .. 
2 3 4 5 
58. To surrender is to- 1 surround 2 soften 3 colonize 4 yield 5 dance .. jj 
1 2 3 41 5 
59. Destruction causes - 1 discipline 2 ruin 3 government 4 scandal 5 satisfaction j j . . . . . . 
1 2 3 4 5 
60. To convince means to- 1 declare 2 design 3 combine 4 nourish 5 persuade!! .. .. 
2 3 4 5 
61. A sign is an- 1 offering 2 agreement 3 acquaintance 4 indication 5 address 11 .. .. .. .. 
1 2 3 4 5 
62. A portion is a - 1 gate 2 home 3 wall 4 riddle 5 share ........ jj .. .. .. 
2 3 4 5 
63. T <;> overcome is to - 1 discover 2 happen 3 anticipate 4 defeat 5 worry!! 
1 2 3 4 5 
64. An insult is an - 1 instinct 2 insertion 3 announcement 4 embrace 5 offense i i 
2 3 4 5 
66. To confirm is to make- 1 angry 2 equal 3 trouble 4 certain 5 time jj 
66. Valiant means- 1 valid 2 lenient 
6 7. To kindle means to - 1 pick 
68. Abrupt means - 1 exclude 
2 range 
2 neutral 





2 3 4 5 
4 royal 5 loyal ..... ·ll .. .. 
4-+ 
1 2 3 ' 5 
4 soil 5 assist .... 11 .. .. .. . . 
1 2 3 4 5 
4 sudden 5 ruggedjj 
1 2 3 ' 5 
4 dodge 5 weariness 1 j . . . . . . . . 
1 2 3 4 5 
70. A durable thing is - 1 fantastic 2 courteous 3 modified 4 lasting 5 moist 11 . . . . . . . . 
1 2 3 4 5 
71. Fourscore is the same as - 1 fourteen 2 fortnight 3 eighty 4 twenty 5 four:: 
72. To ratify is to- 1 confuse 
~a. To rebel is to - 1 realize 










1 2 8 4 5 
5 poison 11 .. .. .. .. 
1 2 3 4 6 
5 floUrish . :: 
2 3 4 5 
5 surlyjj 
2 3 ' 5 
7 6. Probability means - 1 disheveled 2 originality 3 likelihood 4 sincerity Iii enthusiasm j j 
Score ..... . , 
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TEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING 
Sample. 
One warm, sunny day Helen and her brother went on a trip to the beach. 
Their mother and aunt went with them. They took their bathing suits so that 
they could all go into the water. When noontime came, they had lunch on 
the sand. After lunch the children gathered sea shells. They saw a starfish 
and some funny little crabs. 
A. What did Helen and her brother do ? 
1 went to see their aunt 2 went to the seashore 3 went on a train 
4 went for crabs 5 went fishing ............................................... . 
B. The weather was -
.1 quiet 2 funny 3 fair 4 gloomy 5 rainy ................................ ~~ 
C. The best name for this story is -
1 Helen and Her Aunt 2 Gathering Shells 3 Eating Lunch Outdoors 1 
4 One Warm Day 5 A Trip to the Beach .......................................... j j 
I 
Mary and John go to camp as soon as school closes in the summer. They go 
on the train and stay until it is time for school to open again in the fall. They 
have a happy time at camp because there are many other boys and girls there 
too. They ride, swim, and play games together every day. 
1. When do Mary and John go to camp? 
1 before school 2 when school is over 3 in the fall 4 when school starts 
5 every day .. ... .................................................................... . 
2. Which word tells what kind of a time the children have at camp? 
1 lonesome 2 sad 3 joyous 4 funny 5 weary .......................... . 
3. How do the children travel to camp ? 
1 on a tram 2 on a bus 3 in an automobile 4 on a car 5 in an airplane .. 
4. The best name for this story would be -
1 Close of School 2 Playing Games 3 A Trip on the Train 
4 A Summer at Camp 5 The Boys at Camp ...................................... . 
\. 6. Mary and John enjoy camp life because they--
1 are glad to be away for the summer 2 like the ride on the train 
3 are glad to be out of school 4 like to study nature 
5 have fun playing games with the other children ..................................... . 
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Jack had a new fish line. His father took him fishing in a little brook at the 
back of his grandfather's house. Jack was the first to feel a bite. There was 
a strong pull at his line. He tried hard to pull the fish out of the water, but 
it pulled so hard his father had to help him. He was happy when he saw his 
fish lying on the grass near the stream. 
6. Jack went -
1 to his grandfather's house 2 into the water 3 fishing with his father 
4 to buy a fish line 5 to the ocean to fish ....................................... . 
7. The fish-
1 helped 2 struggled 3 ate 4 tried 5 fell . . . . ......................... jj 
8. Jack tried to -
1 fish near the stream 
4 put fisJ,t in the brook 
2 pull his father back 3 land his own fish 
5 lie on the grass .... . ................... .. .............. ! ! 
9. The best name for this story is -
1 A Trip to Grandfather's 2 Catching Some Fish 3 Jack's Fishing Trip 
4 Buying a New Fish Line 5 How Father Fished ............................... . jj 
10. Jack enjoyed his trip because -
1 the fish got away 2 the brook was near grandfather's 3 he caught a fine fish 1 
4 he went to a stream 5 his father helped him ............... . ................. jj 
III 
In the cold northlands many animals go to sleep for the whole winter. They 
have to store up enough fat on their bodies in the summertime to last them all 
winter while they are sleeping. These animals grow huge in the summer. 
Bears, which are among the animals which sleep all winter, get so large in the 
summer that they can hardly move about. All these animals which sleep 
during the winter crawl into caves or hollow trees when winter nears and stay 
until spring comes once more. When they come out, they are very thin and 
are starving. 
11. How do the animals which sleep through the winter get their winter food ? 
1 by carrying their food in with them 2 by getting fat in summer 
3 by coming out for food as they need it 4 by eating the bark of trees 
5 by living on small animals ........ . . . ... . . . . .. . . ...................... . .......... . 
12. The climate where these animals live is very -
1 windy 2 warm 3 breezy 4 cold 5 hot ............. . ................ . 
13. How do the animals look when they come out of the cave ? 
1 huge and fat 2 lean and hungry 3 thin and tired 4 large and strong 
5 huge and starving ... . ........... . ... .. .... . .... . . .. . . ......... . ..... . ....... . ... . . 
14. The best title for this story would be-
1 Bears Which Go into Caves 2 Thin and Hungry Animals 
3 Animals Which Sleep through the Winter 4 Large Animals Sleep in Winter 
5 While They Are Sleeping ............................................. . ........... . 
16. The animals which sleep through the winter make winter dens -
1 in the summertime 2 in the open woods 3 when spring comes 
4 in caverns or hollow logs 5 while they are sleeping ........................... . 
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The St. Bernards are among the bravest of dogs. They are large and very 
strong. In Switzerland these dogs are trained to go out and find travelers who 
are lost in the snowdrifts on the high mountains. A first-aid kit containing food 
and medicine is hung about their necks, and a warm blanket is strapped on their 
backs. When they find worn-out travelers, they dig them out of the snow and 
help them if they are awake and able to move. If the traveler is injured and 
helpless, the dog is trained to go back to the town below and bring aid. Many 
lives are saved every year by these fearless animals. 
16. What is the most valuable thing that St. Bernard dogs do ? 
1 They can climb over snowdrifts. 2 They are good mountain climbers. 
3 They are trained to rescue lost travelers. 4 They are large and strong. 
5 They carry first-aid kits. . .......................................... 0 • 0 ••••• 
17. The St. Bernard dog is -
1 cowar<ily 2 speedy 3 courageous 4 rough 5 fierce . . . : . 0 • • 0 0 • • • • • • • j j 
18. How does the dog assist worn-out travelers ? 
1 by digging large holes in the snow 2 by climbing the drifts to the traveler 
3 by bringing first aid 4 by covering him with a blanket 5 by his great strength j j 
19. The best title for this story is-
1 Training Dogs 2 The Heroic St. Bernard 3 A Strange St. Bernard Dog 
4 People Lost in Mountains 5 Traveling through Snowdrifts ....... 0 • 0 • 0 •• 0 0 •• j j 
20. What do· the dogs do for the travelers they cannot help? 1 stand the man on his feet 
2 give him food and medicine 3 return to the village for aid 
4 carry him down the mountain 5 give him the first-aid kit .................... j' 
2 3 
v 7-+ 
The camel possesses a most uncommon body, which almost seems made to 
order for the many purposes he fills in the life of the desert people. His mouth 
is peculiarly fitted for securing food. The strong membrane and powerful 
teeth enable him to tear off the dry shrubs and stiff, prickly cactus of the desert. 
His huge nostrils allow him to breathe deeply. They close tightly when a sand-
storm arises, thus shutting out the choking sands. His hump, a mere lump of 
fat, is of great use if food fails, for he can obtain nourishment from it for many 
days. He is also provided with inside reservoirs which hold enough water to 
last him for four or five days. Unfortunately the camel is dull. To kneel down 
at a given signal is about the only trick he ever learns. Although the camel is 
homely he is nevertheless valuable, for without him many portions of the earth 
would remain untraveled. 
21. The camel is - 1 more intelligent than the horse 2 capable of learning a great deal 
3 rather unintelligent 4 poorly taught 5 friendly and intelligent . . . . . 0 0 0 • 0 ••• 
22. The body of the camel is-
1 unfortunate 2 unusual 3 graceful 4 evil 5 inspiring 0 • • • • • 0 0 0 0 ••••• 
23. The mouth of the camel - 1 is harmed by thorny cactus 2 is small and tough 
3 is well suited for procuring food 4 tightens when a sandstorm arises 
5 provides an inside reservoir . . . ............................................. 0 
24. The best title for this story is - 1 The Homely Body of the Camel 
2 Why the Camel Is Useful 3 The Stupidity of the Camel 
4 Sandstorms on the Desert 5 How the Camel Eats ......................... . 
25. The camel is - 1 unsuited for desert travel 2 helpless in a sandstorm 
3 a tricky animal 4 well adapted for desert travel 5 friendly and intelligent ... 
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Bill vaulted the fence into the corral and faced the bucking pony. At his 
approach the little animal struck out with his forefeet, but Bill was quick and 
avoided him. The boy caught the pony close to the head and with a rapid 
movement sprang into the stirrups. Then began the real task. With head 
down, back up, and whinnying loudly, the animal reared into the air, bouncing 
back to earth with terrific force. He tried every trick possible to throw his 
rider, plunging and rearing in all directions, but Bill held on. Finally, after 
many minutes, the exhausted pony, wet with perspiration, stood still. His 
nostrils trembled, but one felt that though his body had been subdued, his 
spirit was still unbroken. 
26. When Bill approached, the ,pony was - 1 tired and broken 2 quieted in spirit 
3 impatient to be ridden 4 disturbed and angry 5 thrown to the ground ..... jj 
27. The pony was finally -
1 overbalanced 2 exultant 3 overpowered 4 distracted 5 restored ..... j j 
28. The little pony tried to - 1 outlive his rider 2 aid the boy 
3 unseat his rider 4 exhaust the animal 5 butt Bill ............................ j j 
29. The best title for this story is - . 
1 Riding the Range 2 An Exhausted Pony 3 Breaking a Pony 
4 A Perspiring Pony 5 Bill Approached a Pony .................................. :: 
30. The article illustrates -
· 1 how to enter a corral 2 a whinnying pony 3 trickery in riding 







Studying bird life with a camera is certainly an entrancing sport. One can 
engage in it without destroying life, yet get great satisfaction from the thrilling 
activities it offers. The sport is appropriate for any time or place. From it 
one can derive all sorts of adventures, for to be a good photographer of birds 
in their native haunts it is necessary to climb trees and cliffs as well as travel 
on land and water. How interesting it is to find their nests, learn where they 
stay at various times during the day, how the young are fed and cared for, and 
procure photographs of the birds in various attitudes. Hiking with the camera 
through the woods is always an enjoyment. There is a feeling of excitement 
and expectancy present, for one never knows at what moment he may come 
upon some unusual bird activity. 
31. Making studies of bird life is interesting because -
1 they haunt native places 2 of the various activities one can observe 
3 it is always done on water 4 the young are fed and cared for 
5 the sport is appropriate ........... . ............................................. . 
32. Using a camera in place of a rifle encourages wild life by promoting -
1 destruction 2 conservation 3 dissatisfaction 4 conversation 5 haunts 
33. Bird study is a satisfying sport because -
1 the young are fed 2 the birds like it 3 one can get eggs out of nests 
4 it can be enjoyed during all seasons 5 one can use a rifle ..................... . 
34. The best title for this story is -
1 Interesting Birds 2 The Excitement of Adventure 3 Taming Wild Birds 
4 Photography of Wild Birds 5 Destroying Bird Life ............................ . 
35. Taking pictures of bird life is fascinating because-
1 it is helped by a camera 2 it takes much time 3 it gives more bird pictures 
4 it brings adventure without destruction of life 5 it scatters the birds about ..... 
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vm 
In the part of our country which gets very little rain in the summer 
the ground must be wet by irrigation to make the plants grow. Otherwise all 
the crops would be spoiled by dry weather. This form of agriculture is carried 
on in states where snow is found high up in the mountains the entire year. A 
large reservoir is made by damming up the mountain streams. The snow, 
melting in summer, rushes into a stream. This, in turn, is joined to a large 
ditch. At the head of the ditch is an intake gate. This can be opened and 
closed at will. In this way water is drawn off and the various fields are irri-
gated. The water can be turned on whenever the fields need it. The parts 
of our country where irrigation is possible seldom have crop failures, because 
water can be secured when it is needed. 
36. This form of agriculture is carried on where -
1 crops are grown in summer 2 mountain streams make it possible 
3 cities are near 4 there are large reservoirs 5 theJ;e are crop failures ....... . 
37. Because irrigation is possible crop failures are -
1 increased 2 reduced 3 possible 4 permitted 5 eliminated 
38. They stop the water from flooding the fields by -
1 damming the ditch 2 use of gates 3 opening the reservoir 
4 irrigating the fields 5 drawing off the water ................................. ~ ~ 
39. The best title for this story would be -
·1 Damming Up Streams 2 Supplying Water for Irrigation 
3. Crops in Dry Weather 4 Building Huge Dams 5 Supplying Water for Colorado ~ ~ 
40. Land that is irrigated yields better harvests because -
1 in summer it gets little rain 2 it is high up in the mountains 
3 water may be applied as needed 4 the water can be turned off 






Sugar beets must be raised where cheap labor can be secured because the 
plants require a great deal of cultivation, most of which must be done by hand. 
First the plants are thinned and then blocked to get the correct number in the 
rows. The roots from which the sugar is extracted are not like the red beets 
which are eaten as vegetables, but are more lik~ the common turnips. These 
roots are washed, sliced, and soaked in water. The water is later drawn off 
and boiled into beet syrup. Then the syrup is changed to a brown sugar called 
raw sugar. The last step is to send the raw sugar through th~ refinery, where 
it is cleaned and whitened. Then the white sugar is ready to be boxed and 
sold for use in our homes. 
41. Sugar beets must be raised where labor is not expensive because they require-
1 much care 2 much washing 3 many plants in a row 4 soaking in water 
5 much boiling .............................................................. . 
42. What kind of labor is most used in the raising of sugar beets? 
1 machine 2 manual 3 difficult 4 easy 5 unusual .................. . 
43. The raw sugar is - 1 made into syrup 2 refined and whitened 
3 boxed and sold 4 left as it is 5 changed to brown sugar .................. . 
44. The best title for this story is - 1 Blocking and Tbjuujng Beets 
2 Colorado Sugar Beets 3 How Beet Sugar Is Obtained 
4 Cleaning Raw Sugar 5 How Beet Sugar Is Whitened ....................... . 
46. Raising sugar beets requires- 1 inexpensive labor 2 syrup changed to sugar 
3 sugar to be cleaned 4 many common turnips 5 raw sugar ............. , .. . 
[ 9 1 
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X 
Airplanes are growing more important every year. Todc; v they have 
traveled to almost every part of the world and into many places that would 
otherwise have remained unexplored. Daring pilots have been responsible 
for many outstanding feats. They have gone to the aid of dying men when 
there was no other opportunity of reaching them. At one time serum was 
carried to Alaska by plane and saved the lives of many children who were 
seriously ill of diphtheria. Every day of the year, and in all kinds of weather, 
Uncle Sam's pilots carry the mail through the air. Practically every day one 
reads of some new achievements of airplanes. 
46. Airplanes have rendered valuable service to humanity by - 1 carrying many diseases 
2 having no other opportunity 3 aiding the sick and dying 
4 helping boys to become pilots 5 taking passengers in the air ................. . 
47. The life of an airplane pilot is- 2 3 
1 lonesome 2 easy 3 hazardous 4 happy 5 high .................... ! ! 
48. Airplanes are used for a variety of services such as -
1 exploring, carrying mail, and aiding the sick 2 carrying mail in all sorts of weather 
3 bringing serum to diphtheria patients 4 serving humanity 
5 traveling in all kinds of weather .............................................. ! ! 
49. The best title for this story is -
1 Mail Pilots 2 Exploring with Airplanes 
3 Value of Airplanes 4 Life of an Air Pilot 5 A Trip to Alaska ............... ! ! 
60. The accomplishments of airplanes are -
1 uniniportant 2 understanding 3 trivial 4 significant 5 serious .. · ..... ; ; 
XI 
The mode of living on the plantations of the South was vastly different from 
that of the early New England people. The spacious Southern mansions, 
surrounded by the many slave cabins, gardens, and poultry yards, were often 
in themselves small villages. While many of these planters were living in 
wasteful extravagance, the Puritans of New England were living in modest 
two-room homes. They were thrifty people who were not in favor of the 
riotous living and entertaining of the planters. The New England people were 
more interested in the establishment of good common schools for all people, 
while the rich planters did not favor this idea. They had tutors at home for 
their children, or sent them to Europe to be educated. 
61. The New Englanders were interested in- 1 having tutors for their sons 
2 organizing good public schools 3 educating their children in England 
4 living in two rooms 5 riotous living and entertaining ........................ . 
62. Which word best describes a Southern planter ? 
1 lavish 2 gallant 3 brave 4 weak 5 frugal ........................ . 
63. Which word best describes a New England home ? 
1 magnificent 2 insignificant 3 unpretentious 4 extensive 5 valuable .. 
64. The best title for this story is -
1 A Story of Education 2 A Comparison of the Life of the Planters 
3 N orthem and Southern Modes of Living 4 The Thrifty New England People 
5 Good Schools for All ........................................................ . 
66. The Southern gentlemen desired -
1 common education for all 2 the organizing of good public schools 
3 good education for members of his own family 
4 tutors for children in New England 5 good free schools for planters' sons ..... . 
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The pulmotor, a device for the resuscitation of per~ons suffering from gas 
poisoning, drowning, or electric shock, consists of a tank of compressed oxygen 
which is thinned with air and pumped into the lungs of the patient. It must 
be remembered that if breathing is to be produced artificially the process must 
be begun within ten minutes after the breathing has stopped or the person 
may not revive. Therefore it is not safe to wait to begin to revive the person 
until the pulmotor arrives. Some other method of restoring consciousness 
should be attempted in order to avoid a fatality. While the pulmotor can be 
of great advantage, it is also a very dangerous instrument in the hands of an 
inexperienced person. There is great peril, if the instrument is not properly 
handled, of drawing the air out of the small air cells in the lungs and collapsing 
them. 
56. The pulmotor is an instrument for -
1 collapsing the lungs 2 avoiding drowning 3 inducing artificial respiration 
4 administering electric shock 5 inducing carbon monoxide . . . ................ . 
57. What is conveyed to the patient by means of the pulmotor? 
1 concentrated oxygen 2 a device of great advantage 3 air cells which collapse 
4 a mixture of oxygen diluted with air 5 a combination of oxygen and nitrogen ... 
58. If the person is to be resuscitated, artificial respiration should be started -
1 by' a dangerous instrument 2 for collapsing the lungs 3 within ten minutes 
4 by a- tank of oxygen 5 by an inexperienced person .......................... . 
59. While waiting for the pulmotor one should -
1 attempt to avoid the instrument 2 apply another type of resuscitation 
3 pump oxygen from a tank 4 draw air out of the lungs 5 dilute the air 
60. The pulmotor is a menace in the hands of a novice because -
1 of the danger of injuring the stomach 2 it might not arrive on time 
3 it can be of great advantage 4 it should be properly handled 
5 of the danger of collapsing the lungs ....... ,. ................................. . 
( II ) 
Score ...... . 
TEST 4. WRITTEN RECALL 
I 
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Blackie was a little kitten. One day a big dog chased him. He became 
frightened and ran up a tree. After he got high up in the branches, he was 
afraid to come down. The little girl who owned him came and stood beneath 
the tree. She called to Blackie and showed him his di~h ,of milk, hoping he 
would want his supper enough to try to come down. But he would not come. 
Finally her father called the fire chief. He sent a fireman with a ladder. The 
man went up the tree and carried little Blackie down. The little girl was 
happy to have her kitten again. 
II 
John could hardly wait, so anxious was he to try the new canoe he had 
received for his birthday. As soon as he finished his breakfast he raced with his 
brother and sister to the lake. Here they examined his splendid new gift. 
John's father showed him how to use the paddle and told him that he might 
take his brother and sister for a short ride)n the canoe, but warned him that 
he must not go too far from shore before he was thoroughly familiar with 
handling the new craft. All went smoothly, and gradually John forgot his 
caution and drifted farther from shore. Suddenly there came a great gust of 
wind. In a moment the lake was filled with heavy waves. John struggled to 
keep the little canoe upright. Luckily they were not far from a small island. 
He steered for this and reached the shore just as a particularly large wave 
turned the canoe bottom side up. The three children scrambled from the water 
out onto the island just as another huge wave came in. The canoe floated away, 
and John feared he had lost his precious gift. But a party in a little steamer 
presently came to the aid of the stranded children and rescued the canoe, which 
had blown a distance away. 
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TEST 1. WORD MEANING Samples. 
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4 5 
An apple is a kind of- 1 paint 2 metal 3 animat 4 fruit 5 chair . . ' . . . . I .. 
Large means - 1 angry 2 big 3 hurt 4 little 5 like . . . . . . . . . . . . :: I . . . . . . 
4 
_ _ T_o_sh_u_t_m_e_an_s_to_ -=:_1_ h_e_l_p _ _ 2_g_iv_e ___ 3_t_ak_ e __ 4_ r_u_n _ _ 5_ c_lo_s_e __ ·_·_·_·_· _· _· _· '_: __ " " _j 
• J 
1. A hat is worn on the- 1 shoe 2 head 3 chair 4 bed 5 hand ~: t .. 
1 4 
2. We use our ears to - 1 eat 2carry 3 see 4 jump 5 hear . . . .. . 1[ .. t 
3 
3. Blue is a - 1 place 2 game 3 road 4 color 5 number ...... ... :: . . . . l 
4. A boat sails on the - 1 lake 2 ground 
5. The sun gives - 1 rain 2 snow 3 light 
3 fire 6. A rock is a big - 1 dinner 2 city 
3 
3 hill 4 farm 5 table f . 
3 4 
4air 5 darkness . . ..... '• . . l .. 
2 3 4 
4 stone 5 hole . . . . . . . . :: . . . . f .. 
2 3 • 
7. We tell time by a - 1 guess 2 clock 3 pen 4 book 5 dish ... .. :: J. .. 
2 3 4 
8. To be quick means to be- 1 slow 2 tall 3 lazy 4 fat 5 fast . . :: . . , 
2 3 
9. An eye is part of a - 1 foot 2 pencil 3 face 4 table 5 leg . ... . . :: .. I .. 
3 
10. When we leave we - 1 pull 2 go 3 stop 4 sleep 
4 flower 
5 think . . . . . . .:: I . . . . 
2 3 4 5 
11. A violet is a- 1 cake 2 bell 3 dress 5 basket .... .... :' . . f 
12. To be angry is to be- 1 kind 2 early 3 funny 4 strange 
13. A person who is timid is- 1 afraid 2 hungry 3 brave 4 quick 
14. To start means to- 1 reach 
15. To rob means to- 1 believe 










17. A weary person feels - 1 happy 2 clean 3 strong 4 tired 
18. To whip means to - 1 turn 
19. To strike means to- 1 hit 
2 help 
2 hide 
3 handle 4 break 
3 learn 
2+ 
2 3 4 5 
5 cross:: .. .. .. I 
2 3 4 
5 honest : 
2 3 4 5 
5 catch :\ .. .. 1 .. 
2 3 4 
5 hope .... :: .. 1 
2 3 4 
5 noisy . . . ': 
2 3 4 5 
5 safe jj 
.. ' .. 2 3 4 5 
5 beat .... :: .. .. .. f 
2 3 4 
5 point ... 1 .. .. .. 
2 3 4 6 
20. To build means to - 1 destroy 2 pay 3 cover 
4 suppose 
4 make 5 capture :: 
.. .. J .. 
2 3 4 
21. When you draw you use a - 1 country 2 flower 3 dish 4 pencil 5 hen : \ .. .. I .. 
2 3 4 
22. A cannon is a- 1 foot 2 mouth 3 canoe 4 roof 5 gun .. .. . ... .[! .. 
3 4 
23. A crow is a- 1 sailor 2 rooster 3 bird 4 window 5 color .. . . .. :: .. 
1 2 3 4 
24. Glow means - 1 shine 2 jump 3 start 4 bring 5 grow .. . . .... ·l .
2 
-~ -~ 
25. Napkins are often made of- 1 bark 2 rock 3 china 4 cloth 5 leather \ \ :: · · f-
(Go right on to the next page.) 
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2 3 4 5 
2G. Find means - 1 expect 2 believe 3 help 4 lose 5 discover ..... jj I 
2 3 4 5 
27. Spring is one of the- 1 months 2 clouds 3 stars 4 seasons 5 family:: 
' 
2 4 5 
28. Maple is a kind of- 1 haystack 2 saddle 3 wood 4 park 5 region:: 
2 3 4 5 
29. Grand means - 1 terrible 2 cross 3 quiet · 4 grateful 5 magnificent ij I 
2 3 4 5 
30. Verse means - 1 legal 2 adversity 3 gracious 4 poetry 5 inferior : j .. 
.. .. 
2 3 4 5 
31. Aid means- 1 drink 2 hate 3 hurt 4 help 5 change .......... ': 
' 
2 3 4 5 
32. A century is- 1 6 months 2 100 years 3 50 years 4 100 cents 5 30 days:j , 
2 3 4 5 
33. A nervous person is- 1 hungry 2 lucky 3 fatal 4 restless 5 enthusiastic ': 
' 
2 3 4 
34. A locomotive is an - 1 associate 2 argument 3 inlet 4 ultimatum 5 engine .... . j 
2 3 4 5 
35. A brilliant star is - 1 sacred 2 rhythmic 3 distant 4 bright 5 unfavorable ...... i' I .. 
2 3 4 5 
36. A nostril is part of a - 1 house 2 nose 3 rattle 4 poem 5 salad ............... :: ~ .. 
2 3 4 5 
37. An adventure is - 1 sentimental 2 exciting 3 fictitious 4 simple 5 generous ..... : j 
• 2 3 4 5 
38. Payments are usually made in - 1 libraries 2 wagons 3 money 4 feathers 5 explanation i: , 
2 3 4 5 
39. Education means - 1 cooperation 2 indolence 3 performance 4 tyranny 5 learning j [ 
3+ 
2 3 4 5 
40. To be acquainted with means to- 1 disapprove 2 trust 3 insure 4 know 5 risk .. ': I .. 
2 3 4 5 
41. To fling is to - 1 hurl 2 inspire 3 lecture 4 rebel 5 lag ..................... J. 
2 3 4 5 
42. Forceful means - 1 independent 2 sinful 3 powerful 4 extreme 5 merciful . 
' 
1 2 3 4 5 
43. Pull means - 1 draw 2 push 3 roll 4 hate 5 right .......................... -~ 
2 4 5 
44. Wondrous means- 1 meritorious 2 privately 3 marvelous 4 purple 5 influential j j 
1 2 3 4 5 
45. A thing that is real is - 1 genuine 2 artificial 3 shiftless 4 gracious 5 lavish .... # .. 
. 1 2 3 4 
46. Unfortunate means - 1 unkind 2 unavoidable 3 unlucky 4 untrue 5 comfortable ': 
4 5 
47. A mansion is a- 1 stable 2 cement 3 machine 4 house 5 dance .............. :: 
48. To station is to - 1 shoot 5 surprise . . . . . . . . . . . . . j : I, 2 place 4 bother 3 maintain 
3 4 
2 3 4 5 
49. Frontier means - 1 frank 2 distinct 3 humane 4 border 5 inlay ... .......... .. :: 
2 3 4 5 
60. Antique means - 1 dirty 2 careful 3 broken 4 old 5 open .................... :: 
' 61. A legislature makes - 1 fashions 2 laws 5 napkins .. . .. i! 3 famines 4 clapboards 
' 
3 4 5 
:: · .. 
2 3 4 5 
52. Scriptures are - 1 shipwrecks 2 caravans 3 cathedrals 4 writings 5 medicines .. ': 
2 3 4 5 
63. Soiled means - 1 thirsty 2 solid 3 fireproof 4 tom 5 dirty .................... :: f 
(Go right on to the next page.) 
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2 3 4 5 
64. To require means to - 1 receive 2 inquire 3 need 4 study 5 think . . . ... . .. ... :: .. 
2 3 4 5 
65. Yawning means- 1 covered 2 sturdy 3 rude 4 insure 5 open . . .. ...... ....... !! 
2 3 4 
56. To be entitled to means to have a- 1 blister 2 book 3 claim 4 defect 5 tailor .. :: I 
1 3 4 5 
57. Steed means - 1 face 2 instead 3 horse 4 thicket 5 hurry ............. .... . . . I 
2 3 4 5 
68. To induce is to - 1 persuade 2 persevere 3 splice 4 cancel 5 dislodge . . . . .... ) 
2 3 4 
69. A petal is part of a - 1 bicycle 2 fence 3 child 4 stampede 5 flower ........... ;; 
2 3 4 5 
60. A gallop is a rapid - 1 river 2 boat 3 gait 4 judgment 5 . :: engme .. ....... .. .... :: .. 
2 3 4 5 
61. To liken is to- 1 cheapen 2 ignite 3 compare 4 disturb 5 prohibit ............ [! 
1 2 3 4 5 
62. Zealous means - 1 eager 2 dusky __ 3 forgetful 4 liberal 5 formal. ..............• 
2 3 4 b 
63. A tinge is a - 1 juice 2 liquid 3 ghost 4 diet 5 shade .. ......... . . ... ... ... . . [[ 
1 2 3 4 5 
64. To perceive means to - 1 punish 2 defend 3 waylay 4 corrupt 5 observe ... .... 1 
2 3 4 
66. An arbor is a - 1 labor 3 peasant 4drink I, 5 bower - .................. [[ r 2 night 
3 4 5 
66. Pathetic means - 1 pitiable 2 impatient 3 route 4 obstinate 5 heroic . . ......... [[ J. 
2 3 4 5 
67. Je( means- 1 joke 2 fleecy 3 blue 4 black 5 patter ......................... [[ 
• 4+ 
2 3 5 
68. If you are discouraged you are - 1 disguised 2 dejected 3 mediocre 4 distorted 5 romantic ! ! 
2 3 5 
69. Complex means - 1 humorous 2 compromise 3 complicated 4 tolerant 5 shapeless : [ 
' 
2 3 4 5 
70. An incline is a - 1 decision 2 volume 3 column 4 slope 5 rumor .... . ... . .. .. [[ 
2 3 4 5 
71. Cadence means - 1 coincidence 3 rhythm 4 penitence 5 revolt . . ... 1 
1 2 3 5 
'12. To denounce is to- 1 echo 2 accuse 3 enthrone 4 praise 5 . . ill 1gmte ... .... .. .... r: 
3 4 5 
73. A knoll is a small - 1 man 
• 
2 animal 3 room 4hill 5 machine . . ... .. . ... ...... ;: i .. 
2 3 4 5 
74. A constellation is composed of- 1 acid 2 citizens 3 bushes 4 stars 5 embers .. :: 
' 
2 3 4 5 
76. Immortal means - 1 wicked 2 laudable 3 deathless 4 bright 5 intensive . ..... -l) 
I' 
II 
Score .. t. f .. 
f I 
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TEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING 
One warm, sunny day Helen and her brother went on a trip to the beach. 
Their mother and aunt went with them. They took their bathing suits so that 
they could all go into the water. When noontime came, they had lunch on 
the sand. After lunch the children gathered sea shells. They saw a starfish 
and some funny little crabs. 
A. What did Helen and her brother do ? 
1 went to see their aunt 2 went to the seashore 3 went on a train 2 
4 went for crabs 5 went fishing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
B. The weather was- 2 3 
1 quiet 2 funny 3 fair 4 gloomy 5 rainy ............................ !! .. I 
C. The best name for this story is-
1 Helen and Her Aunt 2 Gathering Shells 3 Eating Lunch Outdoors 2 3 li 
4 One Warm Day 5 A Trip to the Beach ..................................... j j f 
I 
Tom was standing before his house. He saw a little kitten trying to cross 
the street. A car was coming. He was afraid the kitten would be hurt. He 
started to run into the street. He would have been hurt himself if a man had 
not held him. When the car had gone along Tom looked across the street. 
The kitten was playing on the grass. It had not been hit, after all. 
1. Tom was-
1 playing in the street 
4 in front of his home 
2. The kitten was-
2 riding in a car 3 playing with a kitten 





1 struck 2 safe 3 hurt 4 sad 5 quiet ............................. ·ll J 
3. Tom was not hurt because-
1 he was afraid 2 the kitten came back 3 someone stopped him 3 
4 he got across 5 he stood in front of his house ............................... 11 I 
4. The best name for this story is -
1 A Funny Kitten 2 Tom's House 3 A Brave Man 4 A Little Boy 1 
5 Tom and the Kitten ......................................................... f 3 
.. 
6. Tom was afraid that-
1 he would be hurt 2 the car would hit the man 3 he would lose his hat 
4 the car would run over the kitten 5 the puppy would be hurt ................. . 
' ,. 
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Mary Jane had lived all of her seven years on a farm and had never seen a 
city. One morning her Uncle Jim asked her if she would like to go with him 
to the big city fifty miles away. She was very happy to go, and soon she and 
Uncle Jim were driving away in his big car. When they reached the city her 
uncle took her into a store. She had always heard her mother talk of a store 
where most things cost only a dime and many things were for sale for a nickeL 
She had saved up twenty-five cents during the year, and when she left the 
store she had spent all of it for a small auto like Uncle Jim's, a set of tiny doll 
clothes, a toy set of chairs, and a box of crayons. She went home very happy, 
and fell asleep on Uncle Jim's arm before they reached her village. 
t. Mary Jane was born -
1 in a city 2 in the country 3 on a hill 4 at a store 5 five years ago ... 
7. The best name for this story is- 1 An Automobile Ride 2 Mary's Uncle 
3 A Visit to the City 4 Mary Falls Asleep 5 Mary's Money ................ . 
8. What did Mary do as they drove home ? 1 bought some crayons 
2 spent twenty-five cents 3 bought some toys 4 took a nap 5 talked to Mother 
9. Uncle Jim asked Mary Jane to-
1 go fishing 2 go to the store 3 go swimming 
4 go to the city 5 buy some toys ........................................... . 
10. How did Mary Jane feel when she went home ? 
1' sad 2 lonesome 3 happy 4 afraid 5 sick ......................... . 
m 
'Hugh has enjoyed making things ever since he had woodworking in schooL 
During vacation he decided to make a gift for his father. He saw that his dad 
scattered his pipes all over the house, and that his mother pretended to be 
annoyed by finding them in so many places. He thought it would be a good 
idea to build a pipe rack for his father. It was to have spaces for twelve pipes. 
He bought the wood at a lumber yard and worked on it down cellar, and no one 
knew of his plans. It took most of his vacation to make his gift. When it 
was finished he polished it carefully with wax, and carved his dad's name upon 
the center board. One morning, when the whole family were gathered at 
breakfast, he gave his father the package. Hugh watched his face eagerly. 
When he saw how happy his father was he was glad he had done the work. 
11. Hugh noticed that his father- 1 forgot his tools 2 needed neckties 
3 had lost his pipe 4 left pipes in several places 5 had bought some lumber .. 
12. Hugh worked on his gift-
1 everywhere 2 kindly 3 nightly 4 fully 5 secretly ................. . 
13. The rack contained places for- 1 a pair of pipes 2 a dozen pipes 
3 a dozen neckties 4 several gifts 5 woodworking tools ...... . ............ . 
14. Hugh presented the gift-
1 on Christmas day 2 in the morning 3 after supper 
4 in the cellar 5 after school ............................................... . 
16. Hugh finished the pipe rack by-
1 rubbing it with oil 2 rubbing it with sandpaper 3 putting on varnish 
4 nailing it to the wall 5 shining it with wax ................................. . 
[ 6 ] 
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A mother who had spent all her spare time making a garden instructed her 
children never to walk upon the flowers or to break or pick them unless they 
asked her permission. One day when she came to water the garden she saw 
that nearly all the tall-stemmed flowers were broken or torn up by the roots. 
She called to the children, but not one of them replied. She went into the house 
and rang the bell to summon them. There was no answer. She returned to 
her garden and attempted to replace those plants which were not entirely de-
stroyed. As she neared the flower bed she saw two puppies romping through 
her flowers, breaking them as they played. She felt sad because she had 
thought the children to blame. At suppertime she gave each one an extra 
piece of cake. They were surprised, for they did not know what they had 
done to deserve this treat. 
16. How did Mother feel when the children came to supper ? 
1 ar.nused 2 cross 3 sorry 4 ill 5 vveary ........................... . 
17. When Mother called, the children- 1 vvere romping 2 did not reply 
3 answered 4 came in the house 5 called the puppies . . . . ... ..... . ........ . 
18. What is the best title for this story? 
1 The Children's Party 2 A Good Supper 3 Making a Garden 
4 Mother Rings the Bell for the Children 5 Mother Is Mistaken ... _ ........... . 
19. Who were guilty of ruining the garden? 1 the children 2 the boys next door 
3 two young dogs 4 a boy and a girl 5 three little kittens , . .... .. ..... ..... . 
20. The .mother told her children to- 1 pick the fl.ovvers 2 vveed the garden 
3 be careful of the garden 4 pick blueberries 5 plant vegetables ........... . . 
v 
Traveling between places in the olden days was tiresome and at times very 
unsafe. Most of the journeys were made in stagecoaches. Though these 
coaches were very gay to look at, they were actually cold and drafty in winter 
and hot and poorly ventilated in summer. There were few bridges, and the 
horses were forced to ford the streams. The roads were poor and very muddy 
in rainy weather. The passengers were often called on to help the driver if the 
coach became mired and would not move. Sometimes the heavy mud caused 
a coach to overturn, bringing in jury to passengers. For these reasons people 
did not travel for pleasure but only when it was important for them to do so. 
21. According to the paragraph travel in former times was-
1 very gay 2 sometimes dangerous 
3 always by stagecoach 4 very expensive 5 exposed to robbers .............. [ [ 
22. According to the paragraph people made journeys in the past-
1 because they enjoyed riding 2 when necessity demanded it 3 only in summer 1 
4 because roads were unsafe 5 because there were fevv other pleasures ......... [ 1 
23. The best title for this paragraph is- 1 Stagecoach Travel 2 Traveling over Strear.ns 1 
3 A Long Journey 4 Helping the Driver 5 An Adventure in a Stagecoach ....... f 
24. When a stream having no bridge was encountered- 1 the stagecoach turned back 
2 a bridge vvas built 3 the horses crossed in a shallow place 
4 the passengers vvaded across 5 the passengers pushed the coach ...... .. ..... . 
25. According to the paragraph passengers were injured-
1 getting into the coach 2 by the horses 3 if a coach turned over 
4 when the coach was mired 5 crossing streams .............................. . 
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VI Durrell-Sullivan : React. Achiewm't: Inter. B 
When the first settlers arrived in this country the land was heavily forested. 
It was necessary for them to remove trees in order to clear land for homes and 
obtain logs for building houses and provide fuel for their needs. Later, as the 
number of people increased and cities began to spring up, great quantities of 
lumber were required. Often there were hundreds of houses and buildings 
being constructed at one time in a single city. All of these demanded an im-
mediate supply of lumber. Too often, in order to sell this lumber and secure 
the money it brought, unwise dealers cut down the young as well as the full-
grown trees. This left many unnecessary bare spots. Since it takes a tree 
many, many years to become full grown, it has not been easy to reforest these 
areas. Land from which trees have been cut in this way is often worthless, for 
it is covered with deep-rooted stumps. Because we realize how much damage 
was needlessly done we are much more considerate of our trees today. 
26. According to the paragraph the pioneers cut lumber to- 1 increase the quantity 
2 grow ne:w trees 3 supply necessities 4 construct bridges 5 build railroads 
27. The best title for this paragraph is- 1 Building Cities 2 Use and Abuse of Our Forests 
3 Unwise Construction 4 Unnecessary Lumbering 5 Pioneer Construction . ... 
28. Reforestation was difficult because of the-
1 situation of the land 2 lack of adequate funds 3 development of large cities 
4 slow growth of trees 5 damage to roots ........ . .. . .. .. .. .. . ... ...... . .. . . . 
29. The deforested land was useless because -
1 the roots of the trees were not removed 2 of heavy vegetation 
3 of unproductive soil 4 it was devoid of minerals 5 it was inadequately irrigated 
30. · According to this paragraph we now protect our forests by-
1 using oil for fuel 2 diversified farming 3 building more brick houses 
, 4 preventing unnecessary injury to trees 5 manufacturing building materials . .. . . 
vn 
Wampum had many uses among the Indians. It was made of beads, pieces 
of stone, and shell, through which holes were drilled. These were strung to-
gether on deerskin thongs. The long chains were worn around the neck, and 
many thousands of these beads were woven into the famous wampum belts. 
These belts were embroidered with meaningful designs. Wampum ornaments 
were not only used as personal adornment but served on many serious occasions. 
Since the Indians could not write, pictures showing certain parts of the treaties the 
Indians made were pictured in the wampum to help them remember. The head 
of each tribe had his own particular dyes and patterns, which made his belts and 
chains unlike those of the other members of his tribe. Wampum was also the only 
money the Indians had. They used it to buy things just as we use our coins today. 
31. The paragraph says that wampum was used for-
1 drilling holes in shells 2 stringing pieces of stone and shell 
3 decorating wigwams 4 a variety of purposes 5 fashioning head ornaments .. 
32. The best title for this paragraph is- 1 Indian Belts 2 Wampum Used as Money 
3 The Varied Uses of Wampum 4 Wampum Designs 5 Tribal Customs .... . . ll 
33. The chief's wampum belts differed from the others in- 1 shape and weight 
2 color and design 3 stones and shells 4 length of chains 5 money and coins l j 
34. Wampum was made into- 1 colored hea gear 2 Indian moccasins .. 
3 chains and belts 4 weapons of war 5 metal coins ... .. . . . . . ... ... . ... . .... :: 
35. W:m:;;: cha~n;~:~ .s.t~~~~. ~~ .~ .. 1. ·s·~·p·s· ~~ ~~~~~~ . . .. ~ .~~~ .. . . ~ .~.e~ ~~~~~ . .1, 
[ 8 ] 
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VIII Durrell-Sullivan: Read. Achievem't: Inter. B 
36. 
Several boys who lived near each other and had played together for a long time 
decided to form a club. They agreed to have a clubhouse, secret signals and signs, 
and various duties and responsibilities for each member. They appointed a temporary 
leader, and later by secret ballot elected a chief. At the end of six weeks they had 
built and furnished a small clubhouse in a field near by. They painted the name of 
their club over the door and erected a "No Trespassing" sign at the entrance. Each 
day when school was over these lads would gather at the club to discuss secret matters 
and to determine future plans. They preferred to engage in an activity where each 
member contributed his part in the work. Finally they chose to build a canoe. The 
information they needed was obtained from books secured at the library. The con-
struction kept them busy for several weeks, and when the canoe was completed they 
were very proud of the results. 
The boys decided that whatever work the club did should be- j 
1 helpful 2 shared 3 temporary 4 well paid 5 during vacation ........ f 
37. The best title for this story is- 1 Building a Clubhouse 2 A Successful Boys' Club 1 
3 A Secret Code 4 Securing Information 5 Election of a Leader ............. :: 
38. The final project this paragraph mentions is-
1 exploring with the canoe 2 having secret signs and signals 3 electing a leader 1 
4 constructing a canoe 5 securing books from the library . ....... .. ........ . ... :: 
39. The use of the clubhouse was-
1 limited to the members 2 extended to everyone 3 granted to the boys' families 1 






40. The chief of the club was- 1 appointed temporarily 2 chosen by secret ballot 1 2 
5 elected by a show of hands / .. 3 decided by the parents 4 selected by the teacher 
IX 
The largest, strongest, and most treacherous animal known to man is the wild ele-
phant. After training, this animal is easily managed and man can train him to 
perform a variety of helpful tasks. These powerful beasts of burden accomplish with 
ease and rapidity the same amount of labor as twenty-four men or a dozen horses. In 
India and other countries of the Far East wild elephants living in the jungles are cap-
tured by the natives and trained into profitable servants. They are very valuable 
because it is possible to teach them to transport heavy timber from the forests, to 
build roads, and to aid in military actions. In order to protect the future generations 
of these animals, the law specifies the size an elephant must be before he can be taken 
into captivity. Young elephants trapped with the herds must be released to run wild 
again in order to increase the number of elephants from year to year. 
41. The physical vigor of the elephant is best demonstrated when he- 1 is trapped 
2 is released from captivity 3 achieves the tasks of many workers 
4 aids military actions 5 fights in the jungle ................................. . 
42. The elephant is particularly profitable to man because-
1 he can always be sold 2 he produces ivory 3 the law protects him 
4 of his value in circuses 5 he helps in constructing roads . ... ... .. . ........... . 
43. The best title for this paragraph is- 1 Capturing Elephants in India 
2 An Exciting Adventure 6 Destroying Wild Elephants 
4 The Treachery of Elephants 5 How the Elephant Serves Man ................ . 
44. The paragraph says that wild elephants are trained by- 1 English soldiers 
2 animal keepers 3 natives 4 Indian ofttcials 5 elephant hunters 
45. According to the paragraph young trapped elephants-
1 are purchased by circuses 2 grow up in captivity 3 die when they are caught 
4 are sold to zoos 5 are allowed to go free ................................... . 
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X Durrell-Sullivan: Read. Achievem't: Inter, B 
Botany, or the study of plant life, is an interesting science. Most plants require 
sunshine, food, water, air, light, and warmth for strength and energy. They live by 
extracting certain substances from the soil and air. The hairy roots which hold the 
plant in the ground also drain water and mineral salts from the earth. The stem 
which grows above the earth holds the leaves up to the sunlight. The leaves play a 
very important part in the life of a plant. Since plants cannot get all the food they 
need from the ground, they must manufacture the rest themselves. Leaves are filled 
with tiny pores which cannot be seen by the naked eye. A gas called carbon dioxide 
is absorbed from the air through these holes. This unites with water in the presence 
of sunlight and forms foods. Thus starches and sugars which the plant needs for 
growth are made. 
46. The root is vital to the plant because it- 1 makes sugars and starches 2 is often edible 
3 is full of tiny pores 4 absorbs air and light 5 absorbs food from the soil .. .. 
47. Starches and sugars are- 1 taken directly from the soil 
2 absorbed through the hairy roots 3 taken directly from the air 
4 detrimental to the plant 5 manufactured by the plant ... . ... ... .............. t t 
48. The best title for this paragraph is- 1 The Plant and Its Roots 
2 The Nourishment of Plants 3 Botany, an Interesting Science 
4 Sugars and Starches in Plants 5 Plants and Their Leaves .................... ~ [ 
49. According to this paragraph carbon dioxide- 1 is rejected by plants 2 kills plant life 1 
3 is used as fertilizer 4 directly nourishes plants 5 helps form starches and sugars : t 




• 2 3 
1 absorb water from the soil 2 support the leaves 3 manufacture carbon dioxide 1 2 3 
4 absorb sunshine 5 store up water ........................................ . f . . . . 
XI 10+ 
The present-day method of traveling extensively by automobile necessitates the 
building of good roads which must constantly be repaired and improved in order to 
insure safety to the millions of people who speed over our highways. Today many 
different materials are used in the construction of these highways, but probably the 
most common of these are concrete and asphalt. Although many men have experi-
mented and presented valuable information to assist our engineers in building modern 
roads, we cannot help admiring the skill of the ancient Romans and Egyptians, whose 
roads were so well built that portions of them are in use today. Among the most 
famous of the old Roman roads is the Appian Way, which was begun over four hundred 
years before the birth of Christ. Most of these ancient roads were constructed of 
hand-hewn stone blocks, particularly suitable for travel by chariot, the vehicle most 
commonly used during that period of history. These hard roads would not afford the 
comfort we demand in long-distance travel today, since we have become so accustomed 
to improved highways. 
51. According to the paragraph roads are being constructed continually because-
1 materials are less expensive than formerly 2 engineers are constantly experimenting 
3 increased automobile travel demands them 
4 employment is thereby increased 5 of the competition with railroads .......... . 
62. The chief consideration in modern road construction is to provide-
1 greater speed 2 access to scenic beauty 3 a maximum of safety 1 
4 permanence of surface 5 highways for military purposes ...................... I 
63. The best title for this paragraph is- 1 Building the Earliest Roads 
2 A Study of Modem Roads 3 Ancient and Modem Roads 1 
4 Concrete and Asphalt Highways 5 The Significance of Highways .............. t t 
54. The paragraph says that highways are most frequently built of-
1 various materials 2 concrete and asphalt 3 stone blocks 
4 hardened clay bricks 5 a mixture of sand, gravel, and tar .................... jj 
55. The Appian Way was-
1 an ancient Roman road 2 an aqueduct 3 an Egyptian road 
4 the first concrete and asphalt road 5 a method of road construction .. ......... ~ 






Durrell-Sullivan: Read. Achievem't: Inter. B 
XII 
One of the great shipyards of England constructed an exceptionally large steamship. 
It required nearly three years and the labor of several thousand men to complete this 
ambitious undertaking. Finally the great liner was finished and the day for her 
launching arrived. It is impossible to exaggerate the significance of this trial run, 
because upon it would depend the success or failure of all the time, energy, and money 
expended, as well as the future plans for the construction of other passenger vessels. 
From all over the British Empire and from many other parts of the world came skillful 
marine engineers to be present at this momentous event. The festive crowds lined 
both banks of the river. Enthusiastic cheers arose when the ship slipped gracefully 
from the ways, glided into the water, and in a few moments began to move under her 
own power, as the enormous engines started to pound. The test soon proved that 
everything had been done as planned, and those thousands of people watching, as well 
as people everywhere on earth at all interested in ships, knew that the huge vessel was 
a success. The magnificent liner then went back to the dockyard for her final 
adjustment. 11+ 
66. The results of the test were -
1 inconclusive 2 gratifying 3 contradictory 4 disheartening 3 
5 insignificant .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . ...... . .. . . ..... . .. ................ . ......... . 
67. The engineers who built the ship were anxious because -
1 the trial run was postponed 2 the great crowds impeded the launching 
3 so much depended on the results of the trial run 3 
4 the launching was not properly scheduled 5 final adjustments had not been made .. 
68. The best title for this paragraph is -
1 Shipbuilding in England 2 Launching a Great Liner 3 A Festive Crowd 
4 A Momentous Occasion 5 Docking a Great Liner ....................... . .. . 
69. After the launching, the liner-
1 was scrapped 2 sailed for America 3 took on passengers 3 
4 returned to be put in final order 5 capsized and sank ... . ... . . . ... . .......... . 
60. The trial run was attended by-
1 a small crowd 2 the entire British Empire 3 many cheering spectators 3 
4 marine engineers only 5 no one except naval officers ........................ . 
Scou . . J. f. ... , . 
, 
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TEST 4. WRITTEN RECALL 
I 
Durrell-Sullivan: Read- Achievem't: later, B 
Spot was a little black and white puppy. He belonged to Mary and Tom 
Jones, who lived on a chicken farm in the country. There were hundreds of 
fuzzy baby chickens as well as mother hens and roosters on the farm. Spot 
loved to chase the little furry balls around; but Mr. Jones did not want him 
to do this, as it was not good for the little chickens. One day, when Spot 
was racing after the chickens, a mother hen saw him and became angry. She 
flew at him, and he started to run away before she could peck him. There 
was a pan of water standing near by. Spot did not see it and fell into it in his 
haste. He came out dripping wet. It frightened him so that he was cured of 
chasing chickens any more. 
II 
It was a thrilling experience for Bill Todd, who as the guest of his Uncle 
John was attending his first circus. They arrived early so that Bill could 
walk about to observe the animals in their cages and have an opportunity 
to visit the side shows. About noon Uncle John suggested that they stop 
at one of the booths and have lunch. The circus grounds were fast becoming 
thronged, and Bill's uncle advised him to remain near so that he would not 
be lost in the crowd. Seeing many people at a near-by stall, Bill wedged 
his way ahead to find out what the attraction was. For several minutes he 
gazed with awe at a heavily bearded man who was lifting great weights with 
his teeth. Desirous of seeing the next attraction, Bill turned to rejoin his 
uncle. Suddenly he discovered he was hemmed in on all sides by strangers. 
Fear stole over him, and he rushed through the crowd. Trying to appear 
calm, he looked about for a policeman who could help him. A short distance 
away, near the main entrance, stood a kindly-faced officer to whom he told 
his predicament. Following the instructions of the policeman, Bill remained 
near the booth, standing high above the crowd on a platform. The policeman 
called the name of Bill's uncle through a megaphone. Bill looked eagerly. 
Soon he saw a man hurry forward. He recognized his uncle's hat and shouted 
to attract his attention. They were both greatly relieved to have found each 
other, and you may be sure that Bill remained close to his uncle the rest of 
the day. 
, 
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APPENDIX IV 
(PUPIL RECORD BLANK) 
II 
McCaii-Crabbs Standard Test . Less~:ms in Reading 
PUPIL RECORD BLANK 
Name .. ..... ... .. .... . .. ......... . .... ...... ................... ····- .......... Grade .........•..•. .• 
LESSON LESSON 
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APPENDI X VII 
(SPEED TESTS) 
D::CAY OF TI-r:..: T~~:_::;Trr·::-
Dcco.y of the tooth b oc; ino in the on..."!Dol .. Fortunc.tcly tho 
cna.ocl in so very harc1 thr>.t :t t ]}i.""'otcctn the teeth fl .. om a ccny. 
:::a.ch one nhoulcJ clo cvcrythinc; to protect thin very ho.l""cl ouboto.ncco 
You co.rmot be too careful in tru:inc care of tho teeth. '!hey o..ro 
vox•y lr:pol"tt:tnt to hea.lth and a. otrons boey. Dentioto urmnlly .:>. ~l"'oo 
thv.t oincc <Joce.y o:r t~\O teoth conco :Lron the outoido, tho chief 
reo.oon for tho ate.rt of <.Jeco.y in n bl""Oru: in the cnnncl. nt.tch a. 
bl'"oru:: r.my be ca.uGad. by a. blou 01 ... by Cl. cra.o2: cau!lea b~ bi tine too 
l'lt\l""c1 th11'1Gs or by o.l.moot a.nythinc. It i!l t'hou .~:ht, too, that rood. 
left betuocn or in pi tr;s Ol"" ~roovco or"~.y d.cc:-..y oJ." fel''r:lcnt :".ncl procuc c 
bc.ctc1"1.o. thc.t 00.t into the cnancl o.nc l"'ltin the tooth. 
Decay once ota.rtocl in the cn..'"'.Ccl opl"Co..u.n. ~ 11on 1 t l'Cc.chco t'L1.c 
dentin, it opJ. .. ea.ds nore; rapidly booauoo th~ clontin ia ooftor•. 
FinC~..lly docay l""'cachca the PJ.lp, uhoro there a.ro nol"Vcs. You cortn11.1y 
l::nou '\Then that lmppens boca.use you have a tootl" .. o.cho a.ncl: feel r11oerr.Dlo . 
3o.d to l"'Cla.ta, too o:rton de()o.y roaches th'J pulp of tho tooth 
before tho a.ontist is cBllod u:pon., uhich is no-li u1ae. IIc uill <lo t ho 
boot l1e cnn fol"' you , but it may be too lo.to fc l"' tho dontist to Q!.VO 
tho tooth. 
Dcpooi t ma.y form on the teeth, usually ncar the CUll line . 
Thio 1o co.llod tartar. Have you evor haa.rd of thio? '.rh1a BlJJuld 
bo l"'ooovod, o.nd your dentist can 4o this. 
Also the dentist can disoovor another concJi t1on. The oocl:ot 
o:r: tho tooth nay become affootod by pyorrhea., '·Thich causer, puc to 
discharge. The teeth become loose and unl&ss t ':·eated tb~y must be 
removed. Take care of your teeth, bruah them oeten, do not eat too 
much candy. 









Decay ot the teeth starts from the ---------' 1n 
the • 
When deoay reacfies the den't!h, 1t spreads 
because the dentin is t7.~ tne enamel. 
\'ihen decay reaches the--:':'p~Uior.p~,~a~p~e~n~on~~hi~s a ~~~~~· 
~eoause there are 1n the pull' 18"£lie reason f~ 
pain. 
Deposit called may tot'm on the teeth. 
Tartar should be removed rrom the teeth 'b3 your ~~~----o 
Pyorrhea is a disease that causes to f~. 
If Pyorrhea has not advanced too rar., the dentist can 
this condition. · 
--------------------
* Oliver Kelly Cornwell, My' Health Book., Lyons and cornaban. 
Chicago, page 86. 
l!.N ORNAHENTAL VINE 
Many years ago an orn,mental vine was br ought to this count~y 
~ m the Orient 0 In t he South it grew well and was a very aea l thy 
plant El It had many purposGs. It; lll8de suoh a fine shedy screen £or 
t;he front por.oh thet nlm.os t everybod"l used it for this purpose 51 even 
though it bad many other purposes ~ ~ fact~ it wasne t long befo~e 
people were calling the "porch vinau . At tb.et time people didn't 
r aalize wha t this vine was worth and how valuable i t was going to 
be. 
Then, a little more than thirty years ago, some scientists 
got interested in this plant, \Vhose real name is ku.dzu. They 
noticed that it would grow almost anywhere in that \v&rm climatee 
They also saw how quickly the new shoots sprouted. "Isnrt there 
anything else we can use kudzu tar?'t they asked themselves o 
The scientist began an experiment to see what they c ould 
discover. They planted it 1n gullies to see if it would keep its 
topsoil from being washed away in the heavy rains. 11 If it makes a 
_good screen for the porch, " they thought, "maybe it will make a 
good cover tor the soil." Ancll tho plant did exactly t hat and proved 
what the scientists thought could be dane. Its loneb trailing shoots 
spread over the ground the vines solidly into the ground. Then 
farmers discovered tb their delight that cows liked to eat kudzu. 
They found it to be a very good and inexpensive plant for hay or 
pasture. How glad they were that this plant was discovered. and the 
1Jany uses they bad for it. 
Today. kudzu protects the soil on thousands of acres of land 
and furnishes a Yaluable food for li vestocko .i;lany Southern farmers 
who never had good pasture before. now find they can have one by 
plantine and cultivating the new kudzu porch vinee 
UN}?ERLDlL TIIl: 00lffiLCT AUS¥iLR. 




states is kudzu likely to be moat widely 
3) Uaine 
4) south Dakota 
2co Which of these happened first? 
1. Scientists experimented with kudzu as cover crop. 
2. People in tile south found that kudzu ma4e a good porch 
screen. 
3. Farmers began using kudzu as food tor cows. 
4. Kudsu was planted on thousands of acres of l and o 
3. VJhy is kudzu able to keep the soil from washing away? 
1. The plants suck up most of the x•ain water. 
4o 
2. The plant has very long roots. 
3. The plant sends out many shoots. each with its own rootso 
4. The plant has wide. flat leaves. 
v~hich use for kudzu was probably last to be discovered? 
1. As a good for livestock. -
2 o As a cover cropo 
3. As a porch screeas 
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One evening, Mrs. Brown told Jack and Bess that the long 
bench in the cellar was to be a pound. Everything in the 
house that was left out of place would be found there. To 
get back anything a penny must be put in the saucer on the . 
bench. The next day, Jack had to go to the pound for his 
football, knife, reader, and sweater. Bess found in the pound 
her hat, doll carriage, pencil box, and roller skates. One 
night when she was stealing softly down the back stairs to 
get her pajamas, she met her father coming up with his pet 
pipe. Both laughed. Father had agreed to pay five cents 
to get any of his things from the pound. Mother found 
many pennies in the pound at first, and for a while the 
children had few pennies left to spend. After a time, how-
ever, very few things needed to be sent to the pound and 
Mother said that it no longer paid to run it. 
1. This pound was a (a) field (b) bam (c) net (d) bench 
2. Everything was put in the pound that was (a) soiled 
(b) very old (c) out of place (d) valuable 
3. To get anything back, Mr. Brown paid a (a) nickel 
(b) dime (c) penny (d) quarter 
4.' The money was put in a (a) jar (b) saucer (c) box 
.(d) bank 
5. How many things did Jack find in the pound? (a) 1 
(b) 3 (c) 4 (d) 10 
6. Father had to go to the pound to get his (a) pipe 
(b) newspaper (c) slippers (d) coat 
7. When Bess met her father, they (a) chuckled (b) hur-
ried by (c) shouted (d) laughed 
8. Bess found her doll carriage in the (a) hall (b) yard 
(c) cellar (d) kitchen 
9. How many pennies did mother get? (a) few (b) many 
(c) none (d) one hundred 
10. The children became more (a) cheerful (b) orderly 
(c) thoughtful (d) kindly 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
G score 3.0 3.2 3.5 3.7 4.0 4.3 4.6 4.9 5.2 5.5 5.8 
Sandy is a monkey in the zoo. He likes loud noises and 
often teases the other monkeys with his tin whistle. He 
blows this whistle till all the other monkeys chatter angrily. 
One day somebody gave him a mouth organ. He tried to 
play on it but blew on the wrong end. He blew harder and 
harder until suddenly, by chance, he blew in the right place. 
The loud blast made him drop the organ in frightened sur-
prise. The other monkeys looked very pleased to have the 
joke on Sandy. 
Best of all Sandy likes balloons because he can clap them 
between his hands and make them pop loudly. 
1. The animal's name is (a) Sandy (b) Zoo (c) Monkey 
(d) Pop 
2. Sandy likes best (a) whistles (b) people (c) jokes 
(d) balloons 
3. Sandy makes the balloons (a) whistle (b) sing (c) pop 
(d) stretch 
4. Sandy is a (a) person (b) dog (c) lion (d) monkey 
5. Sandy teases (a) monkeys (b) people (c) dogs 
. (d) many animals 
6. The mouth organ suddenly made (a) music (b) a 
whistle (c) a popping noise (d) a loud noise 
7. Sandy made the mouth organ sound (a) on purpose 
(b) the first time (c) by chance (d) every time 
8. What pleased the monkeys? (a) Sandy's whistle (b) the 
popping balloons ' (c) loud noises (d) Sandy's fright 
9. When the organ sounded, Sandy (a) blew his whistle 
(b) clapped his hands (c) dropped the organ (d) teased 
the monkeys 
10. Sandy's whistle makes the monkeys (a) angry 
(b) frightened (c) excited (d) surprised 
11. The other monkeys were pleased when Sandy was 
frightened because (a) he dropped the mouth organ 
(b) they felt he deserved it (c) they wanted his whistle 
(d). the joke was on them 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
G score 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.6 3.9 4.2 4.6 4.9 5.3 5.8 6.4 7.2 
Some customs of the Japanese seem strange to us. And 
some of ou1 ways appear strange to them. 
We sleep on soft pillows and beds; they sleep on hard ones. 
We wash our faces and wipe them with dry towels; they 
wipe their faces with wet towels. We lower our faces when 
we say grace; they raise theirs. When entering houses our 
men take off their hats; the Japanese take off their shoes. 
We give gifts when arriving; they leave them when depart-
ing. We open gifts in front of the giver; they never do. 
When in mourning, we wear black; they wear white. We 
frown when scolded; they smile. 
When we say that Japanese, Chinese, Indians, and other 
Asiatics are strange people, they could reply, "The same to 
you." 
1. The main idea of this lesson is: (a) There is only one 
right way to do everything. (b) Each nation believes 
that its customs are better than those of other nations. 
(c) American habits are better than Japanese habits. 
(d) Japanese ways are better than American ways. 
2. The pillows Japanese sleep on are (a) firm (b) soft 
(c) fluffy (d) springy 
3. The towels with which Japanese wipe their faces are 
(a) dry (b) damp (c) warm (d) wet 
4. During mourning, which color is worn by the Japanese? 
(a) gray (b) white (c) black (d) pale blue 
5. Japanese guests present their gifts (a) upon arrival 
(b) while visiting (c) at departure (d) after departure 
6. When saying grace, the Japanese (a) lower their faces 
(b) raise their faces (c) smile (d) close their eyes 
7. When Japanese children are scolded, they (a) cry 
(b) frown (c) pout (d) smile 
8. Asiatic peoples think our behavior is 
(b) strange (c) right (d) uncivilized 
(a) wrong 
9. In Japan, gifts are opened in the presence of the giver 
(a) always (b) sometimes (c) occasionally (d) never 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 2.8 3.0 3.3 3.6 3.9 4.2 4.6 5.1 5.6 6.2 
A long time ago the little fishes of the sea wer-e at school 
down under the water, safe from dangerous animals. One 
pupil, Jimmie Cod, was not studying. He was looking at 
something dangling in front of him. He could not take his 
eyes off this shiny object. When the teacher of history asked 
him what he thought of the whale that swallowed Jonah, he 
replied, "It looks good enough to eat." Everyone was amused 
at Jimmie's strange answer and all turned to look at him. 
He was not thinking vf school, or history lessons, but he was 
getting hungrier every minute. Suddenly, while teacher and 
pupils were looking-it happened! Jimmie took a quick bite 
and swallowed that shiny something which had been hanging 
just before his nose. Then like a flash he went up, up, out of 
sight! And no one in the class ever saw Jimmie Cod again! 
1. Who were at school? ( a ) children ( b) boys ( c) fishes 
( d) animals 
2 . Where was the school? ( a) under the water (b ) in a 
house ( c) in the town ( d) on the bank 
3. How many pupils were not studying? ( a ) 1 (b ) 2 
, ( c) 3 (d) 5 
4. Jimmie was thinking about ( a ) play (b ) eating 
( t ) school ( d ) lesson 
5. He looked at ( a ) something (b) fish ( c) pupils 
(d~ book 
6. What did the teacher do ? ( a ) scolded (b ) frowned 
( c) looked ( d) took a bite 
7. What did Jimmie do? ( a ) cried (b ) took a bite (c) swam 
away ( d) smiled foolishly 
8. What was hanging before Jimmie's nose? (a) a string 
( b ) a tadpole ( c) a fishhook (d ) a cherry 
9. Jimmie went ( a ) down (b) up ( c) home (d ) fishing 
10. When did he return? ( a ) soon (b) next day (c) in a 
year ( d) never 
11. Choose the best title: ( a ) A Fish Story ( b) A School 
of Fish ( c) Deep Sea Fishing ( d) Jonah the Whale 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 , 6 7 8 9 1 0 11 
G score 3.1 3.3 3.5 3.7 4.0 4.3 4.6 5.0 5.4 5.9 6.6 7.3 
Katy's mother asked her to dust the living room and to 
make her own room tidy. Katy disliked dusting. She started 
to dust slowly. She neglected to dust one of the arms of 
the big chair in the corner. She skipped the legs of the 
table by the window. In another corner stood a tall grand-
father's clock. She could not reach the top, so she did not 
dust up there at all. Katy thought she was alone in the 
room, but suddenly she heard someone talking. It was the 
grandfather's clock. He said slowly, again and again, "Lazy 
Ka-ty, lazy Ka-ty!" This made Katy so ashamed that she 
started over again and began to dust more carefully. She 
finished dusting the living room and hurried upstairs to her 
own room. The little clock there was talking too. It said 
as fast as it could, "Busy Katy, busy Katy, busy Katy!" 
1. Katy first dusted the (a) hall (b) parlor (c) living 
room (d) den 
2. The grandfather's clock was (a) old (b) beautiful 
(c) stately (d) tall 
3. Katy thought she was (a) pretty (b) alone (c) slow 
(d) naughty 
4. The clock in her own room talked (a) slowly (b) crossly 
(c) rapidly (d) softly 
5. Both of the arms of the big chair were (a) finally dusted 
(b) broken (c) dirty (d) scratched 
6. The words of the grandfather's clock made Katy (a) sad 
(b) angry (c) happy (d) ashamed 
7. When she walked upstairs, she (a) went slowly 
(b) hurried (c) laughed (d) pouted 
8. The grandfather's clock said, "Lazy Ka-ty!" (a) several 
times (b) twice (c) again and again (d) often 
9. At first Katy dusted what part of the grandfather's 
clock? (a) the top (b) the lower part (c) all of it 
(d) none of it 
10. In the end Katy obeyed her (a) father (b) conscience 
(c) clock (d) grandfather 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
G score 2.6 2.7 2.9 3.2 3.5 4.0 4.6 ·5.3 6.1 7.1 8.2 
Henry -plowed his way through the snow to -the barn. 
Ther_~ ,-he got a hammer, some nails, and a wide box, and 
fille(! ~a _smal1 sack w1th cracked grain. He then went to an 
open shed which was built near the woods and used as a 
shelter for cows m summer. When he reached the shed, he 
saw that a flock of snowbirds had already come to live there 
for the winter. He nailed the box under the shed and then 
filled it with the cracked grain. As he hurned back through 
the snow, he heard the birds chirping their thanks. 
1. The shed was built near the (a) barn (b) house 
(c) woods (d) box 
2. The grain was to feed the (a) cows (b) pigs (c) birds 
(d) chickens 
3. Henry put the grain (a) in the barn (b) in the box 
(c) on the ground (d) on the snow 
4. The birds that came to the shed were (a) snowbirds 
(b) blue)ays (c) sparrows (d) robins 
5. The birds chirped because they were (a) cold (b) warm 
(c) happy (d) sad 
6. Henry carried the hammer and nails to the (a) house 
(q) barn (c) woods (d) shed 
7. The box was (a) deep (b) wide (c) narrow (d) long 
8. The birds came to the shed to spend the (a) spring 
(b) summer (c) fall (d) winter 
9. To get to the barn Henry had to (a) shovel a path 
through the snow (b) wade through the snow (c) go 
through the woods (d) go through the shed 
10. Henry nailed the box (a) under the shed (b) to a tree 
(c) to the roof (d) outside the barn 
11. What kind of person was Henry? (a) considerate 
(b) skillful (c) hardy (d) devoted 
12. Which sentence isn't true? (a) Henry made use of nails 
and box. (b) The snowbirds were accustomed to winter. 
(c) The closed shed was warm. (d) The snow lay thick 
on the ground. 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
G score 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.6 3.9 4.2 4.6 5.1 5.6 6.1 6.7 7.5 8.6 
One spring day Harry saw a bird's nest tucked away in 
the hedge along the lane. He tried and tried to see into the 
tiny home without disturbing it, but could not. Suddenly 
he thought of somethmg. Away he ran to his workshop. 
Soon he came back carrying a small, round mirror, a long, 
narrow piece of tin, and two little nails. 
Harry pinched the tin around the edge of the mirror. 
When the ends met, he bent each out. Then he fastened the 
mirror to the end of a long stick by slipping the stick between 
the bent ends of the tin and nailing it fast. Harry held his 
mirror over the hedge, and to his delight, he saw three blue 
eggs in a bed of feathers. 
1. Harry fastened the mirror to the ( a ) hedge (b ) stick 
( c) tree ( d ) nest 
2. The number of eggs in the nest was ( a ) 2 (b ) 3 ( c) 4 
(d ) 5 
3. The bird's nest was in ( a ) a hedge (b ) a lane ( c) a 
tree ( d ) the ground 
4. The piece of tin was ( a ) square ( b ) round ( c) small 
( d ) long 
5. The tin was pinched around the ( a ) hammer (b ) nest 
( c) nail (d) mirror 
6. Harry found nails in the ( a ) workshop (b ) mirror 
(c) hedge ( d) lane 
7. The hedge was along the ( a ) road (b ) lane ( c) creek 
( d ) garden 
8. The mirror and the tin were fastened to the stick with 
(a) one nail ( b ) two nails ( c) three nails ( d ) four nails 
9. Harry used the mirror to see into the (a) hedge 
(b ) lane (c) nest (d) tree 
10. Which best fits the story? (a) Birds are man's best 
friends. (b) Curiosity breeds ingenuity. (c) Action 
arises from desire. (d) Curiosity breeds disaster. 
11. Harry's instrument was similar to (a) a telescope 
(b) field glasses (c) a microscope (d) a periscope 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 11 
G score _ 2.3 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.7 4.1 4.6 5.2 5.9 7.6 8.4 9.3 
Two mules were going along a lonely road. One had a 
load of corn, the other a load of gold. The one that carried 
the gold was so proud of his burden that he would not have 
any of it taken off, though it was a heavy load to carry. 
He walked along with his head held high, jingling the bells 
on his bridle at every step. 
Soon some robbers came along and stopped the mules. 
The one that was carrying the corn was allowed to go, but 
the one with the load of gold was held. He kicked and bit 
to drive away the robbers, but they wanted the gold; so they 
stabbed . him to the heart. As he lay dying, he said, "It is 
not always well to have great duties. If I, like my brother, 
had been doing a simple task, my life would have been 
longer." 
1. What name is given to this kind of story? (a) poem 
(b) fable (c) rhyme (d) verse 
2. The mules were stopped by (a) gold (b) bells (c) corn 
(d) robbers 
3. The mule that went free carried (a) bells (b) men 
(c) corn (d) gold 
4. · Robbers wanted the (a) mules (b) gold (c) corn 
(d) heart 
5. At first the mule that carriea the gold was (a) proud 
(b) sad (c) large (d) small 
6. In the end the proud mule became (a) prouder 
(b) happy (c) angry (d) sad 
7. This story teaches us that those who want to do important 
tasks must be willing to (a) die early (b) talk (c) kick 
(d) face dangers 
8. Which word describes the robbers? (a) kind (b) brave 
(c) cruel (d) good 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
G score 2.5 2.8 3.2 3.5 3.9 4.2 4.7 5.2 5.1 
He was mean, and I mean mean. There was murder in 
his heart, and hot fury in his eyes. He lived for just one 
savage purpose, to kill every man he could. 
He was strong enough to do it, too. He weighed about 600 
pounds and measured about 7 feet around his chest. His arms 
were as large as the thighs of most men. His hate was as 
strong as his body, but his mind was not. In fact, he was 
very dull. 
He was so dangerous that he was placed in a strong cage. 
One day he slipped a finger under a man's necktie and jerked 
him against the cage. The necktie broke and the man fell 
unconscious, but alive and out of reach. Anoth~r man came 
too close and had an arm pulled through the bars and bittei.J 
to the bone. After that, people stayed away from the long 
reach of the arms of the gorilla, Gargantua the Great. 
1. This is a story about ( a ) murder (b) hate (c) fright 
(d) dullness 
2. This animal's strongest desire was to (a ) pet (b) love 
(c) bite (d) kill 
3. Persons who came near the cage needed to show grea1 
(a) caution (b) boldness ( c) kindness (d ) meanness 
4. The circumference of this animal's chest was ( a ) 7 fee1 
(b) 7 yards (c) 600 inches (d ) 70 feet 
5. Gargantua had to be placed in a ( a) steel pe11 
( b) strong cage ( c) circus (d ) heavy chain 
6. How many pounds did this animal weigh? ( a ) 60 
(b ) 600 (c) 6,000 ( d) 60,000 
7. What saved one man's life? ( a ) Gargantua's finger 
broke. (b ) The man's necktie broke. ( c) Gargantua 
slipped. (d) The man fail'lted. 
8. How did Gargantua injure the second man? He 
(a) choked him ( b) bit his ear ( c) pulled his neck 
( d) bit his arm 
9. Gargantua's arms were as large around as a man's 
(a) shoulder (b) thigh ( c) waist ( d) knee 
No. right 0 1 · 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 3.0 3.2 3.5 3.7 4.0 4.3 4.7 5.0 5.4 5.8 
''Hot springs in Iceland!" exclaimed Frank, looking up 
from his book. 
"How could that be?" asked his sister. " Iceland means 
the land of ice. Does it have hot springs as well as ice and 
snow?" 
"This book is written by a woman from Iceland. I will 
read you what she says." 
This is what Frank read aloud: "The water in the springs 
boils up from small holes in the ground. The travelers tie up 
some food in a piece of linen cloth and put it into the water 
to be cooked. There are several laundries near the boiling 
springs. There is always plenty of boiling water for them 
to use." 
1. Frank was (a) reading (b) playing ball (c) writing 
(d ) eating 
Z. The book was about (a) ice and snow (b ) Iceland 
(c) a woman (d) Frank and his sister 
3. The book was written by (a) Frank ( b) his sister (c) a 
woman (d) the travelers 
4. f'he food was put in the water to be (a) washed 
(b) soaked (c) cooled (d) cooked 
5. Frank read aloud (a) the whole book ( b) half the book 
(c) one chapter (d ) a few sentences 
6. Thbse who went to visit the springs were 
(b) boys (c) workmen (d) travelers 
(a) girls 
7. The water in the springs was (a) boiling (b ) warm 
(c) cool (d) icy 
8. Frank was surprised to learn that Iceland had (a) ice 
(b) snow (c) boiling springs (d) water 
9. The laundries were built near the small holes because 
(a) it was a beautiful spot (b) travelers often went then' 
(c) the water was cold (d) the water was hot 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 3.1 . 3.3 3.6 3.9 4.2 4.4 4.7 5.0 5.4 5.9 
When Pattie was a little girl, long ago, she needed a warm 
new dress. 
"I'll spin the yarn for it," said Grandmother. 
"I'll weave the cloth," said Sister Helen. 
"I'll make the dress," said Mother. 
The sheep had given the wool from their backs for Pattie's 
new dress. "It is as soft as down and as beautiful as snow," 
said Pattie. 
Grandmother carded the wool fine and smooth. Then 
she fastened it on her spindle and sent the spinning wheel 
whirling around. 
As Grandmother drew out the thread from the fleecy wool, 
she sang, 
"A hum and a whirl, 
A twist and a twirl, 
This is the way good yarn is spun." 
1. The little girl's name was ( a ) Dorothy ( b ) Helen 
( c) Pattie ( d ) Grace 
2. She needed a (a) pair of mittens (b ) dress (c) scarf 
(d) sweater 
3. Carding the wool made it ( a ) fine and smooth ( b ) soft 
and beautiful (c) clean ( d) white 
4. Who sang while the spinning was going on? ( a ) Mother 
(b) Helen (c) Grandmother ( d) Brother 
5. The wool was spun into yarn by ( a ) Helen ( b ) Mother 
( c) Grandmother (d) Brother 
6. The cloth was woven by (a) Helen (b) Mother 
(c) Grandmother (d) Brother 
7. The yarn for the dress had come from the (a) sheep 
(b) store (c) factory ( d ) mill 
8. The wool was put on the spindle by ( a ) Grandmother 
(b ) Mother ( c) Helen ( d ) Brother 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
G score 2.9 3.2 3.5 3.8 4.1 4.4 4.7 5.2 6.0 
Pattie stood by to watch Grandmother spin. 
"VVhat color is it going to be?" asked Pattie. 
"I know," said Brother. He had just come in from the 
woods with some walnut bark. , 
Mother made some dye with the walnut bark. She dipped 
the yarn into it, and it came out a beautiful brown, just as 
Brother had said it would. 
After Sister Helen had woven the cloth, Mother was ready 
to begin the dress. Grandmother and Helen helped and the 
next clay the dress was ready to wear. 
Jack Frost had come in the night and the cold winds had 
begun to blow. Pattie said, "I'm as warm as toast in my 
new woolen dress." 
1. Where had Brother been? (a) at school (b) out playing 
(c) at the store (d) in the woods 
2. Who wove the cloth? (a) Helen (b) Mother (c) Brother 
(d) Grandmother 
3. Pattie's dress made her feel (a) cold (b) warm 
(c) chilly (d) sorry 
4. .What color was the dress? (a) red (b) green (c) brown 
(d) blue 
5. When was the dress fimshed? (a) the next day (b) the 
next week (c) that night (d) that afternoon 
6. what happened that night? (a) frost came (b) it 
snowed (c) it rained (d) it hailed 
7. \Vhat did Pattie do while her grandmother spun? 
(a) sang (b) played (c) studied (d) watched 
8. Brother brought with him (a) nuts (b) flowers 
(c) bread (d) walnut bark 
9. Mother made (a) yarn (b) dye (c) cloth (d) a 
pattern 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 1.9 2.3 !.7 3.0 8.4 3.8 4.2 4.6 5.1 1.6 
If you do not keep your mouth clean, some harmful germs 
may creep into it. These germs are like little workmen with 
picks and drills. The little fellows pick away the outer cov-
ering of a tooth. Then it begins to ache. It 1s best to go to 
the dentist often before the teeth begin to ache. If you go 
twice a year, it will not be painful. If well cared for, your 
teeth can last you until you are as old as your grandfather 
is now. Chewing coarse food helps to keep the teeth healthy. 
Who have the prettiest teeth of all the people you know? 
Ask them how they keep them beautiful. 
1. Germs are like (a) food (b) workmen (c) drills 
(d) picks 
2. The best time to see a dentist is (a) when a tooth is 
pulled (b) when a tooth is growing (c) before the teeth 
ache (d) after the teeth ache 
3. How often should you see a dentist? (a) every time a 
tooth aches (b) once in a lifetime (c) when the teeth 
need cleaning (d) twice a year 
4. When do harmful germs get into the teeth? (a) when 
they are not clean (b) when you are eating (c) when 
you are sleeping (d) when you are cleaning your teeth 
5. Harmful germs will (a) soften the teeth (b) clean the 
teeth (c) crack the covering of the teeth (d) make the 
teeth grow 
6. After the covering is gone the tooth (a) aches (b) falls 
out (c) grows (d) gets a new covering 
7. If well cared for, the teeth should Jast (a) until you 
grow up (b) as long as you need them (c) for ten 
years (d) forever 
8. Teeth grow strong from chewing food that is (a) soft 
(b) hard (c) coarse (d) rich 
9. This lesson tells about (a) how teeth are made (b) the 
care of the teeth (c) the appearance of the teeth (d) the 
size of the teeth 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.5 3.9 4.3 4.7 5.1 5.5 6.0 
Three men were in an airplane over the broad Pacific 
Their gas was gone. J'he airplane glided down into the 
water. As it sank, the men escaped onto a rubber raft eight 
feet long and four feet wide. This is what they had with 
them on the raft: their clothes, their life jackets, a pistol, a 
pocketknife, a pair of pliers, a navigator's scale, and a rope. 
With the help of the navigator's scale they steered toward 
friendly islands 500 miles away. The rope was used as a 
drag to keep their raft from moving with the wind when it 
blew in the wrong direction. The men made sails out of 
their clothes and paddles out of the soles of their shoes. Thus 
they sailed and rowed until the thirty-third day, when a 
heavy gale capsized them. When the raft was righted, and 
they took up their course again the men found they had lost 
all except the sole of one shoe. 
1. This is a story of how many men? (a) one (b) three 
(c) five (d) seven 
2. These men were primarily (a) sailors (bj navigators 
(c) aviators (d) soldiers 
3 .. The airplane glided into the sea because of (a) a great 
storm (b) a gun (c) lack of gas (d) early darkness 
4. How many miles away were the islands? (a) 500 
(b) 600 (c) 700 (d) 800 
5. What saved those in the plane from drowning? (a) a 
boat (b) another plane (c) a whale (d) a raft 
6. The drag on the raft was a (a) rope (b) scale (c) pair 
of pliers (d) pistol 
7. Drift in the wrong direction was caused by (a) one of 
the men (b) a bird (c) the wind (d) a fish 
8. Paddles were made from (a) driftwood (b) life jackets 
(c) shoe soles (d) boxes 
9. The raft was capsized by (a) a heavy gale (b) an 
alligator (c) a rock (d) a boat 
10. How many men were surely rescued? (a) none (b) one 
(c) two (d) three 
No. right , 0 
G sc;ore 3.1 
2 3 4 
3.4 3.6 3.9 4.1 
5 6 7 
4.4 4.7 5.1 
8 ' 9 10 
5.4 5.7 6.1 ' 
~ 15 ·~ 
01)ral islands and reefs are the favorite hiding places of 
th~ peg1rl oyster. It, will not grow well in the dirt or in any 
place vv:here the tide, moves the sand about. Pearls are found 
inside the shells and often in the flesh of the oyster. It is 
supposed that each is formed by a grain of sand or something 
ha:r:d getting inside the shell. This scratches the oyster, 
which at once begins to make a covering over it until it 
finally becomes a smooth ball. Pearls are not always round. 
They are often pear-shaped and sometimes of other forms. 
Round ones are the most valuable, the largest and brightest 
often selling for thpusands of dollars. 
1. Pearls are found in (a) a grain of sand (b) the shells 
of oysters (c) dirt (d) something hard 
2. Most valuable pearls are (a) pear-shaped (b) square 
(c) round (d) small 
3. The grain of sand (a) scratches the oyster (b) pleases 
the oyster (c) feeds the oyster (d) improves the oyster 
4. Pearl oysters like best to hide in (a) rivers (b) dirt 
(c) coral islands (d) sand 
5. , The oyster (a) throws out the grain of sand (b) eats 
the grain of sand (c.) pays no attention to the grain of 
sand (d) covers the grain of sand 
6. This story tells ( a ) what we do with pearls (b) how 
pearls are made (c) how sand is made (d) how 
oysters grow 
7. Pearls which cost thousands of dollars are (a) large and 
bright (b) ~mall and dull (c) pear-shaped and dull 
(d) round and dull 
8. VVhat makes the covering over the grain of sand? (a) the 
pearl (b) dirt (c) th€' oyster (d) the shell 
-----'-------
No. right 0 --1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
G score- - 2.1 2.5 2.8 3.2 3.7 4.2 4.7 5.3 6.1 
• 
\Vhen I was a girl, I lived near the edge of a lake. I fished 
in it, partly because it was fun and partly because we needed 
the fish for food. But often I was too busy with housework 
to sit by the water and wait for the fish to bite. After much 
thought, I worked out a plan to work and fish at the same 
time. I hung a small bell in the window of our house, and 
ran a thread from the bell down to my line at the water's 
edge. When a fish caught my hook, it would pull the 
thread and ring the bell. 
Recently I have read there is a spider that fastens a thread 
to his web and then carries the thread to a hole where he 
hides and sleeps. When an insect flies into the web, the 
jerking of the thread tells the spider that food is waiting for 
him. The awakened spider runs down the thread to get the 
insect. So you see my plan was not very original after all. 
1. Most plans worked out to save time are (a) original 
(b) already known (c) useless (d) new 
2. At the time of this story my age was about (a) 6 
, (b) 14 (c) 22 (d) 30 
3. In the lake near my home I (a) hved (b) fished 
(c) played (d) swam 
4. Tlie lake gave us (a) food (b) water (c) work (d) rest 
5. A bell hung (a) near the lake (b) on the fish pole 
(c) in the window (d) in my kitchen 
6. How much of my time did housework take? (a) none 
(b) little (c) much (d) all 
7. A thread ran from the bell to (a) my fish rod (b) the 
window (c) my boat (d) my line 
8. What did the spider do to my plan? He (a) borrowed 
it (b) imitated it (c) originated it (d) stole it 
9. The spider's thread runs from his web to (a) the insect 
(b) his hole (c) the ground (d) a nest 
10. My plan and the spider's saved (a) food (b) work 
(c) time (d) rest 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
G score 2.6 2.9 3.2 3.6 3.9 4.3 4.7 5.1 5.5 5.9 6.4 
Lim and his sister Isa are two little African children who 
live in a very hot part of the world. Tall trees and wild 
flowers are all over the land. The trees are loaded with 
many kinds of big and delicious fruit. The children often 
climb up the trees to pick bananas, oranges, or coconuts. 
There are many kinds of game, too. Lim is especially fond 
af elephant's foot, steamed or baked in a fire hole, but Isa 
likes the meat of a young monkey better. Lim and Isa often 
keep white lumps of salt in their pockets. Sometimes they 
take them out and suck them, for they are as fond of salt 
as we are of candy. 
1. Lim and Isa are two children of (a) America (b) India 
(c) Africa (d) Japan 
2. Lim is fond of (a) monkey's foot (b) elephant's skin 
(c) rabbit's meat (d) elephant's foot 
3. From the trees they often get the (a) fruit (b) branches 
(c) flowers (d) leaves 
4. The African children like salt (a) very much (b) very 
little (c) not at all (d) sometimes 
5. Lim and Isa often (a) sit under the trees (b) chop 
down the trees (c) climb up the trees (d) stand by 
the trees 
6. The place where they live is very (a) cold (b) damp 
(c) dry (d) hot 
7. How many kinds of game are there in Africa? (a) none 
(b) many kinds (c) a few kinds (d) three kinds 
8. The story says that the trees are full of (a) fruit 
(b) monkeys (c) birds (d) flowers 
9. The white lumps are (a) candy (b) flour (c) salt 
(d) sugar 
10. The part of the monkey that Isa likes is its (a) sk~n 
(b) foot (c) head (d) meat 
No. right 0 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 
G score 2.1 2.5 2.9 3.4 3.8 4.2 4.7 5.0 5.5 5.9 6.4 
The long, strong hind legs and the long ears tell the whole 
bunny story-ears to hear the approach of an enemy, and 
strong hind legs which make it possible for him to jump 
eight feet or more and thus escape from his foes. The set of 
his ears tells how bunny is feeling. If both lie back, he is 
contented. If they are sitting straight up, he is listening for 
danger. If one is bent forward and the other backward, it 
means, "Now just where did that sound c:ome from?" 
1. When a rabbit's ears lie back, he is (a) anxious 
(b) sleepy (c) contented (d) hungry 
2. A rabbit's hind legs are (a) short (b) straight 
(c) broad (d) long 
3. How far can this rabbit jump? (a) 5 feet (b) 6 feet 
(c) 7 feet (d) 8 feet 
4. What tells bunny when an enemy is near? (a) legs 
(b) ears (c) whiskers (d) mouth 
5. VVhen bunny is listening for danger, his ears are 
(a) straight back (b) straight up (c) forward (d) one 
backward and one forward 
6. .What helps bunny to get away from his enemy? (a) long 
whiskers (b) long, strong hind legs (c) long, strong 
front legs (d) straight front legs 
7. When bunny is contented his ears are (a) straight back 
(b) forward (c) straight up (d) one forward and one 
backward 
8. This story is about a (a) dog (b) cat (c) fox (d) rabbit 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
G score 1.5 1.9 2.4 2.9 3.5 4.1 4.7 5.5 6.5 
·Can you tell a moth from a butterfly? A butterfly flies 
about in the daytime. The moth likes best to fly at night. 
Our little butterfly friend has knobs at the ends of his feelers. 
The moth's feelers are without these knobs. Often they are 
feathered instead. The butterfly has a more slender body 
than the moth. When the butterfly is at rest, it holds its 
wings raised over its back, but the moth folds its wings like 
a fan. 
1. The moth usually flies at (a) night (b) dawn (c) sun-
rise ( d) sunset 
2. VVhat folds its wings when it is at rest? The ( a ) fly 
(b) butterfly (c) moth ( d ) caterpillar 
3. The butterfly's feelers have ( a ) wings ( b ) knobs 
( c) feathers ( d) fans 
4. When the butterfly is at rest its wings are ( a ) folded 
(b ) open (c) raised ( d) shut 
5. A butterfly flies in the ( a ) night ( b) day (c) darkness 
(d) evening 
6. The feelers of the moth are often ( a ) smooth (b ) hairy 
(c) rough ( d) feathered 
7. When the moth is at rest its wings are folded like a 
(a) tent (b) fan (c) chair ( d) book 
8. The butterfly's body is more slender than the ( a ) moth's 
( b) fly's (c) spider's (d) mosquito's 
9 Both the butterfly and the moth have ( a ) feelers 
(b) knobs (c) feathered feelers ( d) folded wings 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 2.3 2.6 3.0 3.4 3.8 4.2 4.7 5.2 5.7 6.5 
In Washington, D. C., the capital of the United States, is a 
beautiful building called the Lincoln Memorial. This was 
built by the people of the United States to show their love for 
Abraham Lincoln. It took ten years to build this Memorial. 
It stands on the bank of the Potomac River and is built of 
beautiful white marble. Around the building are thirty-six 
tall columns. There are thirty-six columns because there 
were thirty-six states in the United States at the time of 
Lincoln's death. Many travelers visit the Lincoln Memorial 
every year. 
1. Washington is (a) a beautiful buildi-ng (b) the capital 
of the United States ( c) the Lincoln Memorial (d) a 
marble building 
2. This Memorial was built in (a) 5 years (b) 10 years 
( c) 15 years (d) 36 years 
3. There were 36 states when (a) Lincoln died (b) the 
Memorial was built ( c) Lincoln was born ( d ) Wash-
ington was founded 
4. Lincoln Memorial is a ( a ) city ( b) column (c) river 
. (d) building 
5. ~incoln Memorial was built by ( a) Abraham Lincoln 
(b) the people of the United States ( c) Washington 
(d) beautiful white marble 
6. The Potomac is a (a) city (b) memorial (c) river 
( d) bank 
7. Who visit the Lincoln Memorial every year? (a) children 
(b) old people (c) young people (d) travelers · 
8. The marble is (a) gray (b) black ( c) white (d) pink 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Gscore 1.8 2.1 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.8 5.7 6.9 
A man who lived in Norway put tags bn whales in the cold 
waters of the North. This tag was a metal disk with the 
man's name and a number printed on it. The tag had a 
barbed point, something like the point of a fishhook. It was 
shot from a gun and the barbed point sank into the whale's 
hide and held the tag on as long as the whale lived. 
This man tagged these whales because some people claimed 
that whales were being killed off so fast that none would be 
left in a few years. He wanted to prove that this was not 
true. He was very anxious to do this, because his country, 
Norway, led the world in catching whales. He also hoped 
to find out through what waters these whales went when 
swimming from sea to sea. 
1. What was this man doing to the whales? (a) killing 
(b) harpooning (c) tagging (d) catching 
2. The tags were (a) metal (b) silver (c) rubber 
(d) leather 
3. On the tag was printed the (a) year (b) school's name 
(c) whale's name (d) man's name 
4. How was the tag put on the whale? It was (a) branded 
on (b) shot on from a gun (c) chained on (d) har-
pooned on 
5. What held the tags on the whal•? (a) wire (b) spear 
(c) chain (d) barbed point 
6. Which whales was he tagging? (a) all (b) thousand 
largest (c) all young ones (d) those in the North 
7 He wanted to find out whether whales were (a) increas-
. ing in number (b) dying off (c) being killed too fast 
(d) escaping hunters 
8 Which country led in catching whales? (a) Norway 
(b) Sweden (c) Iceland (d) England 
9. This man wanted to find where the whales, in swimming 
from sea to sea, (a) lived (b) went (c) hunted 
(d) died 
10. Choose the best title: (a) A Whale of a Story (b) Nor-
way (c) Whales Play Tag (d) Tagging Whales 
No right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
G score 2.6 2.9 3.2 3.5 3.8 4.2 4.7 5.2 5~7 6.6 7.7 
~- :~ Bea:Vers are very busy little animals who build their houses 
=of mU:d and ·wood-<md stones. They always build them in 
-a stream. The entrances to their houses are under water. 
Beavers live both on land and in the water. They have very 
sharp, strong little teeth which they use to cut down the trees 
for their houses. They gnaw around the tree trunk near the 
ground. Every year the beavers 'put a fresh coating of mud 
·upon their houses. After a few years the walls become very 
thick. 
Beavers are very friendly and like one another's company. 
They build their houses close together, but there are never 
a ny doors or openings between them. 
1. Beavers are ( a ) tired (b) busy (c) quiet (d ) lazy 
2. These animals build their ho·U.ses in a ( a ) swamp 
(b) house ( c) tree (d) stream 
3. The beavers' teeth are (a) long (b) strong (c) short 
(d) weak 
4. They gnaw around a tree trunk ( a ) high up ( b) near 
the branches ( c) near the ground ( d) in the middle 
· 5 . . , Ijow often do they put a fresh coat of mud on their 
houses? ( a ) twice a year (b ) every year ( c) every 
two years (d ) every three years 
6. · After a few years the walls become (a) thin (b) cracked 
( c) -crumbly (d) thick 
'7. What is used in building the houses besides wood and 
stones? ( a ) leaves (b) rocks (c) bricks (d) mud 
8: Beavers prefer to live (a) alone (b) in company 
· l ( c) on land only (d ) in water only 
9. How often are there doors between the beavers' houses? 
( a) always (b) usually (c) sometimes (d) never 
10. What is implied, but not stated? (a) Beavers a~!:) busy 
little animals. (b) Beavers are friendly animals. 
(c) Beavers' homes may stop the streams. (d) The 
beaver strengthens his home every year. 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 <10 
G score 1.8 2.2 2.6 . 3.1 _ 3.6 4.1 · 4.7 5.4 6.1 6.9 8.0 
When Billy and Betty, the twins, were eight years old 
their mother gave them a birthday party. She told them to 
invite six children. She prepared two sandwiches, four pieces 
of home-made candy, and three animal cookies for each child. 
When their father came home he brought two quarts of 
ice cream. How many dishes did their mother make out of 
one quart if she and their father ate some, too? 
1. Who gave the party? (a) mother (b) father (c) grand-
father (d) sister 
2. Who were invited? (a) brothers and sisters (b) cousins 
(c) six children (d) mother and father 
3. The names of the twins were (a) Bobby and Bess 
(b) Janie and James (c) Billy and Betty (d) Dick and 
Dolly 
4. How many children were at the party? (a) 2 (b) 4 
(c) 6 (d) 8 
5. Who brought the ice cream? (a) mother (b) father 
(c) brother (d) sister 
6. How old were the twins? (a) 4 years (b) 6 years 
(c) 8 years (d) 10 years 
7. How many sandwiches did the mother make for each 
one? (a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 3 (d) 4 
8. How many cookies did the mother need to prepare? 
(a) 3 (b) 8 (c) 18 (d) 24 
9. Which of these things didn't they have? (a) sandwiches 
(b) cake (c) candy (d) cookies 
10. What is the answer to the question in the story? (a) 5 
(b) 6 (c) 8 (d) 10 
No right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
G scorct 2.4 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.7 4.2 4.7 5.3 6.0 6.8 8.4 
A little bird, a linnet, was hovering over her young ones 
in a thorny bush when a hungry weasel saw them. He had 
caught nothing all night and was trying hard to get through 
the thorns to these little birds. At last he was near the nest. 
The mother bird trembled with fear, but she knew she must 
act quickly if she would save her babies. She tumbled out 
of the nest and fell crying to the ground. The cry brought 
other birds, the jay, sparrow, and wren, but they could not 
help. 
The weasel tried to get closer to the little birds but the 
thorns stuck him again and again. The mother bird wished 
to make the weasel try to catch her so she fluttered about on 
the ground crying as if badly hurt. The weasel, seeing this, 
thought he could get a quick breakfast. He jumped down 
on the ground near her. She fluttered wildly along, keeping 
out of his grasp. After leading him far from her nest, the 
linnet flew back. 
1. The bird was a (a) jay (b) linnet (c) lark (d) wren 
2. Who was hungry? (a) rat (b) little birds (c) linnet 
(d) weasel 
3: The weasel was having a hard time getting through the 
{a) weeds (b) trees (c) birds (d) thorns 
4. The linnet was (a) asleep (b) afraid (c) happy 
Gd) singing 
5. Who tumbled from the nest? (a) little birds (b) weasel 
(c) linnet (d) other birds 
6. Who came when the mother bird cried out? (a) hunter 
(b) other birds (c) weasel (d) animals 
7. What did the linnet do? (a) fluttered about crying 
(b) fought (c) scolded (d) flew at the weasel 
8. Why did the mother bird cry and flutter on the ground? 
(a) she was hurt (b) to call other birds (c) to make 
the weasel try to catch her (d) to frighten the weasel 
9. The linnet saved her babies by (a) fighting (b) calling 
others (c) leading the weasel away (d) flying away 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 2.8 3.1 3.4 3.7 4.1 4.4 4.8 5.3 5.8 6.4 
On the first day of May, rise early, be very careful not to 
say one word to anyone, go to the garden, and set out tomato 
plants, and they will never be killed by frost. 
Take a forked branch from a peach tree, witch hazel shrub, 
hazel tree, or willow tree. Grasp one twig with the right 
hand and the other twig with the left hand. Keep the stem 
of the branch up. Walk slowly. Where the fork handle 
turns down, dig, and you will find water for a well. 
Plant root crops in the dark of the moon and other crops 
in the light of the moon, and they will produce much more. 
Drop a silver coin in the churn, and butter will come 
faster. 
If you believe these statements, you are superstitious. 
1 A good title for this story would be: Superstition Is 
(a) Valuable (b) Useful ( c) Ignorance (d ) Humorous 
2 You are told to rise early on which day in May? ( a) ht 
(b) 11th (c) 21st (d) 31st 
3. Before you set out tomato plants you are told to speak to 
(a) no one (b) anybody (c) an old man (d) the first 
) person you meet 
4 How should you walk with a forked branch? (a) rapidly 
(b) very rapidly (c) slowly (d) very slowly 
5 When the fork handle turns down, you should (a) con-
tinue walking (b) stop and dig (c) look for water 
(d) plant a tree 
6. Root crops should be planted in which period of the 
moon? (a) the first quarter (b) the last half (c) the 
light (d) the dark 
7. The coin you drop in a churn must be 
(b) zinc (c) silver (d) gold 
(a) copper 
8. Some claim that dropping a coin in a churn makes butter 
come more (a) slowly (b) rapidly (c) deeply colored 
(d) solid 
9. If you are superstitious, you are (a) a philosopher 
(b) a student (c) a dreamer (d) an unreasoning 
person 
No. ri.ght 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 2.8 3.0 3.3 3.7 4.0 4.4 4.8 5.3 5.9 6.7 
Two artists tried to see which one could paint the best pic-
ture. The first artist painted a date tree. He put the picture 
in the yard. The birds came and tried to eat the dates. 
The judges saw it and said, "You have surely won the 
prize. The second artist cannot possibly paint so good a 
picture as that. But we will go to see his picture." 
They went to the second painter's house. There were 
beautiful red curtains on the wall. He said, "Lift the cur-
tains and you will find my picture." 
They tried to lift the curtains but found that they were 
painted there. They were the second artist's picture. 
The judges said, "Birds thought the dates were real. Men 
thought the curtains were real. The second artist has won 
the prize." 
1. How many artists were there? (a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 3 (d) 4 
2. The first artist painted (a) birds (b) a yard (c) a date 
tree (d) flowers 
3. The first artist put his picture in (a) his house (b) his 
friend's house (c) a box (d) the yard 
4. The second artist painted (a) curtains (b) a house 
·(c) windows (d) a red chair 
5. The second artist's picture was good because (a) it was 
in the house (b) it was on the wall (c) it was red 
(d) it looked real 
6. The judges thought the first artist's picture good because 
(a) it was large (b) it was small (c) it was in the yard 
(d) the birds thought it was real 
7. The second artist won the prize because the curtains 
looked real to the (a) children (b) birds (c) judges 
(d) women 
8. The second artist's picture was (a) behind the curtains 
(b) on the wall (c) in the yard (d) in his hand 
9. We may infer that the judges were (a) prejudiced 
(b) impartial (c) very unobservant (d) inexpert 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 2.4 2.7 3.0 3.4 3.8 4.3 4.8 5.4 6.1 7.2 
My father showed me a cracked blue bead and told me 
this story about it. 
"I was on a visit in the state of Washington. One day in 
the early morning I started to walk up a mountain. A new 
road was being built and a gang of workmen was already at 
work with shovels and picks. As I came near them, one of 
the men gave a shout and stooped down to the ground. I, 
with the rest, hurried to see what he had found. We saw 
that his pick had opened an old Indian grave. At the first 
touch, however, most of the bones crumbled into dust. 
Partly hidden in the dirt were two beads of bright blue. The 
first man picked them up and gave one to me. This is that 
bead." 
1. The walk was taken (a) in the afternoon (b) at noon 
(c) at night (d) in the morning 
2. The beads were (a) new (b) blue (c) round 
(d) heavy 
3. The man found (a) shovels (b) a big stone (c) a grave 
(d) a pick 
4. The workmen were (a ~) digging (b) shouting (c) stoop-
ing (d) walking 
5. My father told me a story about 8 
(b) state (c) road (d) bead 
(a) mountain 
o. fhe beads were in the (a) dirt (b) leaves (c) stones 
(d) grass 
7. The workman kept (a) two beads (b) one bead (c) both 
beads (d) none 
8. Who ran to see the discovery? (a) everyone (b) the 
gang (c) the foreman (d) the visitor 
9. Who was on a visit? (a) myself (b) a workman (c) my 
father \.d) an Indian 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
e score 1.9 2.3 2.7 3.2 3.7 4.3 4.8 
7 8 9 
5.4 6.2 7.2 
Little Thunder was an Indian boy. One day he saw a 
woodpecker on the side of a tree. The boy stopped to watch 
the woodpecker, head down, pecking a hole in the tree. Then 
the bird turned himself head up and made the hole larger. 
Lastly he put his bill in the hole, and pulling it out, tipped 
his head back as if he were drinking. When the woodpecker 
flew away, Little Thunder went up to the tree to find out 
what the bird had been drinking. He made the hole a little 
larger and was surprised to see sap run out. He tasted the 
sap, and found it sweet. Little Thunder told the other 
Indians about it. The woodpecker had shown them where 
to get sap to make maple syrup. 
1. Little Thunder first saw (a) a bird (b) some maple 
syrup (c) a cloud (d) a flower 
Z. A woodpecker was (a) on the ground (b) on the fence 
(c) on a tree (d) in the air 
3. Little Thunder wanted to find out (a) what kind of bird 
it was (b) where the bird's nest was (c) what the bird 
had been drinking (d) where the bird was going 
4. The woodpecker was on (a) an elm tree (b) an oak 
tree (c) a willow tree (d) a maple tree 
5. What ran out of the hole? (a) water (b) juice (c) sap 
(d) gum 
6 How did the sap taste? (a) bitter (b) sweet (c) sour 
(d) bad 
7. Little Thunder told the story to the (a) tree (b) wood-
pecker (c) boy (d) other Indians 
8. All learned a lesson from the (a) tree (b) bird (c) sap 
(d) bill 
9. Little Thunder was a (a) bird (b) boy (c) dog (d) girl 
10. What is this story mainly about? (a) the wisdom of the 
woodpecker (b) the discovery of maple syrup (c) drink-
ing from trees (d) Little Thunder 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
G score 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.8 5.3 5.8 6.4 7 .. 2 
~29~ .. 
Did you ever see a rainbow? It is like a broad ribbon of 
many colors up in the sky. They are red, orange, yellow, 
green, blue, indigo, and violet. During a summer shower 
the sun sometimes shines. The light, shining on the falling 
raindrops, makes a rainbow. It shows us that the storm is 
over. The ends of the rainbow seem to rest way, way off 
at the sky's edge. Folks say there is a pot of gold at the 
end of the rainbow. 
1. The rainbow is like a (a) rain (b) raindrop (c) sun 
(d) ribbon 
2. The rainbow shows in the (a) light (b) sun (c) sky 
(d) pot of gold 
3. A rainbow is seen (a) at night (b) all day (c) dur-
ing a shower (d) after it stops raining 
4. Which of these colors is in the rainbow? (a) red 
(b) pink (c) brown (d) black 
5. The rainbow tells us that the storm is (a) coming 
(b) over (c) behind us (d) not coming 
6. Each end of the rainbow seems to rest (a) way off on 
the ocean (b) in the forest (c) under the earth (d) at 
the sky's edge 
7. How many pots of gold do folks say there are? (a) none 
(b) one (c) three (d) four 
8. Which two bring the rainbow to the sky? (a) gold and 
sunshine (b) sunshine and showers (c) sky and sun-
shine (d) light and showers 
9. Which of these is the best title? (a) Summer Showers 
(b) Rainbow (c) Sky's Edge (d) Storm's End 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.7 4.() 4.4 4.8 5.3 5.8 7.4 
How do you know when your goldfish are hungry? 
A man once taught his goldfish to ring a little bell when 
they wanted food. He began by letting them go hungry 
for a few days. Their food was tied to one end of a string and 
a little bell to the other. The food was then dropped into 
the water. As the fish nibbled, the bell outside the bowl 
rang loudly. For several days they were fed in this way. 
Then the string without food was put into the bowl and the 
fish bit at the end just the same. When the bell rang the 
man threw in some water fleas for the goldfish to eat. After 
several days of such training they learned to ring the bell 
whenever they were hungry. 
1. The string was tied to the (a) food (b) fish (c) pebbles 
(d) bowl 
2. The bell was (a) in the water (b) on the man (c) out-
side the bowl (d) on the fish 
3. The man fed the fish with (a) flies (b) gold (c) string 
(d) water fleas 
4. The fish were not fed for (a) several weeks (b) a month 
(c) a few days (d) eight days 
5. The bell rang when the fish (a) swam (b) pulled the 
·string (c) were hungry (d) drank 
6. The fish were taught to (a) swim (b) nibble food 
(c) ring a bell (d) catch fli~s 
7. To train the fish required (a) several days (b) two 
weeks (c) four weeks (d) one day 
8. The fish pulled the string when they wanted to (a) sleep 
(b) eat (c) swim (d) play 
9. This story tells you how to (a) feed fish (b) catch fish 
( c) cook fish (d) train fish 
10. Choose the bes;t title for this story: (a) Hungry Gold-
fish (b ) Fish Frolics (c) Nibble the Bait (d) The 
Goldfish Dinner Bell 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
G score 2.2 2.5 2.9 3.3 3.8 4.3 4.8 5.4 6.0 6.8 7.7 
Did you ever stop to think why the toad is not handsome? 
The toad lives on insects. He has been seen to eat eighty-six 
houseflies in ten minutes. His rough, shapeless body and 
brown color make him look like a clod of earth. For this 
reason the insects cannot see him easily, but he can see them. 
He catches them when they fly near him. His ugly appear-
ance also protects the toad from his enemies. The hawk, the 
snake, and the owl catch and eat him whenever they get a 
chance. If he were bright-colored like the hummingbird, 
they could see him much more easily. 
1. How many flies has the toad eaten in ten minutes? 
( a ) 86 (b ) 90 (c) 96 ( d) 100 
2. The toad looks like ( a ) a hummingbird (b) a clod of 
earth (c) a hawk (d) an insect 
3. The toad is (a) beautiful (b) rright-colored (c) hand-
some (d) mud-colored 
4. Toads eat (a) hawks (b) flies (c) snakes (d) owls 
5. Which are mentioned as being easily seen? (a) toad and 
clod (b) insects and hummingbird (c) hawk and snake 
(d) you and owl 
6. Insects cannot see the toad because he is (a) ugly 
(b) bright-colored (c) like a clod (d) handsome 
7. Owls (a) eat the toad ( b ) fear the toad (c) love the 
toad (d) protect the toad 
8. The toad's body is (a) smooth (b) handsome (c) beau-
tiful (d) rough 
9. The main point is: (a) The toad's color helps him to live. 
(b) The toad isn't pretty. (c) The toad eats flies very 
quickly. (d) Hawks and snakes like to eat toads. 
10. Which best fits the story? ( a) Handsome is that hand-
some does. (b) Only the fittest in nature survive. 
(c) Ugliness is a virtue. ( d ) Food is essential to life. 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
G score 1.9 2.3 2.7 3.1 3.6 4.2 ~ 4.8 5.4 6.1 7.0 8.1 
My home is in the northern part of New York State. In 
winter the snow is so deep that often automobiles cannot be 
used. When I was a little girl my father had a team of horses. 
One day when Father was driving them home, he stopped 
at a watering trough to give them a drink. The water was 
covered with ice. Father got out of the sleigh to uncheck 
the horses and to break a hole in the ice. Before he could 
get to the trough one of the horses lifted his forefoot and 
broke the ice. These horses were very clever. 
1. Automobiles cannot always be used in the northern part 
of New York State in the winter because (a) it is so cold 
(b) there are so many horses (c) of the ice (d) the 
snow is so deep 
2. My father stopped at a watering trough to (a) uncheck 
the horses (b) give the horses a drink (c) break the ice 
(d) rest the horses 
3. The horse broke the ice with (a) his forefoot (b) the bit 
(c) his nose (d) a stick 
4. The .story says that the horse was (a) thirsty (b) hungry 
(c) clever (d) quick 
5. How many horses did my father have? (a) 1 (b) 2 
(c)-3 (d) 4 
6. My father was riding in (a) a sleigh (b) a wagon 
(c) an automobile (d) a cart 
7. This story is about (a) spring (b) summer (c) autumn 
(d) winter 
8. The water was covered with (a) dirt (b) ice (c) snow 
(d) scum 
9. Which best fits the story? (a) All good things come to 
those who wait. (b) All humans need good "horse sense." 
(c) Winter's cold warms many hearts. (d) Even a horse 
may display "horse sense." 
10. What do you think Father did then? (a) whipped the 
horses (b) praised them for their cleverness (c) told 
tJ:.!e family of the incident (d) took a drink of water too 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
G score 2.6 2.9 3.2 3.5 3,.9 4.4 4.8 5.3 6.0 6.8 8.2 
The Hopi Indians, who live in the southern part of the 
United States, have an interesting way of grinding corn. 
In one corner of their living room they usually keep a stone 
box or trough. In it are three or four flat pieces of rock. The 
Indian women take a handful of corn and put it on these 
pieces of rock. Then they take a smaller rock and rub the 
corn up and down the larger pieces of rock. They rub the 
corn just as we rub clothes up and down on a washboard. 
In this way they grind the corn into meal for bread. It takes 
a long time to do this. When the meal is all ground, it is 
placed in baskets and jars until it is used. 
1. What people are mentioned in this story? ( a ) Chinese 
(b) Indians (c) Canadians (d) Mexicans 
2. In what country do these people live? ( a ) the United 
States (b) South America (c) Japan ( d) China 
3. The meal for bread is made by the ( a ) boys (b) men 
(c) children (d) women 
4. The corn is placed on (a) a table (b ) the floor ( c) stones 
(d) plates 
5. The people grind corn by (a) cutting it up (b ) rubbing 
it on rocks (c) pounding it (d) pulling it apart 
6. To grind corn requires (a) a few minutes (b) several 
months (c) a long time (d) a short time 




















Mrs. Ruth Li, a Chinese woman living in Singapore, named 
her baby girl Patsy Li. This name means in Chinese "white 
plum blossom." When Patsy Li was six years old, the J ap-
anese attacked Singapore. Mrs. Li and Patsy Li escaped on 
a ship, but the Japanese sank it. Mrs. Li placed Patsy Li on 
a bit of floating wreckage. Later Mrs. Li was rescued, but 
the raft and its little burden could not be found. 
Many months after, four thousand miles away on Guadal~ 
canal, a group of United States Marines found a dazed little 
Chinese girl. No one could tell how she had got there. She 
refused to talk or give her name. The Chaplain, who spoke 
Chinese, named her Patsy Li because he thought she looked 
like a white plum blossom. 
When the New York Times newspaper told about the 
finding of "Patsy Lee," Mrs. Ruth Li's sister, then in New 
York, saw the item and wrote to her sister about it. Could 
Patsy Lee be the lost child Patsy Li? The mother made the 
long voyage to find out. The little "white plum blossom" 
was indeed her own Patsy Li. 
1. "Patsy Li" means (a) white apple blossom (b) white 
peach blossom (c) white pear blossom (d) white plum 
blossom 
2. How old was Patsy Li? (a) six weeks (b) six months 
(c), six years (d) sixteen years 
3. Who was rescued first from the sea? (a) Mrs. Li 
(b) Patsy Li (c) text doesn't say (d) a Japanese 
4·. Mrs. Li placed Patsy Li on (a) Guadalcanal (b) a 
Japanese ship (c) a floating object (d) a Marine 
5. Patsy Li was discovered how many miles away from the 
sunken ship? (a) 40 (b) 400 (c) 4,000 (d) 40,000 
6. Which of these found Patsy Li first? (a) Marines 
(b) sailors (c) soldiers (d) Mrs. Li 
7. The newspaper told of the discovery of (a) Marines 
(b) Mrs. Li (c) Patsy Lee (d) Mrs. Li's sister 
8. Who read about the rescue first? Mrs. Li's (a) brother 
(b) sister (c) mother (d) father 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
G score 1.9 2.3 2.8 3.3 3.8 4.3 4.9 5.5 6.2 
. The people of the Netherlands never kill storks, for they 
Look upon the storks as their friends. They are very happy 
to have a stork build a nest on their chimneys. These great 
nests are made of sticks and straw. In some of the nests can 
be seen baby storks with their mouths wide open for the frogs 
or little fishes that their mothers always bring them. On one 
chimney we saw a mother bird sitting on the nest while the 
father bird stood on one leg beside her and guarded the nest. 
He must have felt that there was no danger for he stood 
there sound asleep. 
1. These birds are protected by the people of 
United States ( b ) China (c) Greenland 
Netherlands 
2. The people look upon them as ( a ) friends 
( c) enemies ( d) pests 
3. This story is about ( a ) sheep ( b ) dogs 
(d) cats 
( a ) the 
(d ) the 
(b ) pets 
( c) storks 
4. The nests are often built ( a) in trees (b) on chimneys 
(c) in boxes (d) in bushes 
5. The nests are made of ( a ) mud and grass (b ) feathers 
and straw (c) sticks and straw ( d ) leaves and moss 
6. The mother feeds her babies ( a ) worms ( b ) frogs 
( c) grass (d) fruit 
7. The father bird was ( a ) ill ( b ) happy ( c) careful 
(d) asleep 
8. The mother bird was ( a ) feeding her children ( b ) eat-
ing some fish (c) guarding the home ( d) sitting on 
the nest 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
G score 1.6 2.1 2.6 3.1 3.6 4.2 4.9 5.8 6.·9 
On a sunny day in August, some years ago, the sky of 
England was darkened by a swarm of lemon-colored lady-
bugs. They r-ained down so thick in the streets of London 
that people had to carry umbrellas. Every man who could 
be spared from other duties helped shovel the bugs into carts 
to be hauled away. Other cities of England were also 
deluged with ladybugs. 
Now, here is a mystery. No one knows where these bugs 
came from. No one had ever before seen ladybugs like them, 
and no one has ever seen them since. What is your guess 
as to their origin? 
1. What do scientists know of these bugs? (a) everything 
(b) little (c) less than nothing (d) much 
2. This is a (a) fairy tale (b) fiction story (c) true story 
(d) mystery story 
3. The day on which this event occurred was probably 
(a) warm (b) cool (c) stormy (d) mysterious 
4. England's sky grew (a) clear (b) dark (c) cloudy 
(d) sunny 
5. Tlie sky was changed by (a) moths (b) butterflies 
(c) ladybugs (d) locusts 
6. The color of these insects was (a) orange (b) yellow 
(c) green (d) black 
7. What does the story say the pests did? They (a) rained 
down (b) swarmed (c) flew (d) ran 
8. The insects were carried away in (a) baskets (b) bags 
(c) boxes (d) earts 
9. Since the time of this story such swarms have been seen 
(a) never (b) seldom (c) occasionally (d) often 
10. The swarms probably came from (a) Mars (b) Green-
land (c) France (d) a tropical country 
No. right 0 1 
G score 2.7 3. 1 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
3.4 3.7 4.1 4.5 4.9 5.3 5.7 6.1 
10 
6.6 
To make a number game, take a square piece of cardboard 
that measures ten inches on each side. A box lid will do. 
Lay a ruler along the top edge with the end just touching 
the left-hand corner. Make a dot with a pencil at the one 
inch mark, at the two inch mark, and at the three, four, five, 
six, seven, eight, and nine inch marks. Turn the card around 
and do the same on each edge. Lay your ruler on the card 
from the first dot at the top to the one just opposite at the 
bottom and draw a line joining the dots. Do this with all 
the dots and you will have one hundred one-inch squares on 
the card. With a colored crayon mark a number in each 
square, using any number from one to nine. In our next 
lesson we shall learn how to play this game. 
1. This lesson tells us how to make a (a) number game 
(b) spelling game (c) reading game (d) running game 
2. This game is made of (a) cardboard (b) paper 
(c) wood (d) crayon 
3. Each side of the cardboard measures (a) 1 inch (b) 9 
inches (c) 10 inches (d) 100 inches 
4. We make dots on (a) one edge (b) two edges (c) three 
edges (d) four edges 
5. The number of squares on the cardboard will be (a) ten 
(b) twenty-five (c) fifty (d) one hundred 
6. In each square we put a (a) letter (b) mark (c) num-
ber (d) square 
7. We make the numbers with (a) pencil (b) ink 
(c) paint (d) colored crayon 
8. We draw the lines from each dot to (a) the next one 
(b) the center (c) the one opposite (d) the corner 
9. In our next lesson we shall learn to (a) make another 
game (b) make something else (c) write something 
(d) play this game 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.9 5.5 6.1 6.9 
To play the number game we will need a little top. Cut 
out of cardboard a circle which measures three inches across. 
Mark the number 5 on the circle with a colored crayon. 
Sharpen the end of a match stick and put it through the 
center of, the circle This will make a little top. Spin the 
top on the cardboard with the numbered squares. When it 
stops spinning multiply the number of the square on which 
it rests by the number on the top. The first person to give 
the correct answer adds that number to his score. The first 
one to get a score of five hundred wins the game. Any other 
number may be put on the top instead of 5 if you wish. 
1. The circle is made of (a) paper (b) cardboard (c) wood 
(d) cloth 
2. The number on the top is (a) three (b) four (c) five 
(d) five hundred 
3. The circle measures (a) three inches (b) four inches 
(c) five inches (d) ten inches 
4. The match stick is (a) marked (b) broken (c) colored 
(d) sharpened 
5. Spin the top on the (a) table (b) cardboard (c) circle 
(d) desk 
6. The ·number on the square and the number on the top 
are to be (a) added ( b) counted (c) multiplied 
(d) subtracted 
7. To win the game you must be the first to get a score of 
(a) 20 (b) 50 (c) 100 (d) 500 
8. The number on the top may be (a) five (b) fifty 
(c) any number (d) a small number 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 





A dye factory on New England Street caught fire. The 
flames were discovered at midnight. Engine Number One 
was the first to answer the call of the fire alarm. When the 
firemen reached the building they put up long ladders. Led 
by John Jones they fought their way through the thick smoke. 
They were looking for the watchman who had been seen 
high up on the third floor. At last brave Captain White 
found him overcome by the smoke, and carried him to safety. 
The men fought the fire for five hours before it was under 
control. These brave men risked their lives to save the lives 
and property of others. 
1. The dye factory was on a street called (a) New England 
(b) New Haven (c) New York (d) Newcastle 
~. The fire was discovered at (a) 2 o'clock (b) 3 o'clock 
(c) 10 o'clock (d) 12 o'clock 
3. The fire alarm was answered by engine number (a) 1 
(b) 2 (c) 3 (d) 4 
4. The firemen were led by (a) Captain White (b) John 
.Jones (c) John Smith (d) Paul Black 
5. The firemen fought the fire (a) 1 hour (b) 3 hours 
(c) 5 hours (d) 7 hours 
6. The watchman was rescued by (a) Captain White 
(b) John Jones (c) John Smith (d) Paul Black 
7. The watchman had been seen on the (a) first floor 
(b) second floor (c) third floor (d) fourth floor 
8. The watchman was overcome by the (a) flames 
(b) smoke (c) poison gases (d) intense heat 
9. The lives and property of others were saved by the 
(a) plumbers (b) firemen (c) carpenters (d) watch-
man 
No. right 0 . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.9 5.4 6.0 6."f 
When you have a party in school, do you know how to set 
the table? First it should be covered with a clean cloth or 
paper napkins. The knife is placed at the right of where the 
plate will go, with its edge turned toward the plate. The 
fork, with tines turned up, is placed at the left. The spoons, 
with the open side of the bowls up, are placed at the right of 
the knife. The napkin may be laid at the left of the fork. 
The best place for the water glass is at the end of the knife. 
If the silver is placed about an inch from the edge of the 
table, it will not be knocked off. 
1. The knife is placed (a) above the plate (b) at the right 
of the plate (c) at the left of the plate (d) on top of 
the napkin 
2. Turn the edge of the knife toward the (a) water glass 
(b) spoons (c) napkin (d) plate 
3. The tines of the fork should be (a) turned down 
(b) covered with the napkin (c) turned up (d) turned 
toward the plate 
4. The spoons should be (a) crossed over each other 
~b) placed at the right of the fork (c) laid on the napkin 
(d) placed beside the knife 
5. The best place for the water glass is (a) on the napkin 
(b) beside the spoons (c) at the tip of the fork (d) at 
the tip of the knife 
6. The silver should be placed (a) at the edge of the table 
(b) near the center of the table (c) about three inches 
from the edge (d) about an inch from the edge 
7. The silver should be placed (a) on both sides of the 
plate (b) all at the right of the plate (c) all at the left 
of the plate (d) all above the plate 
8. The napkin is laid at the (a) left of the fork (b) right 
of the fork (c) left of the knife (d) right of the knife 
9. Choose the best title: (a) Setting the Table (b) Our 
Eating Utensils (c) A School Party (d) Silver Settings 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.9 5.5 6.1 6.9 
When the warm spring days come, everyone thinks what 
fun it would be to go on a picnic. The first thing we think of 
is the lunch. We may have sandwiches, wrapped to keep 
them clean and fresh. We may have fruit. Apples are es-
pecially good, because they are juicy and it is not always easy 
to find good water to drink. We may take water with us, 
for we must not drink the water from springs or streams or 
even wells, unless we know it is pure. We must not take too 
many different kinds of food, because we don't want to be ill 
afterwards. 
We may want to build a fire and broil bacon or make toast. 
We may wrap potatoes in several thicknesses of damp news-
paper and roast them in the coals, for we know they will be 
as fine and mealy as they are at home and taste ever so much 
better. If we build a fire, we can burn all the rubbish iu 
it, but we mustn't forget to be sure that the fire is out before 
we leave. 
1. This is about a (a) hike (b) party (c) picnic (d) fire 
2. Sandwiches should be wrapped to keep them (a) cool 
(b) warm (c) small (d) fresh 
3. Apples are good for picnics because they are (a) sweet 
(b) juicy (c) healthful (d) light 
4. Too many kinds of food may make us (a) ill (b) thirsty 
(c) sleepy (d) tired 
5. This story tells how to (a) broil bacon (b) make toast 
(c) make orangeade (d) bake potatoes 
6. Water is all right to drink if it is (a) from a spring 
(b) from a well (c) from a stream (d) pure 
7. Baked potatoes are fine if (a) fried over coals (b) wrap-
ped in clean cloth while baking (c) wrapped in damp 
paper while baking (d) brushed well before baking 
8. On a picnic we must be careful about the (a) potatoes 
(b) fire (c) fruit (d) sandwiches 
9. Choose the best title: (a) A Good Time (b) A Spring 
Picnic (c) A Spring Day (d) Putting Out Fires 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 ' 7 8 9 
G score 2.0 2.3 2.7 3.2 3.7 4.3 4.9 5.6 6.3 7.4 
Late at night for some unknown reason I awoke and found 
my room in a rosy glow like early morning, only redder. 
All was very quiet. The sky was heavy with clouds and they 
too were glowing brightly. Puzzled, I went to the window 
and looked about. It was still night, but the entire sky over 
the edge of the town was reflecting this fiery hue. I listened 
for the fire whistle and bells and for the cries and noises of 
fire-fighting, but there was not a sound. There was no smoke 
or blaze anywhere. After a few minutes the glow faded and 
disappeared. Then I recalled that this town was in an iron 
district and knew that the glow was caused by the molten 
iron when it was taken white-hot from the great furnaces. 
1. What awakened me? (a) a fire (b) a glow (c) noise 
in the room (d) something unknown 
2. What did I see? (a) a blaze (b) a rosy glow (c) flash-
light (d) lightning 
3. The sky was (a) clear (b) stormy (c) cloudy (d) dark 
4. I was (a) delighted (b) angry (c) frightened 
(d) puzzled 
5. The clouds of the sky were (a) glowing (b) black 
(c) few (d) molten 
6. I thought there was (a) a fire (b) moonlight (c) iron 
tha~ had been melted (d) early morning light 
7. One could hear (a) a fire alarm (b) cries (c) fire-
fighting (d) nothing 
8. In the distance I could see (a) flames (b) glowing sky 
(c) smoke rising (d) furnaces 
9. This town was located in (a) a cotton section (b) a 
manufacturing center (c) an iron district (d) a moun-
tainous country 
10. What glowed in the night? (a) electric lights (b) molten 
iron (c) big furnaces (d) burning houses 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
G score 2.1 2.5 2.9 3.3 3.8 4.3 4.9 5.5 6.2 7.0 8.2 
Did you ever walk across a lawn and find a little ridge 
where there had been none before? Did you wonder where 
it came from? It was probably made by a little animal 
about six inches long called the mole. Few people ever see 
him~ for he stays underground making tunnels. He has thick, 
soft gray fur and a short tml which looks like an angleworm. 
His eyes are so tiny that you can find them only by parting 
the fur around them. They were made to see only light and 
dark. He does not need them to see anything else. If they 
were larger they would always be getting full of dirt. 
1. What does the mole make on the lawn? (a) a hole 
(b) a ridge (c) a ditch (d) a hill 
2. He stays (a) in a tree (b) in a hollow log (c) in the 
pond (d) under the ground 
3. His fur is (a) long and black (b) coarse and brown 
(c) soft and gray (d) white and shaggy 
4. How long is the mole? (a) six inches (b) ten inches 
(c) two feet (d) six feet 
5. His eyes are (a) bright (b) full of dirt (c) large 
(d) small 
6. The mole is seen by (a) few people (b) many people 
(c) everybody (d) nobody 
7. He can see (a) very well · (b) just a little (c) every-
thing around him (d) nothing 
8. His tail looks like (a) an angleworm (b) a brush (c) a 
shovel (d) a snake 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
G score 2.1 2.6 3.1 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
Many of us do not like rainy days. We cannot play out-
doors, and so sometimes we are in mother's way. Then she 
cannot do her work. Mother says that we would like rainy 
days if we could find something interesting to do. One thing 
that would be fun would be to save old magazines and cut 
pictures from them to paste in our scrap-books. A tube of 
paste and a pair of scissors are the only tools we need. 
Then we can settle down in a corner and enjoy our rainy 
days. Some children's hospitals are very glad to receive 
these scrap-books after we have enjoyed making them, if we 
have done them nicely. 
1. Many of us dislike days that are ( a ) dull (b) bright 
(c) sunny (d) rainy 
2. What kind of books can we make? ( a ) school (b) scrap 
(c) story (d) reading 
3. Who may find us in the way? ( a ) sister (b) brother 
(c) mother (d) father 
4. For our scrap-book we need a ( a ) brush (b) tube of 
paste ( c) ruler ( d) paper 
5. We need ( a ) a hospital (b ) a knife (c) scissors ( d ) a 
pencil 
6. We can settle down (a) in a corner (b) at a table 
(c) in the playroom (d) in the kitchen 
7. Rainy days can be (a) disliked (b) spent in hospitals 
(c) enjoyed (d) uninteresting 
8. After we have made scrap-books, they may be welcomed 
by (a) teachers (b) schools (c) churches (d) hospitals 
9. The subject of this lesson is (a) what to do for chil-
dren (b) what to do on rainy days (c) mother's 
troubles (d) interesting things 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 3.1 3.4 3.7 4.0 4.3 4.7 5.0 5.3 5.6 6.0 
When the Pilgrims first came to America, most of the land 
was covered with large forests. They had no homes. They 
cut down trees to build houses for themselves. In the spring 
they planted crops, and when the autumn came they gathered 
in their first harvest. They felt very happy and thankful 
that they had so much food for the winter. So they set aside 
a day of thanksgiving to thank God for his goodness to them. 
They prepared a great feast and invited the Indians to it. 
They called this their Thanksgiving Day. Now every year 
the American people celebrate Thanksgiving Day on a Thurs-
day near the end of November. 
1. The first thing the Pilgrims did in this country was to 
(a) plant crops (b) have a feast (c) cut down trees 
(d) build a boat 
2. The Pilgrims felt (a) sad (b) unhappy (c) thankful 
(d) homesick 
3. In the spring they (a) built a church (b) planted crops 
(c) went to see the Indians (d) hunted turkeys 
4. For the next winter they had (a) enough food (b) no 
food (c) too much food (d) little food 
5. When the Pilgrims came they found the land covered 
with (a) Indian corn (b) great forests (c) tobacco 
plants (d) small Christmas trees 
6. American people celebrate Thanksgiving Day on (a) the 
first Thursday in November (b) a Thursday near the 
end of November (c) the last day of November · (d) the 
fifteenth day of November 
7. When the Pilgrims came to America, their greatest need 
was (a) money (b) books (c) homes (d) horses 
8. The Indians came to the feast because they were 
(a) hungry (b) angry (c) invited (d) unhappy 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
G score 2.1 2.5 3.0 3.4 3.9 4.4 5.0 5.6 6.4 
The people of Japan show their love for nature in many 
of their customs. When the first snow falls all the stores are 
closed, and the people gather on the hills to admire the beauty 
of the earth in its white robe. Later, when the plum trees 
bloom, the people crowd ab<mt them in admiration. They 
often give wooden crutches to the tired trees whose branches 
are bowing down with age. Again, when the cherry trees 
bear their delicate white flowers, the people gather on the 
shore or pass in little boats under the bending boughs, giving 
thanks for the wonderful beauty. In autumn when the moon 
is very bright people sleep in the daytime so they may stay 
awake at night to watch the moon. 
1. The people of Japan show their love for nature in their 
(a) dress (b) customs (c) stores (d) hills 
2. The stores are closed (a) when the plum trees bloom 
(b) when the cherry trees bloom (cJ when the first 
snow falls (d) when the trees bow down with age 
'). The people give crutches to the (a) old men (b) deli-
cate flowers (c) people on the hills (d) tired trees 
·.f.. ~he people gather on the hills to (a) admire the beauty 
of the earth (b) pick flowers (c) keep up the custom 
(d) keep the stores closed 
5. When the cherry trees bloom the people give thanks for 
the , (a) boats (b) stores (c) crutches (d) beauty 
6. In the autumn the moon is (a) small (b) white 
(c) wonderful (d) very bright 
7. The people sleep in the daytime in (a) autumn 
(b) summer (c) winter (d) spring 
8. They stay awake at night to (a) see the cherry trees 
(b) ride in little boats (c) watch the moon (d) gather 
on the hills 
9. When the plum trees bloom, the people (a) bow down 
(b) wear white robes (c) sleep (d) crowd about them 
10. Choose the best title: (a) The Beauties of Nature 
(b) Lovers of Nature (c) The Good Earth (d) Cherry 
Blossom Time 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
G score 2.7 3.0 3.4 3.7 4~1 4.6 5.0 5.4 5.9 6.4 7.0 
It was the last half of the ninth inning. The score stood 
2 to 1 in favor of the Yankees. The Dodgers, "beloved bums" 
of Brooklyn, were at bat. There were two out and two men 
on base. Bill Bevans of the Yankees was on the mound. A 
few more successful pitches and he would enter baseball's 
hall of fame for having pitched the first no-hitter in the his-
tory of the World Series. 
Lavagetto, who had been longest with the Dodgers, was 
sent in as a pinch hitter. Rubbing dirt on his hands, this 
player who was nearly a has-been strode to the plate, struck 
viciously at the first pitch, and missed. New York fans yelled 
for joy, and Brooklyn was in breathless suspense. Lavagetto 
swung again, connected, and the ball soared over the head 
of the farthest outfielder. 
As the Dodgers did a victory dance, the Yankees' pitcher 
trudged off the field with bowed head and tears in his eyes. 
1. This is a story of which sport? (a) tennis (b) golf 
(c) baseball (d) football 
2. At the beginning of the last half of the ninth inning, 
the score was (a) 2 to 1 (b) 2 to 2 (c) 3 to 1 (d) 3 to 2 
3. Who won this game? (a) Yankees (b) Bill Bevans 
(c) New York (d) Brooklyn 
4. The Yankees were (a) disappointed (b) disagreeable 
(c) triumphant (d) joyful 
5. The New York fans (a) yelled for joy (b) shed tears 
(c) bowed their heads (d) moaned 
6. What did the victors do? (a) wept (b) danced 
(c) shouted (d) yelled for joy 
7. When the game ended, who trudged sadly off the field? 
(a) Bill Bevans (b) Lavagetto (c) an outfielder (d) a 
Dodger 
8. The Yankees' first pitch was for them a (a) failure 
(b) poor try (c) success (d) miss 
9. Who rubbed dirt on his hands? The (a) baseman 
(b) shortstop (c) center fielder (d) batter 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 3.2 3.3 3.5 3.7 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.6 6.2 7.1 
Paper is often made from trees. Woodsmen go into the 
forest and cut down the trees. Then other men bring the 
trees, which are now called logs, to the paper mill. Here 
large saws cut the logs into small pieces about sixteen inches 
long. These are then cut into very small pieces by many 
sharp knives. Now large vats which look like big, flat barrels 
receive the small pieces. In these vats the pieces are made 
into what is called pulp. This pulp is laid on copper nets and 
run between heavy, hot rollers that press it into paper. At 
last, after going between many rollers, it is wound into a roll 
and placed in a storehouse ready to be used. 
1. Paper is often made from ( a ) branches (b ) trees 
( c) shrubs (d) bushes 
2. The length of the small pieces is about (a) 10 inches 
(b ) 12 inches ( c) 14 inches ( d) 16 inches 
3. In the vats the wood becomes ( a ) paper (b) cloth 
( c) pulp (d) hot 
4. The rollers are ( a ) cold ( b ) clean ( c) warm (d) hot 
5. When the trees are cut down they are called ( a) logs 
(b ) bushes ( c) bolts (d) mills 
6. The pulp is put between (a) nets (b ) rollers ( c) vats 
(d) knives 
7. At last the paper is wound into a (a) ball (b) package 
(c) skein (d) roll 
8. The logs are cut into small pieces by (a) knives (b) forks 
( c) axes ( d ) saws 
. 9. The paper is placed in (a) houses (b) homes (c) mills 
(d) storehouses 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 2.5 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.6 6.4 7.4 
A story of long ago tells of a woman who, because she was 
not invited to a wedding feast, wanted to start a quarrel 
among the guests. She threw a golden apple on the table. 
On the apple were written these words, "To the Fairest." 
Now all the ladies wanted to be named the "Fairest" of 
women. So each offered Prince Paris, who was to decide the 
question, a wonderful present if he would choose her. One 
offered to make him king of the world, another offered to 
make him the wisest of men, and a third offered to give him 
the most beautiful girl in the world for a wife. 
1. A woman wanted to start a (a) discussion (b) quarrel 
(c) fight (d) fire 
Z. What kind of apple did she throw on the table? (a) ripe 
(b) red (c) silver (d) golden 
3. Where did this happen? ( a) at a party (b) at a dinner 
(c) at a wedding feast (d) at a big contest 
4 . What was written on the apple? (a) "To the Fairest" 
(b) "To the Prettiest" (c) "To the Best (d) "To the 
Richest" 
5. What did each do to get Paris to choose her? (a) dressed 
prettily (b) acted beautifully (c) looked loveliest 
(d) offered a present 
6. Why did each want to be named as the winner in this 
contest? (a) to get the apple (b) to get the gold 
(c) to have the honor (d) to get revenge 
7. "\Vhat present did the third one offer? (a) the most 
beautiful girl (b) to make him the king of the world 
(c) to make him the wisest of men (d) the golden apple 
8. What kind of woman threw the apple on the table? 
(a) good (b) envious (c) beautiful ld) poor 
9. Who was to decide the question? (a) a king (b) the 
women (c) Paris (d) the fairest one 
10 Choose the best title: (a) fhree Bribes (b) The Woman 
Who Was Not Invited (e) Prince Pari& (d) The Apple 
~----- .- -- -~---- ---- ----...------------
No. rlgllt ~ 1 2 ;'J 4 5 ~ '1 8 9 10 
G score 2.7' S.O S.S 8.7 4.1 4.5 !1.0 S.S 6.1 6.8 7.6 
How do you go to school? Mary and John found that they 
knew of six ways that children might go to school. Most 
children in the United States walk to school. In the city, if 
it is too far to walk, they can go on street-cars or city buses. 
In the country, if it is too far to walk, there is a school bus 
which takes the children to school. In Holland sometimes 
the canals freeze over; then the Dutch children skate to 
school. In Japan some children ride in jinrikishas. Mary 
and John were not sure about the children in Alaska but 
thought they might use dog sleds. Can you think of any 
other ways that children go to school? 
1. How many ways of going to school are mentioned in this 
paragraph? (a) one (b) four (c) six (d) a dozen 
2. In Holland they (a) ride in jinrikishas (b) ride in auto-
mobiles (c) skate (d) use dog sleds 
:3. In Japan they (a) ride in jinrikishas (b) ride in auto-
mobiles (c) skate (d) use dog sleds 
4. In Alaska they probably (a) ride in jinrikishas (b) ride 
in automobiles (c) skate (d) use dog sleds 
5. Where do they use school buses? (a) in the country 
(b) on the canals (c) in Alaska (d) in Japan 
6. How do most children go to school? (a) ride in automo-
biles (b) walk (c) ride on street-cars (d) skate 
' 7. Mary and John were not sure how the children go 
to school in (a) America (b) China (c) Holland 
(d) Alaska 
8. Besides walking how do they go to school in cities? 
(a) on street-cars or buses (b) on boats (c) on sleds 
(d) on ice skates 
9. This story tells about (a) fun in going to school (b) dif-
ferent types of schools (c) ways of going to school 
(d) reasons for walking to school 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 2.5 2.7 3.1 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.6 6.4 7.7 
When you are listening to music do you ever think how 
it began thousands and thousands of years ago? When the 
savages wandered over the earth their hunting calls were 
probably their first music. A savage might have heard the 
wind whistling through a hollow reed. Perhaps he cut off 
the reed and tried blowing through it himself. Then he 
found that cutting holes in it changed the sounds. 
In some parts of the world today savages beat hollow tree-
trunks for music. Probably the first idea of a drum came 
when the savage heard a branch thumping against a tree in 
the wind. 
After the savage learned to use a bow and arrow, perhaps 
he liked the pleasant twang of the string as the arrow shot 
from the bow. In this way instruments with strings like the 
harp may have been started thousands of years ago. 
1. Perhaps the first music was the (a) harp (b) wind in 
the reed (c) drum (d) hunting call 
2. Perhaps the idea of the drum came from (a) the wind 
in the reed (b) a branch thumping a tree (c) a bow 
and arrow (d) savages calling 
3. The hunting call was made by (a) wild beasts (b) the 
wind (c) the savage (d) the tree 
4. Some savages still make music with (a) harps (b) bows 
and arrows (c) wind in reeds (d) hollow trees 
5. The harp may have begun through the savage's use of 
(a) reeds (b) hunting calls (c) bows and arrows 
(d) hollow trees 
6. The sounds of the reed were changed by the savage when 
he (a) whistled (b) called (c) chased the wild beast 
(d) cut holes 
7. Music probably began (a) a few years ago (b) many 
years ago (c) thousands of years ago (d) a hundred 
years ago 
8. This story tells (a) exactly how music began (b) how 
music may have begun (c) how savages hunted (d) how 
to listen to music 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
G score 2.8 3.2 3.6 3.9 4.3 4.7 5.1 5.5 6.0 
The bluejay, with all his faults, is a brave, busy bird. Long 
after the song-birds have gone to the sunny south, you may 
see him dodging among the bare trees. Even on very cold 
days when everything is covered with snow, if you will go 
far into the woods it is likely that you will see a company of 
jays braving the storm. They are so very busy looking for 
food that they have no time to think about the cold. Now 
and then they find a dried berry, or a nut that has fallen in 
some sheltered spot where the snow has not covered it. 
Sometimes they eat the tiny eggs of some insect hidden on 
the under side of a rough piece of bark. 
1. The bluejay eats (a) crickets (b) bark (c) dried ber-
ries (d) grass 
2. In the winter many birds go (a) east (b) west (c) north 
(d) south 
3. The bluejay is busy (a) singing (b) trying to keep 
warm (c) hunting food (d) braving a storm 
4. The bluejay is (a) brave (b) strong (c) lazy (d) sly 
5. One of the northern winter birds is the (a) bluebird 
(b) oriole (c) swallow (d) bluejay 
6. So;me insects hide their eggs (a) under bark (b) in nests 
(c) on trees (d) in the ground 
7. During a storm the jay goes (a) near the brook (b) into 
the 'woods (c) to the sunny south (d) to the mountains 
8. The jay is disliked because he has many (a) feathers 
(b) faults (c) songs (d) colors 
9. It is hard for the jay to find food when the ground is 
covered with (a) snow (b) leaves (c) grass (d) dust 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 3.4 3.7 4.0 4.3 4.5 4.8 5.1 5.5 5.8 6.2 
Do plants ever travel? Yes, most of them do while they 
are yet seeds. Many of them make long journeys, and no 
vne knows all their ways of traveling. 
The dandelion's seeds are great travelers. They are white, 
fluffy balls when they are still on the long, hollow, green 
stems. But when the July wind blows, the fluffy balls begin 
to break. The tiny seeds fly in the air like little white 
feathers. Some of them are tired out soon and settle in a near 
place on the sticky earth. Others still float along and go to 
a far, far place hunting for a home. When spring comes 
you will see many dandelions as yellow as gold growing in 
the grass. 
1. The part of the dandelion that travels is the (a) root 
(b) flower (c) seed (d) leaf 
2. Dandelion seeds look like (a) butterflies (b) feathers 
(c) flies (d) birds 
3. Do seeds ever travel? (a) always (b) never (c) very 
seldom (d) very often 
4. Their ways of traveling are (a) few (b) many (c) one 
(d) two 
5. When the dandelion seeds are on the stems, they are 
(a) tiny gray balls (b) white, fluffy balls (c) red, 
feathery pieces (d) hard, dark seeds 
6. When spring comes you will see many dandelions (a) on 
the trees (b) on the bushes (c) in the grass (d) in a 
flower-pot 
7. The dandelion seeds settle on the earth (a) all at once 
(b) at different places (c) on the same spot (d) always 
at night 
8. When the wind blows, the white balls (a) drop to the 
ground (b) break up (c) turn black (d) become hard 
9. The feather-like seeds (a) fly in the air (b) stay on the 
stem (c) lie still (d) break up 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 2.2 2.6 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.6 5.1 5.7 6.3 7.0 
Chinese words are made up of many little marks instead 
af letters. Children learn to write them but do not learn to 
spell them. The words are interesting because they are like 
pictures. Many years ago, when the Chinese began to write 
words, each one was a picture. The word for sun was a 
small circle with a dot in the middle. Try writing it and see 
if you think it looks like the sun. It has been changed. Now 
it is a small square with a line in the middle. The word for 
umbrella still looks like an open umbrella . Many words 
have been changed so much that they do not look like pic-
tures now. 
1. When the Chinese began to write words, each one was a 
( a ) picture (b ) letter ( c) circle ( d ) dot 
2. Chinese words are made up of ( a ) letters ( b ) marks 
(c) capitals ( d) periods 
3. How many words have been changed? ( a ) none (b ) few 
( c) many (d) all 
4. The word for umbrella looks like an umbrella which is 
( a ) small ( b ) broken ( c) closed (d ) open 
5. The Chinese began to write words ( a ) one hundred 
years ago (b ) last year (c) a short time ago (d ) many 
years ago 
6. Chinese words are interesting because they (a) can be 
spelled (b ) are made of letters (c) are like pictures 
(d) can be written 
7. A square with a line in the middle means ( a ) sun 
(b) umbrella (c) China ( d) picture 
8. If you went to school in China you would have no 
(a) arithmetic (b) reading (c) spelling (d) writing 
9. Choose the best title: (a) The Chinese Sun (b) The 
Umbrella (c) Picture Words (d) Words 
10. Which sentence tells why Chinese words are interesting? 
(a) 2nd (b) 3rd (c) 8th (d) 10th 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
G score 3.1 3.4 3.7 4.0 4.4 4.7 5.1 5.6 6.0 6.5 7.0 
..<j'55 ~ 
.Pretend .you are a Chinese_ child and wish_ to write. First 
I will tell you how to make :lnk. Get out your ink stone. It 
is a small, flat, square piece of stone. Put a few drops of 
water on the stone. Take your ink out of your desk. It is not 
in a bottle. It is a small block of dry ink. You must mix the 
ink with water before you can write with it. Rub your block 
of ink in the water on the stone and you will have what looks 
like black paint. That is Chinese ink. You must have a 
brush pen to use with it. In the next lesson we shall learn 
how to write. 
1. You are to pretend that you are (a) a Japanese teacher 
(b) an American teacher (c) a Chinese child (d) a 
Japanese child 
2. You are to get out your (a) book and tablet (b) eraser 
and ruler (c) paper and pencil (d) ink stone 
3. On the stone put (a) some paint (b) some water 
(c) a bottle (d) a pen 
4. At first the ink is (a) dry (b) sticky (c) damp (d) wet 
5 . . You are to use a (a) lead . pencil (b) brush pen 
(c) fountain pen (d) black crayon 
6. vVhen ready to use, the ink looks like (a) soft clay 
(b) paint (c) water (d) crayon 
7. The block of ink should be (a) rubbed in water 
(b) soaked in water (c) kept dry (d) made into powder 
8. The stone is (a) round (b) flat (c) long (d) big 
9. Chinese writing strokes are (a) thin (b) wide (c) short 
(d) long 
10. Choose the best title for this story: (a) Writing Oddities 
(b) How to Paint (c) Fun in China (d) Stone Study 
11. What sequence of action is proposed? (a) water, ink, 
ink stone, brush (b) ink stone, water, brush, dry ink. 
water (c) dry ink, ink stone, water, brush (d) ink 
stone, water, dry ink, water, brush 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 11 
.G score _ 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.3 :' 3.7 4.2 4.8 5.5 6.4 7.4 
•• 1 . 
You have your ink and pen ready. Now pick up your 
sheet of paper. The lines on it run up and down the page 
instead of across it. You are to begin in the upper right-hand 
corner and write the words one under the other down the 
side of the page. When you have finished that column, be-
gin another at the top of the page at the left of the first 
column. Chinese notebooks are written this way, too. If 
you should see a Chinese boy open his notebook to write, you 
would think that he was beginning at the back of it. It is 
not the back; it is the front. He thinks it is your notebook 
that is queer. 
1. The lines on the paper run (a) from left to right 
(b) across (c) from right to left (d) up and down 
2. You , are to begin writing in the (a) upper right-hand 
corner (b) upper left-hand corner (c) lower right-hand 
corner (d) lower left~ hand corner 
3. Write the words (a) one under the other (b) side by 
side (c) one above the other (d) across the page 
4. What does the Chinese boy think is queer? (a) Chinese 
writing (b) Chinese paper (c) his notebook (d) your 
notebook 
5. Begin the second column at the (a) left of the page 
(b) bottom of the page (c) left of the first column 
(d\right of the first column 
6. As we see it, a Chinese child begins to write in his note-
book (a) at the front (b) at the back, (c) in the 
middle (d) where you would 
7. You are to write with (a) pencil (b) crayon (c) chalk 
(d) peri 
8. This story tells how Chinese writing is (a) like our 
writing (b) like Japanese writing (c) different from 
our writing (d) different from Japanese writing 
9. Chinese pupils read from (a) left to right and down 
(b) top to bottom and left (c) bottom to top and right 
(d) right to left and up 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 2.9 3.2 3.5 3.9 4.3 4.8 5.3 5.9 6.7 7.8 
~s7~ 
When bombs began falling thicker and thicker on the 
crowded cities of England during World War II, the safety 
of their children became the chief concern of English parents. 
Trains were needed to transport soldiers, but for several 
days these trains were put to a different use. The children 
must be cared for first, and so they left their homes and 
parents and entered trains, holding hands and marching two 
by two. As soon as one train was full, it pulled out, and an-
other train came in. Thousands of trains loaded with children 
streamed from the cities to homes in the country. England 
was at war, but the new generation must be preserved. 
Mothers went with their ba hies, but not with children of 
school age. A tag giving name, address, and school in the 
b1g city was fastened to the coat of each of these older chil-
dren. Most of them went to homes they had never seen 
before and to live with persons they did not know. 
1. This evacuation of children took place in (a) Ireland 
(b) Glasgow (c) Scotland (d) England 
2. The most important people in this story were the (a) sol-
diers (b) mothers (c) children (d) workers 
3. How many children left their homes? (a) hundreds 
(b) a few thousands (c) many thousands (d) dozens 
4. Soldiers (a) watched for bombs (b) went to London 
(c) marched two by two (d) refrained from travel 
5. Mothers went with the (a) older children (b) soldiers 
(c) babies (d) fathers 
6. The children were taken to (a) other large cities 
(b) the country (c) London (d) a picnic 
7. Each child had fastened to his coat (a) a national flag 
(b) a flower (c) a beautiful badge (d) an identifica-
tion tag 
8. Most of the children went to live with (a) strange 
persons (b) cousins (c) grandparents (d) old friends 
9. How many times before had most of the children seen 
the homes to which they were being sent? (a) once 
(b) many times (c) never (d) several times 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 1.4 2.0 2.7 3.3 3.9 4.5 5.1 5.8 6.6 7.5 
~ss~ 
Seeds are scattered in many ways. Birds help to carry 
them. Animals carry them about in their fur and drop them 
here and there. Some seeds roll when they fall. Others are 
carried from their homes by water. The down of the thistle, 
milkweed, and dandelion seeds make little fluffy balloons 
The wind takes these balloons on long journeys. 
When a seed falls to the ground it lies as if it were dead 
as long as the earth is cold and dry. But when spring comes 
and the sun warms the earth the seed awakens to life. 
1. Animals carry seeds in their (a) feet (b) teeth 
(c) claws (d) fur 
2. In spring the little seed (a) sleeps (b) awakens (c) dies 
(d) rots 
3. On the dandelion seed there is (a) silk (b) cotto11 
(c) feathers (d) down 
4. The story says the wind carries the seeds of the (a) cab-
bage (b) carrot (c) milkweed (d) radish 
5. Some seeds are carried by (a) books (b) water 
(c) schools (d) trees 
6. T?e story says the earth is warmed by the (a) sun 
(b) moon (c) stars (d) fire 
7. Birds help to carry (a) water (b) earth (c) balloons 
(d) seeds 
8. In how many ways are seeds scattered? (a) three 
(b) many (c) few (d) nine 
9. The down of the thistle looks like a fluffy (a) parrot 
(b) airplane (c) balloon (d) canary 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 1.8 2.3 2.8 3.4 3.9 4.5 5.1 5.8 6.6 7.7 
Did you ever hear a real cuckoo bird? It makes a sound 
which is very much like the striking of the cuckoo clock, but 
much sweeter. When you hear the first notes of the cuckoo 
bird, you may know that winter has gone and spring has 
come again. 
The cuckoo bird never builds a nest of its own but lays its 
tiny egg in another bird's nest. The other bird hatches that 
egg with its own and the little birds grow up together. 
The mother bird does not seem to notice that one of the birds 
is not like the others. She brings food for all of them, but 
the young cuckoo bird, which is the largest of all, usually 
eats most of the food. 
1. This story tells how a cuckoo (a) builds its nest (b) feeds 
its young (c) flies (d) lays its egg 
2. The song of the real cuckoo is (a) louder than a cuckoo 
clock (b) sweeter than a cuckoo clock (c) softer tha:P 
a cuckoo clock (d) harsher than a cuckoo clock 
3. The song of the cuckoo foretells (a) summer (b) winter 
(c) autumn (d) spri11g 
4. The cuckoo bird builds a nest (a) usually (b) always 
(c) never (d) sometimes 
5. How many eggs does the cuckoo bird lay in each nest? 
(a) one (b) two (c) three (d) four 
6. In the nest the young cuckoo is the (a) largest (b) small-
est (c) tallest (d) fattest 
7. The mother bird brings food to ( a ) one bird (b) the 
cuckoo bird (c) her birds (d) all the birds 
8. Who eats most of the food? ( a ) the little birds (b) the 
mother bird (c) the young cuckoo (d) the father bird 
No. right 
G score 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1.5 2.1 2.7 3.3 4.0 4.6 5.2 5.9 6.6 
A great Douglas fir towering toward the sky must be limbed 
and topped before it can be used as a derrick for loading 
other trees. The "high climber" straps spurs on his legs, ties 
a single loop of rope around the huge trunk of the tree and 
his waist, and, pushing up the loop as he climbs, starts up 
the tree on his dangerous job. Each limb, as he saws it off, 
falls with a great crash. Now he is up nearly two hundred 
feet, ready to cut and saw off about fifty feet of the fir's vast 
top. If the top falls toward him, he may be crushed. If the 
trunk splits, it may pull the loop tight and squeeze him to 
death. He knows all this, and therefore works carefully. At 
last the saw is nearly through. The top trembles and falls, 
giving the trunk such a kick that it sways back and forth for 
fifty feet, making him dizzy. When it stops swaying, he 
climbs to the cut end of the trunk, and lies across it to rest 
before beginning the long journey back to the ground. 
1. This dangerous task requires (a) great intelligence 
(b) good sight (c) specific knowledge (d) many tools 
2. The tree is (a) tall (b) short (c) squatty (d) young 
3. Which tree does this article tell about? (a) maple 
(b) oak (c) elm (d) fir 
4. This "high climber" must be (a) curious (b) brave 
(c) tall (d) careless 
5. About how many feet from the ground is the climber 
when he saws off the tree's top? (a) fifty (b) one 
hundred (c) two hundred (d) three hundred 
6. About how many feet of the tree's top are cut off? 
(a) 20 (b) 30 (c) 40 (d) 50 
7. What part of the tree sways back and forth? (a) the top 
(b) the branches (c) the trunk (d) the leaves 
8. The swaying makes this climber (a) dizzy (b) sick 
(c) happy (d) angry 
9. What does this tree climber strap on his legs? (a) boots 
(b) leg-gings (c) ropes (d) spurs 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 3.4 3.6 3.9 4.1 4.4 4.8 5.2 5.7 6.3 7.0 
Curly is my big black dog. He is so strong that he can 
carry me on his back. He likes to run and play with me. 
He likes, too, to follow my father around in the fields. One 
day my father took off his coat and laid it on the ground 
under a big oak tree. Curly stood watching him. My father 
said, "Watch my coat, Curly." 
Curly lay down on the coat. My father forgot all about 
his coat and went home without it. Late in the evening I 
missed my dog. I looked everywhere for him, calling, 
"Curly, Curly!" But no Curly came. Soon my father wanted 
something that was in his coat pocket. He went to get the 
coat. Then he remembered what he had done. He went 
back to the big oak tree. What do you think he saw? Curly 
was sitting on the coat so that nobody could carry it away. 
1. Curly is a (a) boy (b) man (c) tree (d) dog 
2. The dog is (a) brown (b) white (c) black (d) yellow 
3. Curly took care of the (a) man (b) coat (c) watch 
(d) tree 
4. When did we miss the dog? (a) in the morning (b) at 
noon (c) at night (d) in the evening 
5. The dog did not come when he was called because he was 
(a) on guard (b) afraid (c) asleep (d) not hungry 
6. My father placed the coat (a) in the oak tree (b) on 
the ground (c) in the garden (d) over Curly 
7. Who called, "Curly, Curly"? (a) Curly (b) my father 
(c) I (d) the man 
8. This story was written to tell about (a) an obedient dog 
(b) a forgetful father (c) a little boy (d) a man's coat 
9. Choose the best title: (a) A Man's Best Friend (b) The 
Coat-Watcher (c) A Brown Dog (d) A Man and His 
Dog 
10. Which statement is false? (a) Curly was faithful to his 
master. (b) Curly liked to play. (c) Curly was strong. 
(d) Curly was mischievous. 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
G score 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.8 5.2 5.6 6.0 6.5 7.0 
The spider is not a true insect. A true insect has wings, 
three pairs of legs, and a body divided into three parts, a 
head, a thorax, and an abdomen,. 
The spider has no wings. It has eight legs and its body is 
divided into only two parts. The head and the eight legs 
belong to the front part of the body. 
Most spiders have eight eyes. Their eyes cannot move, 
but are set so that the spider can see in every djrection at 
once. These eyes look like little beads and in a large spider 
can easily be seen. 
Each of the spider's eight legs has joints and is ~overed , 
with tiny hairs. There are claws at the end of each leg. 
1. How many legs has the spider? (a) 2 (b) 4 (c) ·6 
(d) 8 
2. The eyes look like (a) pins (b) eggs (c) beads 
(d) buttons 
3. The spider's legs are covered 
(b) beads (c) knobs (d) eggs 
with (a) tiny hairs 
4. At the end of each leg there are (a) toes (b) feet 
(c) claws (d) nails 
5. The body of a true insect is divided into (a) 1 part 
(b) 2 parts (c) 3 parts (d) 4 parts 
6. The number of parts in a spider's body is (a) 1 (b) 2 
(c) ,3 (d) 4 
7. The number of eyes of most spiders is (a) 3 (b) 6 
(c) 8 (d) 10 
8. A spider cannot move its (a) legs (b) eyes (c) head 
(d) web 
9. A spider has no (a) legs (b) claws (c) head (d) wings 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 · . 9 
G score 3.1 3.4 3.7 4.0 4.4 4.8 5.2 5.7 6.3 7.1 
One afternoon two careless young men were walking down 
the steps of a building to get into an automobile. One of the 
men was eating a large banana. He dropped the skin upon 
the steps. A watchful schoolboy saw what had happened. 
The boy stooped down, picked up the skin, and carried it to 
a nearby ash can which was meant for all kinds of rubbish. 
Why did this boy take so much trouble? He knew that if 
the skin stayed there someone might slip and perhaps break 
a leg. 
1. The number of young men was (a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 4 
(d) 6 
2. The young men were going to (a) work ( b) catch a 
train (c) get into an automobile (d) walk down the 
street 
3. One young man dropped (a) a banana skin (b) an 
orange peel (c) an apple peel (d) some peanut shells 
4. If someone slipped he might (a) be amused (b) drop 
a banana (c) pick up a skin (d) break his leg 
5. The one who picked up the skin was a (a) woman 
, (b) young man (c) girl (d) schoolboy 
6. The place for rubbish was (a) in the ash can (b) on 
the street (c) in the gutter (d) on the sidewalk 
7. The schoolboy was (a) careful (b) lazy (c) watchful 
(d) careless 
8. The young man was (a) lazy (b) careless (c) careful 
(d) busy 
9. The young man dropped the skin on the (a) steps 
(b) street (c) floor (d) sidewalk 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 2.~ 2.6 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.6 5.2 5.8 6.5 7.2 
One summer afternoon Bee and I took a walk along the 
edge of the cliffs. Below we saw some white spots on the 
ledges just above the waves. We climbed down and found 
to our surprise that the white spots were young sea gulls. 
The ledges were covered with them. They were not really 
white, but soft gray with brown speckles. The young gulls 
were not at all afraid. After running a few steps, they 
would stop and look at us. Some of them even let us pick 
them up. 
Suddenly we heard the quick beat of angry wings. It was 
the parent birds returning. They were not so friendly as 
their babies, and circled and darted about us. As fast as we 
could, we climbed back up the cliffs until the little gulls were 
once again white specks among the dark rocks. 
1. The ledges were covered with (a) eggs (b) young gulls 
(c) shells (d) moss 
2. The parent birds returned (a) to feed their babies 
(b) to walk on the rocks (c) to protect their babies 
(d) to roost for the night 
3. Bee and I went for a walk in the (a) morning (b) eve-
ning (c) forenoon (d) afternoon 
4. The. young gulls were not (a) friendly (b) afraid 
(c) tame (d) hungry 
5. At a distance the little gulls looked like (a) baby birds 
(b) tiny eggs (c) white specks (d) dark rocks 
6. We found the little gulls (a) on the high cliffs (b) at 
the edge of the cliffs (c) on the water (d) on the ledges 
just above the water 
7. We picked up (a) the young birds (b) the parent birds 
(c) some eggs (d) some rocks 
8. The parent birds (a) lighted on the rocks (b) circled 
and darted (c) fed their young (d) swam in water 
9. We went away (a) slowly (b) running (c) in our 
boat (d) as fast as we could 
10. The story should be called (a) Sea Gulls (b) A Walk 
(c) A Sea Gull Nursery (d) The Cliffs 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
G score 2.5 2.9 3.3 3.7 4.1 4.6 5.2 5.8 6.5 7.2 7.9 
There is a plant that lives on small flies and other insects 
which it catches in a trap of its own. It is called the Pitcher 
Plant because of the shape of the leaf. A fly is tempted by 
the sticky liquid on the sides to crawl down the pitcher-shaped 
leaf. When he has eaten a good meal, however, and is ready 
to fly home he finds that the top of the leaf is too narrow to 
let him spread his wings. Also on the sides there are little 
hairs, all pointing downward, and these keep him from crawl-
ing out. He clings to the leaf until he grows tired and must 
at last fall to the bottom of the Pitcher Plant, which is often 
partly filled with water. Here he must either starve to death 
or drown. Then the plant feeds upon the body. 
1. The Pitcher Plant feeds upon (a) leaves (b) insects 
(c) sticky liquid (d) little hairs 
2. The plant's name comes from (a) the shape of the leaves 
(b) the hairs (c) the sticky liquid (d) the way it eats 
3. The fly is tempted by the (a) hairs (b) shape of the 
leaf (c) color of the leaf (d) sticky liquid 
4. The fly crawls down the leaf in order to (a) play 
(b) fly (c) eat (d) walk 
5. The fly cannot fly out because (a) of the hairs (b) the 
top is too narrow (c) of the water (d) he is tired 
6. Hairs on the sides of the leaf keep the fly from (a) flying 
out (b) crawling in (c) eating (d) crawling out 
7. The fly clings to the leaf until he ( a ) grows tired and 
falls (b) flies out (c) crawls out ( d) dies 
8. The bottom of the Pitcher Plant often has in it (a) hairs 
(b) leaves (c) water (d) dirt 
9. The fly finally (a) flies out (b) dies (c) crawls out 
(d) eats its way out 
10. The plant (a) helps the fly to crawl out (b) keeps the 
fly from dymg (c) helps the fly to fly out (d) feeds 
upon the fly's body 
11. The lesson taught by the story is: (a) All that glitters 
is not gold. (b) All good things come to those who wait. 
(c) Patience is a virtue. (d) Evil is as evil does. 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 11 
G score 2.7 3.1 3.5 3.9 4.3 4.7 5.! 5.7 6.2 6.9 7.6 8.4 
Do you ever wonder where the sugar in your sugar bowl 
comes from? It may come from the sugar beet or the sugar 
cane. The sugar cane grows only in warm countries, but the 
sugar beet grows in states as far north as Michigan. 
Sugar cane, when it is growing, looks very much like corn. 
It is tall and has a jointed stalk. The leaves are long and 
blade-like. Sugar beets look something like large white 
turnips. 
About half the sugar we use comes from sugar cane and 
the other half from sugar beets. Some people think cane 
sugar is better than beet sugar, but there is really very little 
difference between them. 
1. The sugar in your sugar bowl comes from (a) animals 
(b) plants (c) trees (d) bushes 
2. Sugar cane grows in (a) Michigan (b) cold climates 
(c) warm countries (d) almost every country 
3. Sugar beets can grow (a) only in the South (b) only 
where sugar cane grows (c) in Michigan (d) in Maine 
4. When sugar cane is growing, it looks like (a) corn 
(b) turnips (c) beets (d) wheat 
5. Sugar beets look like (a) wheat (b) corn (c) potatoes 
(d) turnips 
6. What kind of leaves has sugar cane? (a) long (b) short 
(c) 'round (d) curly 
7. How much of our sugar comes from beets? (a) Vs (b) ;4 
(c) 1h (d)% 
8. Some people think that the sugar from beets is (a) better 
than cane sugar (b) as good as the sugar from cane 
(c) more expensive than cane sugar (d) not as good 
as cane sugar 
9. Between cane and beet sugar there is (a) little differ-
ence (b) much difference (c) no difference (d) a 
difference in price 
10. Choose the best title: (a) Sugar Is Sweet (b) Your 
Sugar Bowl (c) Two Kinds of Sugar (d) Sugar and 
Climate 
No. right 0 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 
G score 2.2 2.6 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.6 5.2 6.0 7.0 8.1 9.4 
"Ding~dong!" sounded the fire bell and away rushed Fred 
and John. Three hours later the two boys returned much 
sobered by the sights they had seen. The largest apartment 
house in the city had burned to the ground and many people 
had been made homeless , The fire started on the third floor 
where an electric iron had been left with the current turned 
on. 
The boys talked about the causes of fires. Fred had reacl 
that misused electricity causes many fires. Carelessness with 
matches, usually on the part of smokers, is another frequent 
cause of fires. 
1. The boys rushed away to the ( a ) game (b ) fire 
(c) fight ( d) show 
2. They returned in about ( a ) 1 hour ( b ) 2 hours (c) 3 
hours (d) 4 hours 
3. Fred and John came back feeling ( a ) gay (b) sad 
( c) sobered ( d) tired 
4. The fire started (a) in the basement ( b) in the kitchen 
(c) on the roof (d) on the third floor 
5. The fire was caused by (a) matches (b ) a bad flue 
( c) an electric iron (d) a stove 
6. The boys talked about (a) the fire (b) causes of fires 
(c) firemen ( d) the people 
7. Fires from matches are usually caused by (a) boys 
(b) mice (c) smokers (d) cats 
8. What was first mentioned as a cause of fire? ( a ) care-
lessness (b) electricity (c) gasoline (d) rubbish 
9. Choose the point of this story: (a) An ounce of fire pre-
vention is worth a pound of cure. (b) Big fires bigger 
grow. (c) Carelessness is man's greatest enemy. (d) To 
think is to preserve. 
10. Choose the best title: (a) Sobering Sights (b) The Care-
less Smoker (c) The Great Fire (d) Causes of Fires 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
G score 1.8 2.3 2.7 3.2 3.8 4.4 5.2 6.2 7.3 8.5 9.9 
~68~ 
One day in the early 1920's a crowd was gathered at Forl 
Bliss to watch the airplanes. As one airplane was rolled out, 
a grandmotherly old woman asked if she could have a ride 
in it. Leaning on her cane, the thin old lady dressed in 
black made her way to the plane. She was helped into the 
cockpit and then carefully strapped into the seat. The pilot 
went up to the nose of the plane and gave the propeller a 
turn. As he did so, his feet slipped and he fell flat. Before 
he could get up, the airplane, with no one in it except 
Grandma, went bouncing down the field, sailed into the 
air, and headed for a row of trees. Men gasped in horror. 
Women screamed. The plane climbed above the trees and 
started for the stars, but rolled over on its back and fell to-
ward the field. In the last few seconds it righted itself, ran 
crazily across the field, and stopped. The little old lady was 
really a young man, Claire Chennault, who later became the 
famous commander of the Flying Tigers. 
1. Claire Chennault (a) frightened a little old lady 
(b) played a joke on a big crowd (c) crashed his air-
plane (d) fell from the clouds 
2 . .The little old lady carried a (a) stick (b) cane 
(c) crutch (d) shawl 
3. What did the lady ask for? (a) an airplane (b) a strap 
(c) a performance (d) a ride 
4. H~w did the airplane go down the field? (a) sailing 
(b) sliding (c) skidding (d) bouncing 
5. The airplane headed for the (a) trees (b) grandstand 
(c) other airplanes (d) men and women 
6. After the airplane was high in the air, it pointed toward 
the (a) crowd (b) stars (c) cloud (d) earth 
7. Women (a) fainted (b) screamed (c) gasped (d) sat 
still 
8. When high in the air, the airplane (a) exploded 
(b) caught fire (c) lost a wing (d) rolled over 
9. The airplane's passenger was (a) badly injured 
(b) killed (c) frightened (d) having fun 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 2.9 3.3 3.7 4.1 4.5 4.9 5.3 5.7 6.1 6.6 
The king of Shu had no arrows for his soldiers. Chu-Koh-
Liang, the adviser of the king, promised to get five thousand 
arrows before the battle. It takes a long time to make so 
many arrows. The king thought it was strange that Chu-
Koh-Liang did not tell the arrow-makers to start work. 
Chu-Koh-Liang would not tell his plan. He waited until the 
evening before the battle. At midnight he sent twenty boats 
covered with thick straw pads to sail around the enemy's 
camp. The enemy were frightened and shot many arrows 
at the boats. The arrows stuck in the straw. The boats 
sailed back and Chu-Koh-Liang took out more than five 
thousand arrows and gave them to the king. The enemy 
had very few arrows left with which to fight. 
1. To make thousands of arrows takes (a) one clay 
(b) two hours (c) a long time (d) a short time 
2. Chu-Koh-Liang got the arrows from the (a) enemy 
(b) factory (c) arrow-makers (d) general 
3. Chu-Koh-Liang was the king's (a) cousin (b) friend 
(c) general (d) adviser 
4. Chu-Koh-Liang sent the boats (a) the next morning 
(b) at the time of the battle (c) the night before the 
battle (d) the clay after: the battle 
5. The enemy (a) ran away (b) were asleep (c) sent 
out boats (d) shot many arrows 
6. The arrows (a) fell into the water (b) stuck in the 
straw (c) killed the men (d) fell on the ground 
7. At the time of the battle the enemy had (a) many 
arrows (b) no arrows (c) very few arrows (d) more 
arrows than before 
8. The boats were covered with (a) cotton (b) cloth 
(c) feathers (d) straw 
9. What is implied rather than stated? (a) The king's 
adviser helped to win the war. (b) There was no way 
to get arrows. (c) Boats are not used during a battle. 
(d) The best time to fight battles is at midnight. 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 2.5 2.9 3.3 3.8 4.3 4.8 5.3 5.8 6.3 6.8 
When quite young Daniel Webster did not always obey 
the rules at school. One day the teacher caught him break-
ing a rule and asked him to come forward to be punished. 
In that school, striking the open hand with the ruler was the 
punishment. Damel's hands happened to be very dirty. On 
the way to the teacher's desk he spit upon the palm of one 
hand and wiped it on his pantaloons. 
"Give me your hand, sir," demanded the teacher. Out 
went the right hand. 
The teacher looked a moment and said, "Daniel, if you 
will find another hand in this schoolroom as dirty as that, I 
will let you go." Instantly from behind Daniel's back came 
the left hand. "Here it is, sir," he replied. 
"That will do," said the teacher, laughing. "You may go." 
1. Daniel's hands were not (a) soiled (b) dirty (c) clean 
(d) stained 
2. This happened (a) at home (b) at school (c) at 
church (d) on the street 
3. The punishment was (a) being struck with a ruler 
(b) standing in a corner (c) washing his hands 
(d) staying in at recess 
4. Daniel wiped his hand (a) on a towel (b) on a paper 
towel (c) on a handkerchief (d) on his pantaloons 
5. Wh:r- was he to be punished? (a) His hands were dirty. 
(b) He would not go forward. (c) He did not obey the 
rules. (d) He put out his hand. 
6. Where was the teacher? (a) at his desk (b) at the 
blackboard (c) near the door (d) in the back of the 
room 
7. This story is about a boy who was (a) sad (b) clever 
(c) false (d) foolish 
8. Where did he find another hand as dirty? (a) behind 
his back (b) in his pocket (c) among the girls 
(d) among the boys 
9. The teacher (a) punished him (b) excused him 
(c) scolded him (d) praised him 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Gscore 1.9 2.4 2.9 3.5 4.1 4.7 5.3 5.9 6.6 7.4 
To make the Ball-Stand game you need several wooden 
posts. Have some of them as short as one foot, others longer, 
and some as tall as four feet. Nail these posts to blocks so 
that they will stand up. Nail a berry basket to the top of 
each post. Put a number on each basket. Now you are ready 
to play the game. Put these stands close together. They may 
be in a row, but that is not necessary. Next decide how far 
away you want to be when you throw the ball. The game 
is to throw a rubber ball into a basket, and you score the 
number which is on the basket into which your ball goes. 
1. The shortest post should be (a) 6 inches (b) 1 foot 
(c) 3 feet (d) 4 feet 
2. To the tops of these posts nail (a) hoops (b) berry 
baskets (c) pieces of cardboard (d) market baskets 
3. Make the posts stand up by nailing them to (a) blocks 
(b) spools (c) baskets (d) rubber balls 
4. Numbers should be put on the (a) ball (b) baskets 
(c) wooden posts (d) floor 
5. The stands should be placed (a) far apart (b) in pairs 
(c) in groups of three (d) close together 
6. The kind of ball to use is a (a) baseball (b) basketball 
(c) rubber ball (d) football 
7. The game is to (a) knock the stand over (b) knock the 
basket off (c) throw the ball into a basket (d) throw 
the ball to your partner 
8. Choose the correct sequence: (a) get basketball, number 
baskets, nail posts to baskets (b) nail blocks to posts, 
write numbers on posts, set up baskets (c) get posts, nail 
to blocks, nail.berry baskets, number baskets (d) num-
ber baskets, nail blocks to baskets, set up posts 
9. This game places emphasis on (a) nimble footwork 
(b) quick thinking (c) accuracy (d) power 
10. Which two are discussed? (a) building the game and 
3coring it (b) building the game and how to hit the 
baskets (c) rules and time needed to play (d) number 
and kind of people needed to play 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
G score 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.8 5.3 5.7 6.2 6.7 7.4 
In the Northwest a man and his wife lived for many years 
in a five-room house built inside one large fir log. It was 
twenty-two feet long and was cut from a tree 275 feet high. 
Woodsmen say the tree was over 2,000 years old. This means 
that it started growing almost 100 years before Christ. It 
also means that the tree was growing here about 1,500 years 
before white men came to this country. 
This log house was put onto a five-ton truck, and the 
family traveled about, living in all parts of the country. This 
home was very comfortable, with running water, electric 
lights, shower bath, library, bedroom, living room, kitchen, 
and cupboards. 
1. This log house was in the ( a ) North (b) West 
(c) Northwest (d) Southwest 
2. How many rooms were in the house? ( a ) 2 (b) 4 
(c) 5 (d) 6 
3. How long was this log house? ( a ) 22 feet (b) 30 feet 
(c) 42 feet (d ) 275 feet 
4. They 'Uade the house out of ( a ) lumber (b) many 
lo~s (c) brick (d) one log 
5. How high was the tree? ( a ) 100 feet (b) 275 feet 
(c) ·1,500 feet (d) 2,000 feet 
6. How many years old was the tree? (a) 100 (b) 275 
(c) 1,500 (d) 2,000 
7. How long before white men came to this country was 
this tree growing? (a) 100 years (b) 275 years 
(c) 1,500 years (d) 2,000 years 
8. Where did the man and his wife put this five-room 
hous€? ( a) in a town (b) by the side of a road (c) on 
a truck (d) on a boat 
9. This house did not have a ( a ) bedroom (b) library 
(c) kitchen (d) stairway 
10. The house was (a) comfortable (b) cold (c) hot 
(d) damp 
11. Which is the best title? (a) Tidy Home (b) Little Log 
Cabin (c) Comforts of Home (d) Tree-Dwellers 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 11 
G score 2.7 3.1 3.5 3.9 4.4 4.8 5.3 5.8 6.2 6.7 7.2 7.8 
Boys are supposed to grin and girls to smile as they read this. 
A dog, named Jasper, aged four years and four months, 
adores his mistress, Mrs. Tom Jeffries, who lives seven miles 
west of Greenville. She goes to town twice a week and is 
gone eight and a half hours each time. Jasper has, un-
fortunately, a wonderful imagination. He keeps thinking 
that she is going to return every minute and he cannot pre-
vent his tail from wagging. He stands at the gate waiting 
for her and wags off weight at the rate of one-half ounce 
every two hours. At present, he weighs thirty-two pounds 
and five ounces. What will be his weight in two years? 
1. The best title for this selection is (a) Mrs. Tom Jeffries 
(b) How Jasper Reduced (c) A Tall Tail (d) True 
Affection 
2. The selection is chiefly about a (a) town (b) mistress 
(c) dog (d) gate 
3. The story states that Mrs. Jeffries goes to (a) town 
(b) Greenville (c) Jasper (d) the gate 
4. What is stated as a cause of Jasper's gradual reducing? 
He (a) diets (b) can find no food (c) wags his tail 
too much (d) is poorly fed 
5. What is the length of a single continuous period during 
which Jasper reduces weight? (a) 2 hours (b) 8lh 
hours (c) 2 years (d) 4 years 
6. The unfortunate thing about Jasper is his (a) mistress 
(b) weight (c) tail (d) expectancy 
7. This story is probably (a) true (b) real (c) a fairy 
tale (d) an imaginary tale 
8. That which is stated as a cause for Jasper's wagging 
tail is (a) Mrs. Jeffries' return (b) Jasper's thinking 
(c) Jasper's loss of weight (d) the gate 
9. As a matter of fact, it is probable that Jasper will 
(a) wag his tail off (b) stop wagging his tail (c) wag 
his tail often (d) become very thin 
10. Jasper's mistress returns after (a) 81;2 hours (b) every 
minute (c) 7 miles (d) 4 years 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . 8 9 1 0 
G score 2.8 3.0 3.3 3.7 4.2 4.7 5.3 5.9 6.6 7.4 8.3 
Betty Allen likes to watch her father's bees. Sometimes 
she sees them coming in with a load of pollen in the pollen 
baskets on their hind legs. In the spring it may be brown 
pollen from the pear blossoms; later in the summer it may be 
yellow pollen from the corn tassels. From this pollen the 
bees make food for the baby bees. We call it beebread. 
Betty is not afraid of the bees, for she knows they will not 
sting her if she does not get in their way. It makes them 
cross if anyone stands in front of the entrance to the hive 
when they are coming in with a heavy load. She stands off 
to one side and watches them alight on the board in front of 
the hive. Some bees are always guarding this entrance. At 
night after all the bees are in the hive these guards brush 
off the board with their front legs. 
1. Betty watches the bees carrying (a) honey (b) wax 
(c) pollen (d) flowers 
Z. The pollen baskets are on their (a) front legs (b) wings 
(c) back (d) hind legs 
3. Beebread is made from (a) pollen (b) honey (c) wax 
(d) nectar 
4. Pollen from the corn is (a) brown (b) yellow (c) white 
1 (d) .green 
5. Bees get pollen from the corn (a) leaves (b) tassels 
(c) stalk (d) silk 
6. Pollen from pear blossoms is (a) brown (b) yellow 
(c) white (d) green 
7. Bees are cross if you stand (a) behind the hive 
(b) before the hive (c) near the flowers (d) under 
the tree 
8. Bees always guard (a) the top of the hive (b) the 
flowers (c) the entrance to the hive (d) the pollen 
9. They brush off the board with (a) their hind legs 
(b) their front legs (c) their wings (d) a leaf 
10. What is implied, but not stated? (a) Bees feed their 
young, (b) Each bee has a definite job. (c) Bees will 
not sting unless provoked. (d) Bees guard t);Ieir hive. 
No. right 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
G score 2.6 3.0 3.4 3.8 11 ~ 4.8 5.3 5.9 6.6 7.3 8.4 
~75~ 
Would y.ou like to learn how to make a kite? A diamond-
shaped kite is very easy to make. You must have two pieces 
of very light wood about as thick as your lead pencil. One 
piece should be thirty inches long, the other thirty-six. With 
your penknife make notches on both ends of both sticks. 
Now place the two sticks in the form of a cross and tie them 
together with a strong string. Join the four ends of the cross 
with a long string, using the notches to keep it from slipping. 
Now the frame is ready. It is in the shape of a diamond. 
In the next lesson, you will find out how to finish the kite. 
1. The number of pieces of wood you need is (a) one 
(b) two (c) three (d) four 
2. The notches in the sticks should be (a) at one end 
(b) on both ends (c) in the middle (d) near the middl~ 
3. This story tells how to make part of a (a) kite (b) boat 
(c) box (d) book 
4. The lengths of the sticks should be (a) 5 inches and 6 
inches (b) 10 inches and 12 inches (c) 20 inche-s and 
24 inches (d) 30 inches and 36 inches 
5. The notches are to (a) hold the string (b) hold the 
paper (c) look pretty (d) hold the tail 
6. The thickness of the sticks should be about the same as a 
(a) needle (b) pole (c) pencil (d) pin 
7. When tied, the sticks should have the form of (a) an X 
(b) a plus sign (c) a V (d) a cross 
8. The sticks should be (a) tied together (b) nailed 
together (c) pasted together (d) sewed together 
9. It is very easy to make a kite in the shape of a (a) box 
(b) diamond (c) bird (d) butterfly 
10. The wood should be (a) heavy (b) hard (c) light 
(d) soft 
11. Choose the correct sequence: (a) wood, string, notches, 
knife (b) wood, knife, notches, string (c) notches, 
string, wood, knife (d) string, wood, notches, knife 
12. Choose the best title: (a) Flying Is Fun (b) Building 
a Kite (c) Going Kiting (d) Tying Wood 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
G score 2.1 2.5 2.9 3.3 3.7 4.1 4.5 4.9 5.3 5.7 6.1 6.6 7.1 
~76 ~ 
When y0u have finished making the frame of the kite, get 
a piece of strong tissue paper. Cut it the shape of a diamond, 
just half an inch larger than the frame. Turn the four edges 
of the paper over the string and paste it. Now the main part 
of the kite is ready. Next make a tail. Get a piece of cord 
about thirty inches long. Cut some paper into small pieces: 
each about two inches long and one inch wide. Tie these 
pieces of paper onto the cord about three inches apart. This is 
the tail of the kite. Tie it to one of the longer tips of the 
diamond-shaped kite. The last thing to do is to attach the 
end of a ball of twine at the point where the sticks are tied 
together. Your kite is now ready to fly in the air. 
1. The length of the pieces of paper for the tail should be 
(a) 1 inch (b) 2 inches (c) 6 inches (d) 12 inches 
2. The size of the paper to cover the frame should be 
(a) the same as the frame (b) a little smaller than the 
frame (c) a little larger than the frame (d) much 
larger than the frame 
3. The length of the tail is (a) 2 inches (b) 3 inches 
(c) 30 inches (d) '36 inches 
4. Fasten the tail to (a) one of the longer tips (b) one 
of t_he shorter tips (c) the middle of the kite (d) the 
side of the kite 
5. The end of a ball of twine is fastened (a) to one side 
(b) to both sides (c) to the tip (d ) where the sticks 
cross 
6. The kind of paper to use is (a) writing paper (b) tissue 
paper ( c) stiff paper (d) wrapping paper 
7. The paper should be fastened to the frame by (a) sew-
ing (b) nailing (c) pasting (d) tying 
8. From the paper cut a piece that is (a) heart-shaped 
(b) diamond-shaped (c) a square (d) a circle 
9. What is the correct sequence? (a) twine, cord, paste 
(b) paste, twine, cord (c) paste, cord, twine (d) cord, 
paste, twine 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.1 5.7 6.3 6.9 7.5 
~77~ 
Admiral Byrd and other explorers who ventured into the 
far Arctic and Antarctic regions had to take great risks. 
Here is a true story a bout the Antarctic explorer Ernest 
Shackleton. 
An Antarctic storm dashed him and a small crew onto 
an icy shore. A mountain covered with snow and ice stood 
between them and any help. They toiled up the mountain. 
The night was very dark, and a gale was blowing by the time 
they reached the top. What lay down the other side of the 
mountain they did not know, nor could they see. Perhaps 
deep gorges lay below, but down they must go, and quickly, 
or they would freeze. They coiled their ropes for sleds, sat 
down, linked arms, and started sliding to life or death. Soon 
they were going a mile a minute. Because their slide ended 
in a soft snowdrift at the foot of the mountain, they lived to 
tell this tale. 
1. This story tells about the explorers' (a) strength 
(b) intelligence (c) courage (d) endurance 
2. The story tells of an adventure (a) by Byrd (b) by 
Shackleton (c) in the Arctic (d) in wintertime 
3. This adventure happened in the (a) Arctic (b) Atlantic 
(c) Pacific (d) Antarctic 
4. What forced these men to land? (a) ice (b) rain 
(c) wind (d) snow 
5. To reach help, the leader and his crew were forced to 
(a) run for miles (b) climb a mountain (c) jump deep 
gorges (d) blow their boat whistles 
6. These explorers' sleds were made of (a) steel (b) wood 
and steel (c) rope (d) wood and rope 
7. The men landed (a) in a stream of water (b) on a 
lake of ice (c) on top of a house (d) in a soft snowdrift 
8. Adventure of this kind is (a) frequent (b) thrilling 
(c) sad (d) amusing 
9. How did the men slide down the mountain? (a) side 
by side (b) one after another (c) head to feet (d) back 
to back 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
G score 3.6 3.8 4.1 4.5 4.8 5.1 5.5 5.8 6.2 6.6 
~78~ 
With fourteen persons aboard, the nose of the C-54 was 
pointed toward London across the wide Atlantic. The com-
mander pushed a button and the electronic "brain" took 
charge of all controls. The plane sped down the runway, 
climbed to 9,000 feet over the ocean, and started for England. 
About ten hours later the plane dipped downward and 
made a perfect landing at the Brize Norton Aerodrome near 
London. The "brain" had kept the C-54 on its course by 
following first a beam from a United States Coast Guard 
cutter, then one from Droitwich, England, and finally a beam 
from Brize Norton. 
From start to finish no human hand touched the controls 
after the button was pushed in Newfoundland. 
1. This story is mainly about (a) C-54's (b) an electronic 
"brain" (c) a Coast Guard cutter (d) the Atlantic 
Ocean 
2. The commander was in the pilot room chiefly to 
(a) check the controls (b) follow the beam (c) act in 
an emergency (d) radio weather conditions 
3. The "brain" was located in the (a) pilot's head 
(b) C-54 (c) aerodrome (d) cutter 
4. Over the ocean, the plane flew at a height of (a) 3,000 
feet (b) 6,000 feet (c) 9,000 feet (d) 12,000 feet 
5. The. flight across the Atlantic took about (a) 5 hours 
(b) 10 hours (c) 15 hours (d) 20 hours 
6. The commander (a) took the plane into the air 
(b) guid.ed the plane across the Atlantic (c) brought the 
plane down in London (d) pushed a button in the plane 
7. The C-54 started from (a) London· (b) New York 
(c) Newfoundland (d) Droitwich 
8. The plane carried how many persons? (a) 10 (b) 12 
(c) 14 (d) 16 
9. This plane started for (a) the Azores (b) Ireland 
(c) Scotland (d) England 
10. The C-54's controls were handled (a) when taking off 
(b) at no time (c) occasionally (d) when landing 
No. right 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
G score 3.1 3.3 3.5 3.8 4.2 4.7 5.4 6.2 7.4 8.8 10.9 
